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CONFERENCE
OPENING

David Butler,
Butler Cox & Partners Limited

Ladies and gentlemen, | should like to declare this conferenceofficially open. First, let me
welcomea particular guest, Mr Ron Potter. Mr Potter is here today representing the remark-
ably named Emphatic Charitable Trust. The purpose of the Emphatic Charitable Trust is to
promote the needs and opportunities of disabled people in the computerindustry andin this,the International Year for the Disabled, we thought that it would be useful to invite Ron to
come along and talk to us all informally about the work of his Trust. He will be present
throughout the conference. We hopethat delegateswill take the opportunity to talk with him
about the work of the Trust. And who knows,if any of you happen to have brought your
cheque books with you, something may comeof those discussions.
There are several things about this conferencethat are little different from ones we have
had in the past. In particular, | should like to mention that this evening, at 18.30, there is a
session of housekeeping ♥ but very important housekeeping as far as the Foundation is
concerned. David Seabrook, the Director of the Foundation, will be taking the opportunity to
go through with youthe salient features of the Foundation☂s report onits activities for 1980
and, just as importantly, he will be going through with you the elements of the programme
planned for 1982. As you know,it is our custom to ask members for suggestions about
research subjects, to offer our own shoppinglist of subjects, to receive a postal ballot from
members concerning their interest in different subjects; and finally, to present a co-ordi-
nated programmeof research to the Management Board of the Foundation. All those things
will still be done, but we want to usethis session this evening to give those members whoare
here today an opportunity to comment on the subjects and the aspects of them which are
most interesting to them.
During the next few months wewill also be implementing a series of other steps which are
designed to try to improve the fit between the work of the Foundation and the members☂
needs. As you know,the past pattern of activities has been the published reports which we
produce, followed by professional and technical seminars which are intended to provide
members with a chanceto follow up specific questions or points of interestin the reports.In
addition, we have run conferences such as this, and management briefings. In recent
monthsit has becomeclearto us, both in discussions with the Management Board and with
members at large, that the professional and technical seminar format needed some
adjustmentsin orderto realign it with its original purpose. The seminars, which had begun as
detailed and intimate discussions of reports, had become in fact quite substantial
conferences in their own right. But since they were one-day events they did not really
provide the opportunity for interaction between delegates, nor for real, direct access to the
report authors, which originally they had been intended to provide.
The new schedule of activities which has been recently distributed shows a changein this
pattern of activities. Conferences like this one are planned to be more closely linked to
report themes, and the professional and technical seminar series will be replaced by an
increased number of managementbriefings which will feature higher-level speakers. The



orkshop sessions at. conferences, such as the ones that we are having here in Bourne-
cnet this week,will provide opportunities for face-to-face discussions with, amongothers,
report authors. We also propose to hold much smaller and more detailed discussions of
report topics wheneverthese are justified by the extent of members☂ interests. So each
published report from now onwill carry a printed form asking you, the members, whether
you wish to take part in such a smaller, detailed discussion.
The ManagementBoard ofthe Foundation which, as you know, includes three elected repre-sentatives of you, the members, considers that this new formulawill more accurately meetthe members☂ needs. These arrangementswill be confirmed in writing within the next weekor so. We hope that any members who wish to commenton the working ofthe newarrange-mentswill remember that David Seabrook, the Director of the Foundation, and | will alwaysbe pleased to hear any comments on the working of the new arrangements with a view totheir further improvement.
Let me nowturn to the subject matter of this particular conference. | must admit thatit is aconference which, two or three years ago, | would very much have hesitated to arrange,because it seemed to methat the subjects to which this conference addressesitself haveonly recently comeinto the clearest possible focus. The title of the conferenceis ☁Personnelissues for managementservices in the 1980s☂☂, and | conceiveofthose issues as spanningan enormousrangeof responsibilities and necessary actions. Just by glancing at the agendafor the conference, we cansee that there are responsibilities and necessary actionsat threedifferent levels.
Thefirst is at the level of national governments and international governmental agencies.InEurope,at a national level and the international level, we face severe, challenging and ex-tremely worrying problemsof productivity, of unemployment,of different aspects ofinforma-tics policy such as privacy and security. All these problems are coming to a head in mostofthe European countries at the same time. What will our approaches be? How can weachieve, together in Europe,a level of cohesion and a level of intelligence in responding tothese problemsthat will elude any individual nation?
Weare to hear two presentations on these subjects of national and international signifi-cance: Mr Morley from the European Commission, and Monsieur Danzin who has been oneof those instrumentalin forming the French policy towards these matters. At the corporatelevel we have problems of investment in times of declining markets and eroding profitmargins. We also have problemsof competition and problemsof acquiring the necessaryskills to justify competition and to justify investment. In terms of justifying our investmentinsystemsfor the future mostof us feel that we need somehow to break out of the currentexpensive, time-consuming cycle of analysis, system development and synthesis ♥ aprocess whichhasin the pastoften proved so time consuming and costly that by the time wehave gone through that cycle the circumstances for which the solution was designed nolonger obtained. We are happy to have with us Mr Staffan Persson from the StockholmSchool of Economicsto talk about new ways of systems development involving users.
At the level of our own principal responsibility, the acquisition, development and mainten-anceof skills within our organisations, we are focusing in two ways.First, Colin Brook of IBMwill talk to us about the information systems jobs in the 1980s. What are the new careeropportunities that will be open within the area of information systems? Will we see the long-debated, but so far slow-born, Director of Telematics in the large Organisation? Will any ofthe jobs to which we have grown accustomed ♥ indeed that mostof us cut our teeth on ♥such as systems design and programming disappearin the years ahead?
Peter Bennett from Metal Box will tackle the very real problem of the retention and motiva-tion of these people and he will show how individual companies can replenish and retain thestock of skills which they have worked so hard to create.

 

 



Finally, on this question of skills, all too often the skills which we have so arduously
developed, retained, stored and managed seem, in some way that we do notfully under-
stand, to produce systems which the usersfind less than ideally suited to their needs and
less than perfectly engineered to the environmentin which they, the users, want to employ
them. Tom Stewart of Butler Cox will be talking about user friendly systems or, as | should
like to put it, how to design computer systemsthat are fit for human consumption.
At the root of the whole problem lies the question of productivity, the productivity of people
and of systems and of organisations. We are tackling that in this conference in two ways.
First, by asking Michael Redhouse of DECto talk about how we reward people for produc-
tivity and how we motivate them to secure productivity within our own departments.
Secondly, by taking a look with Paul Mali at the measurement of the total productivity of
systems.
Throughout the conference and throughout the continuing debate on these subjects overthe
next ten years, the question will arise of how we mobilise the enthusiasm and support of
people within our organisations for the causes which webelieve are important. Questions
will also arise of how weinvolve them in the decision making process, and how weprovide
the leadership element which is management☂s responsibility in trying to harness the
undoubted talent within our organisations. So if there is one thread which runs through the
whole of this debate from the international level through the national level, the corporate
level and the departmentallevel, | believe that it is to do with the involvement of working
people in the shaping of their own destiny and their own environment. For that purpose we
have invited Campbell Christie of the Society of Civil Servants to talk about union attitudes
towards the telematic revolution. Mr Christie☂s session is entitled ☁☁Union attitudes:a positive
response☂. | am sure that is something which weshall all welcome and my guessis that
after his dealings with Lord Soameshe will probably welcomea positive response from us as
well. For our overseas delegates, let me explain that Mr Christie and his union are cur-
recently locked in an apparently intractable battle with their employers, the British
Government.
So that, ladies and gentlemen, is the agenda before us. | hope that during the remainderof
this conference we shall focus our attention on these problems and opportunities. It was
rightly said a few years ago that we never seem as a species to solve problemsuntil we are
posed with a problem or an opportunity at a higher level. We never solved the problemsof
the village until we were confronted with the problems and opportunities of the tribe. We
never solved the problemsof the tribe until we were confronted with the problems and
opportunities of the nation. We have so far not solved the problemsof the nation, but wefind
ourselves today confronted with the problemsof an international organisation.
That is perhaps a minimum claim to put forward for the European Community of Nations ♥
that it focuses our attention more sharply on our own problemsby providing an external
stimulus. But it is one which the Commission over the years has become extremely adept
and adroit in exploiting for the benefit of Europe as a whole. In the European Community
today we face challenges of an unprecedented nature of the need to restructure the institu-
tions of the Community to meet new challenges and, at the same time, to expand the
membership of the Community in ways which will compound both the complexity of the
problem and the diversity of the solutions required.
To tell us how he sees employmentprospects and employmentissues in the Community and
what kind of solutions are now emerging to these intractable problems, | should like to
introduce John Morley.



SESSION A
EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS AND
EMPLOYMENTISSUESIN THE
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

John Morley, :Commissicn of the European Communities

John Morley is head of the EmploymentPolicy Division in the Directorate-Generalto employ-mentand social affairs at the Commission of the European Communities, Brussels. He is aneconomist by training who has workedin government, industry and the academic worldbefore joining the Commission in 1973.
| think thatit is probably as well that | start this session with the explicit recognition that we infact come from rather different worlds ♥ not different planets, although some of us comefrom different countries, but we come from different worlds of work. We have differentcentres of gravity in our work and different zones of interest. Your world is that of the com-puterindustry and, as | understandit, your particular concernsare both with the present andfuture staff needs within your industry and with the employmentsituation in your industrynowandinto the future. It is a dynamic and very fast-moving world, but also a rather introver-ted one as| see it, even perhaps incestuousin the sense that after most computer con-ferences that | have attended, a numberof people end up with different employers.
My world is also concerned with employment, butit is really a world of government, quasi-government, pressure groups andpolitics. If we were to judge its output in mathematicalterms, werarely do better than produce lowest common denominators ♥ that is when weProduce anythingatall. On the other hand, it is a very open world and one where,for good orevil, ideas can be promoted and actions taken which cometo affect the working lives ofpeople and companiesto a very great extent. So | think that at the outsetit is perhapsas wellthat we recognise that we havethis potential communications problem betweenussothatwe canseek to overcomeit in exchanging our ideas.| like to think that that is why David hasinvited me here today to speak and | shall certainly do what | can to contribute to breakingdownthese barriers.

| should like to range

a

little more widely than David hassaid in that| should like to deal withthree issues. First, | should like to deal with an issue which is closer and more directly

The second area at which | should like to look is broadly that which David has suggested ♥the overall likely trends in employmentin EEC countries over the nextfive to ten years. We

 
 



Thethird question that | should like to coveris the political climate and the policy issues that
are likely to be on the agenda as regards employmentand social questions over the coming
years, and to see howfar these arelikely to affect you and impinge on your own areasof
action.
So | cannot hope to be that specific or direct as regards your own particular interests.
Therefore | hope that you will in turn help us to make this a fruitful session bytelling me how
relevant or irrelevant someof the factors or issues that | discuss seem to you to be. Also|
hopethat youwill tell me whetherin your view there are areas where governments (whether
they operate nationally or internationally through the EEC) should either be doing something
or perhaps stop doing something that they are currently doing.
Let meturn first to the manpowerforecasting question. There was a time in the 1960s and
the early 1970s when we could speak of economic and employment trends with a certain
amount of confidence. This was an era of relatively stable and high rates of economic
growth, and consequently a period of low unemployment. In that era many companies and
forecasting bodies in general turned to manpowerforecasting models and econometric
input/output models. They hopedthat with the pressof the button orthe turning of the handle
it would be possible to predict in ever increasing detail and with apparently ever increasing
precision the various implications either of overall economic developments for particular
sectors of the economyor, more exciting and of more interest, of the different developments
in occupational groups and schoolgroups. It is rather as if we have turned the economist☂s
general equilibrium modelon its head, in that it starts with all the details and builds up out of
this a whole economy. The manpowerforecasting system wastrying to do thatin reverse, by
taking an overall development in the economicsituation and following through from that the
detailed implications.
Of course people recognised that there werelimitations and imperfectionsin all this. It was
clear that the data was not as good asit might have been. Theclassifications were often too
coarse. Thestatistical tools and analytical equipment werenotall that they might have been.
But there was nevertheless this overriding conviction that with more refinement and analy-
sis it would be possible to predict with greater and greater precision the numberof secre-
taries or computer programmers who would be needed over each of the next x years ♥
perhapsevenlooking at this sort of pattern at a regionallevel. Britain was certainly a country
that went in for this type of workfairly extensively, but it was notlimited to Britain. In Italy
these types of input/output models have been developed in great detail for many regions.
This has also been the case in France and in Germany.
This developmentdid not turn out too well, and | think that there were two majorfactors that
shattered the hopes and aspirations for this type of approach, and we should do well to learn
the lessons of what went wrong. First, improvements in forecasting methodology, far from
giving greater confidence to the actual predictions about how many people would be
required here and there, in fact did much more to reveal the weaknessesin the original
specification of the problem. It was ignorance about the complexity of relationships in the
ladour market that enable what| call the ☁☁rubber/ruler brigade☝☂ to makea living by putting
their rubber/ruler between three points and predicting to infinity.
The more sophisticated types of analysis ♥ things like Box-Jenkins forecasting methods,
times series analysis and spectrum analysis ♥ all serve to highlight the inadequacies and
the imbalanced natureof this sort of approach. In fact we cameto realise that these types of
manpowerforecasting models weretotally demand dominated. They started with an econo-
mic forecast, say 4 per cent growth a year. This wasthenrelated to the outputof a particular
industry. Perhaps the computer industry was growing at 50 per cent more than the average,
so you get your 6 per cent growth there. Then a forecast was producedofthe inputs to that
industry that were required ♥ the skilled or unskilled labour inputs that were consistent with
that level of output growth.



nfortunately, this overlooked two things. Oneis that the supply of labour of a given ability
a : not iain, After all, the wholeeppetication of IQ is a statistical one. Inate intelli-
gence, insofar as we can describe it as that, is supposed to follow a normal distribution.Hence,thereis verylittle value in developing a forecast, the fulfilment of which relies on the
availability of more people of a certain IQ or ability level than are actually available.
In more general terms, we can say that these types of forecasts wereignoringthefact thatthere is not only a demandfor labour but there is also a supply of labour, and that supply inthe economist☂s termsis relatively inelastic. It is, of course, possible through training toimprove on a person'sbasic ability and exploit that ability to the full, but it does not actuallyenable oneto create additional ability. Even in an era of high unemployment as at present,weall know about the shortagesthat exist for people of a particular ability level. | will noteven Saytraining, just of ability level.
Thereis a corollary of this, which is simply that in practice employers should not just sit andbemoanthe shortagesof certain skills. | realise that maybenotall employers do that now,but for a very long time there has been a great tendency to bemoanthe lack of skilledcraftsmen, programmers,or secretaries. The needis to recognise that the only way roundthis problem is to redesign the production process and/or the product so as to bring theSupply and demand of labour into balance. In other words, in our developed Westerneconomies we needto think in terms of appropriate technology, a technology which candeal with balance within the labour market. We are accustomed to talking about appropriatetechnologyfor the developing countries. | well remember attending a press conference ♥ |think that it was Massey Ferguson tractors ♥ where the public relations man washaving acertain amountofdifficulty with the sceptical journalists present. They had just won a bigorder to Central Africa. The journalists were asking whyall these tractors had cigar lighters,double-sprung seats and superefficient headlights. The fact was thatthis company,likemany others, was simply not relating to the market. Nor were the people responsible forordering the equipmentrelating to their own needs. But this is not just a problem for develop-ing countries, it is equally a problem of our own in seeing that we adopt the technology whichis the most appropriate in terms of our own labour and capital resources. That is only onething that went wrong with this kind of forecasting approach.
The secondthing that went wrong wasthat the whole apparatus provedto be far less robustthan was required. So long as the overall trends in economic growth werefairly stable, albeitsomewhatcyclical, it was not too difficult to identify movementsof a broad kind in terms ofindustrial trends, or even in terms of certain skills. But as we know,since 1973 all that haschanged. It is no longerpossible to attemptto predict the details on the basis of somesingle,stable view of economic developments. The 1973oil Price rise and the subsequentrise lastyear were the trigger that brought about a lower and far less stable level of economicgrowth. | say ☁a trigger☂ advisedly, because it has become increasingly recognised that thecauses of lower growth are both much more fundamental and much more complex thanjustoil price rises. Hence,an oil price rise which might well have been thought to assist theUnited Kingdom economy does not seem to be having such aneffect at the moment.

fragility in our economic systems sothat we are unable to weather nasty shocks.If we thenadd in currency instability and growingpolitical instability in the world, it is not difficult to seethat stable and high rates of growth are not things to which we can look forward during thecoming years.  



Let me round off what | was saying about manpowerforecasting. | do not think that | am
denying thatit is possible to do that kind of detailed analysis of your own requirements,but|
do think that the basic approach was somewhat misconceived. Rather than lookingto that
kind of approach to give detailed quantitative predictions of how many people are wanted
here and there, it is much more important to see it as a tool both for giving guidelines for
internal policy andfor identifying the types of imbalances that mayexist in relation to which
actions can be taken. We really need to develop models, whether formal or merely con-
ceptual, which reflect the inter-relationship between demand and supply of labour. We need
to develop our capacity to vary the ability content of jobs in order that we can makethis
matching of demand and supply.

This is a responsibility very largely of companies in terms of what they can do to deal with
their own employmentand staff requirements. It is very muchin their own handsto redesign
the types of jobs they have so that they are able to exploit what labour is available, and not
simply say what they wouldlike and indulge in wishful thinking, waiting for people to turn up,
people who never come. Thatis the first question.

The second question concerns overall employment prospects in the EEC.| have already sug-
gested in very broad termsthat the outlook is not very good. We should be awareofthediffi-
culties of looking ahead to 1985, and beyondthat to 1990. A colleague of mine once wrote a
rather nice paperin which he started at 1900, 1910, 1920, 1930 and 1940, and he said, ☁☁Had
| been alive then what would | have failed to predict?☂ He would havefailed to predict two
World Wars, the slump and so on. You should be very careful about looking that far ahead.
But in broad termsit is clear that we will not easily get back to the employmentlevels that we
had in the 1960s. There are various forecasting attempts to look, say, up to 1985. The most
optimistic ones seem to assume that we will not reduce unemployment during that period.
Many forecasts assume that unemploymentwill carry on rising ♥ not quite at the rate in the
last year, when there has been another big jump in unemploymentin all Community coun-
tries (and particularly in Britain). Nevertheless, the trend will be upwards rather than stable,
andit is unlikely to be downwards.

Of course, the level of unemployment very much depends both on world demand and world
events and on policies. We see in the paper today that at the EEC summit yesterday a big
row has broken out about whetheror not EEC governments should individually or collectively
reflate. This is now on the agenda of the prime ministers, but three weeks ago | wasin
Luxembourg whenit was on the agenda of the employment and economics ministers. James
Prior and Geoffrey Howe sat there and had to listen to a superb speech from the new
economics minister of France, Mr Delors, when he expoundedanotherview of employment
in the overall context of economic policy. It was a very challenging meeting and | am sure
that the same could be said of the summit meeting, but this is now the number-onepolitical
issue in terms of domestic politics. It may very well determine the pattern of employment
over the next five years. So we cannotjust look in technical terms at how employmentwill
develop, we havealso gotto look at the political climate; whether governments have the kind
of will to change the situation that they are in; whether they are prepared to take the harsh
actions that are needed; whetherthey are also prepared to have the confidenceto stimulate
their economy.

So in terms of overall unemploymentlevels, the future is very uncertain, and even on the
most favourable outlook it is not very encouraging. However, there are two aspects of
employment development where we can be muchclearer about whatis likely to happen.
This concerns on the one hand the composition of the labour force, and on the other hand
the structural, sectoral developments in employment in our economies.In terms of the com-
position of the labour force, | should perhaps say that although we recognise that unemploy-
ment has gone up in the EEC from around 3 million in 1973 to 6 million in 1976, and to around
8 million this year, during the same period there has been a certain increase in employment.

sl



i i illi 102 million mark, andEmployment in the EECisreally very stable, around the 100 million to :it has beenlike that for some 10 years. Nevertheless, between 1977 and 1980, employmentactually rose by 2 million.
The explanation for this overall increase in the labour supply is normally put downto theyouth bulge ♥ the shadoweffect of the post-war baby boom. Weare so accustomedto allthe political concerns about waste, alienation, violence and the rest, that we tend to seeyouth unemployment, demographic changes and increasing unemploymentasall part of thesame package,so that the youth problem is seen to be part of the causeof the overall unem-ployment problem. In fact the numberof young people entering the labour market hasincreasedin all EEC countries. The patterns vary a little between countries, but in generalthe trends are very similar.
But much more remarkable than that has been the rapid and continuous increase in femaleparticipation rates in all the EEC countries. Of that 2 million net increase in jobs between1977 and 1980 in the EEC,90 percentof those jobs were taken by women. It is this develop-ment which has carried on right through the recession. There have been all sorts ofexplanations tried and models developedto try to see how female Participation varies withchangesin the economic situation, how this relates to family size and so on. But none ofthese attempts has doneall that well. The end result has always beena figure of continuousincreasein female participation. It is not clearif this increase is despite of or because of theeconomic situation, but certainly it is a very strongly determined trend. So that is one of thebase facts that we needto take into accountin looking at employment trends overthe nextfive to ten years.
Another aspectis the structure of jobs in terms of sectoral structure of employment. Hereagain there are somevery long established trends. They are rather broad andit does notalways help you very muchto know that an industry in terms ofparts of industry or parts ofservice are declining or increasing. Such trends do not necessarily relate very closely toaproduct or a servicethat is being provided orto a particular company☂s needs, and they donot relate that closely to particular types of job and particular skills that you may be lookingfor in terms of recruitment and hiring. Nevertheless,it is very striking how,right through therecession, the long-term declines in agriculture and the continuous increase in serviceemployment have taken place.In fact the increase in service employmentis also related toincrease in participation of women. Over the last five years the level of employmentin theservice sector in the EEC has gone up by some 5 million to 6 million, this even during the
for the remainder.
Althoughit is not quite clear what one can do with that information, it can be useful if we lookat the situation in the United States where we find that their level of employmentin agricul-
opposed to our 40 per cent. This certainly gives an indication of the path along which oureconomies are likely to be heading, and on which we might want them to be heading if wewant them to follow the United States☂ pattern.
So those are someof the stylised facts about the likely developmentin the structure ofemploymentin the comingyears. They are very uncertain and | think that it is a much better

mayaffect individual companies.
First, there is the problem of youth unemployment. Here the big question to my mind iswhether oneseesthis as anisolated droblem to be dealt with by, for example, compulsory   



voluntary work, or whetherit is simply a symptom of a wider problem that needs a wider
solution. Certainly the policy line that we have developedin the EECis that there is need for
a muchcloserrelationship between education, training and jobs. There needsto beaninte-
grated policy approach by governments,and this needsto belinked up with adult education,with retraining, with all the conceptsoflifetime learning andall that that means.It is a verybad approachto putlots of effort into keeping young people off the streets,asit is called,rather than into developing the types of systems whichwill incorporate them and integratethem into economiclife for all of their workinglife.
The second issue is women☂s employment. This is perhaps not seen as such a big issue inBritain as in some other European countries, partly because there has been such a highlevel of female participation in Britain. But in fact that high levelis slightly deceptive becausealthough relatively high proportion of women workin Britain, they tend to work relativelyshort hours. Thus the actual volumeof work done by womenin Britain is not so different fromthat done in some other countries where there are fewer women working but those who dowork work longer hours. In many ways this greater participation by womenin Britain hasbeen of a rather special kind, with part-time work and more casual work. The greaterflexibility of the British labour market compared with that in other countries where theretends to be rather morerigid institutionalisation has given womena greater involvementinwork, but when youlookat it, that involvement is a secondary one ♥ it is certainly not aninvolvement of equality in many cases. This is a very big issue within the Commission and|think that it will become a muchbiggerissue in Britain.
Thethird issue is consultation and the trade union movement. | know that you have yourproblems within the computer industry. There are some companiesthat seek to solve theirproblems by not having trade unions. But as computers moveoutinto other industries which
are heavily unionised, then you run straight into all the questions of consultation and involve-
ment in decision making and the factors which determine people☂s working environment.
Some of the issues that arise are whether technology agreements are the right way of
coping with rapid technological change; what is the appropriate stage at which to involve
trade unions; what sort of information should they be entitled to?
You may have heard ofthe draft directive on information by multinationals that the Commis-
sion has tabled for the Council of Ministers, requiring multinationals to give much greater
levels of information to trade unionsin their subsidiaries. The world is changing veryrapidly
in that respect and | think that companies should always bearin mind that this is the way that
things are going and it would be very foolish to attempt to stopthetide.
Another major issue concerns working time. Again it has been an aim of the trade union
movement for many years to reduce working time. They would claim that it is one of their
major achievements.In Britain the debateis little muted. There has been a strangekind of
position taken up where trade unions have been rather keen on defending long working
hours.| think that they have got themselvesinto a vicious circle of long hours, lower hourly
rates of pay and low productivity. The three becomeself-supporting because the low pro-
ductivity therefore justifies only lower rates of pay, and the need to earn an acceptable
income means that you have to work long hours to do it and the system becomesself-
supporting in that sense.
| can recall two or three years ago promoting ideas for drastic reductions in levels of
overtime working ♥ and Britain is one of the countries which has very high levels of over-
time working ♥ and the TUC wasstrongly cpposedto it. It certainly did not want inter-
ference from Brussels even though it was at the request of the European Trade Union
Confederation. But now you may have noticed that the TUC is about ready to launch a big
campaign to stampout overtime. They have realised that 2.5 million unemployed is inconsis-
tent with the persistently high levels of overtime workingin various sectors of the economy.
So | think that one can laok to very big changesin limitations on the use of overtime.



Wepreferto talk about annual working hours rather than the working week, partly becausewe recognise that a lot of the improvement in working hours comes from longer holidaysrather than reductionsin the working week.At present,it is not quite clear what will happen.Annual working hours have been dropping by about 1 per cent a year for a long time, andmaybetheywill just carry on dropping by about 1 per cent a year. Thereis, however,a lot ofpolitical pressure, particularly because of the high rate of unemployment, to bring about amore drastic reduction. That may or may not occur, but| think that the 1 per cent reductionis likely to carry on as it has done in the past.
Another issue, which again is related in part to women☂s work butalso takes on a broaderaspect, is part-time work. The Commission has been pushing for the removalof legal dis-criminations in the area of part-time work. Part-time work is carried out 90 per cent bywomen, but there are a numberoffactors there. In the United Kingdom in particular thereisa dual labour market situation, with women working in part-time jobs, particuariy marriedwomenwithout social security coverage, and men doing full-time jobs. There is very activediscrimination in that sense.It is a very hot issue with women☂s groupsandit is not quiteclear which wayall this will go. The more far-seeing or broad-mindedseethis as part of theprocess of changesin patterns of working relationships, with men taking more ofa role inthe home and womentaking moreof a role at work ♥ more of an interchange and sharingofwork both at work and at home. Oneofthefirst steps along that road is to drive out discrimin-ations which encouragepart-time work only for women.
Anotherissue in terms of working time, which maybe of relevanceto your particular con-cerns, is the question of shifts. There are a number of companies on the Continent, inHolland, in Belgium and in France, that have movedto fifth shifts with the step reduction inworking hoursthat that implies. There could well be some major developments both in termsof shift working and possibly in terms of night working over the coming years.

Wehave a far more uncertain world to face in the future thanin the past. | think that wewillhave to look much ☁more closely at labour supply and the abilities and Capacities of thepeople we are seeking to employ rather than just looking from the other endat the type of

It is important from your pointof view not just to see this as some nasty, unhelpful tendencybut to see it as something which you can react to creatively by making your own viewsheard.In the political worldit is very important to make one☂s point and be heard. The tradeunions are doingthis all the time and | think that companies could be much more vocalinreacting to political initiatives. Provided that companies recognise the gravity of the overallproblem that is being dealt with and the reason whythereis political concern, | thinkit is pos-can then be to your advantage, which is preferable to having decisions imposed from theoutside that makelife even harderthan it no doubtis at the moment.
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SESSION B
CREATING THE RIGHT
SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

André Danzin,
President Association Frangaise pour

la cybernetique economique et technique
and a Memberof the Club of Rome.

André Danzin started his career in 1940 as an industrial research engineer. He was
successively head of the research laboratory, technical manager, and the general manager
of the Compagnie Generale de TSF (CSF). In 1967, when the two most important electronic
companies in France merged with each other, he became vice president of the newly
formed Tomson CSF.In addition he was then appointed as president of FININFOR which, on
behalf of the CGE (Compagnie Generale d☂Electricité) and the Tomson Group, managestheir
interests in Cll (a company created bythe ☁Plan Calcul☂☂, later merged with Honeywell Bull).
In 1972 he left private industry to managetheIRIA (Institut de Recherche d☂Informatique et
d☂Automatique) ♥ the research and development agency attached to the Departmentof
Industry.
From 1975 to 1980 André Danzin was president of CERD (Comitté Europeen de Recherche
et de Developpment) in Brussels. He is now president of the AFCET (Association Francaise
pour la cybernetique economique et technique) and president of |☂AFDA.
Mr. Chairman, | would like to thank you for associating me with your projects and for asking
meto participate in this conference.| believe that you wish metolookinto the future, using
tools which are as pragmatic and as objective as possible. | therefore thank you for giving
me the chance to make known theideasthat | will now put forward.
Ladies and gentlemen, | am not the author of the works that | am going to talk about. They
are the results of a series of conclusions obtained within the framework of the French Plan,
where the Plan Commissioner had asked me to preside over a range of meetings which
examined French Society and Technology. This range of meetings should clarify the next
seven year programme. The Socialist programme draws manyof its conclusions from these
meetings whereas the request for the meetings came from the previous government. The
results of these meetings led to the publication of a book by the ☁Documentation Francaise☝
entitled La Société Frangaise et la Technologie (French Society and Technology). But,
French society is also a European society and in working on France we have certainly
worked(at least as a reference) to progress a certain numberof ideas concerning Europe.
| would like to say that our analysis essentially concerns countries which form part of the
industrialised and developed world, where the real problems of man are perhaps
demographic, and a disparity exists between advancedsocieties and others which have
remained relatively behind.
Whentalking about the transformations of our own society, | mean the Western society
which includes Japan. This represents today about 16% of the world population and will
represent within less than 50 years, just under 12%. Our superiority of equipment and
utilisation of telecommunicationsis infinitely greater than that concerning the sharing of
wealth or food. Usually we talk about the disparity between rich and poor countries. It is
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i rtant to know that more than 92% ofall telephone equipmentis installed in developedoenivies more than 95%of computersare in the North, and less than 5% in the South. Thesameholdstrue for database systems. This means that the malnutrition and lackof wealthand purchasing power,often criticised, is nothing when compared to the lack of communi-cations equipment, information and education.| will come back to this point later becauseitseemsto meto be important, and is destined to be a majorinfluence over the next few years.
| apologise for being egotistic if | concentrate on what is going on in our most developedcountries andparticularly in a country such as France. In doing this | will often compare withthe evolution taking place in the United States. In order to remind you of the fantasticprogressof technology with which we havelived during the last twenty years, | want to giveyou two view-points.
This is a graph of the evolution ofthe technologies which are thebasis of electronics, telecommuni-cations and computing. There is a 28specially large growth-rate from1958 to 1978,and this gavebirth to we

Darwinlike☂natural selection☝of the technological species
=   

a great number of new devices "uy S08" ☜860°and to the concept called ☁☁soft- eaware☝ in English and ☜☁logiciel☂☝☂ inFrench ♥ including the appear- aance of telecommunicationssatellites in space. | want to aeemphasise the fact that techno- "307 Analog Electronics ♥♥» Digital Electronicslogical development has occurred 198 tby meansof ☁☜☁naturally-selected☝☂ Se
 systems, with the result that thesetechnological systems have developed and improvedratherlike the developmentof biologi-Cal speciesin prehistoric times prior to the appearance of man. | emphasise the role playedby luck in scientific discovery because this has two consequences. First ♥ a humblingthought ♥ therole of chancewill again playits part in the technological evolution of the next20 years, in the same way as during the last 30 years. There will be technological andtechnical surprises in just the same wayas during the last 30 years. And secondly,if there isno freedom for luck to play its part with respect to a research policy, if we leave no freedomfor ☜☁natural-selection☝ to occur (i.e. the market), no advance iS possible, because weproceed againstthe natural wayofthings. | have not the time to develop these two philosophi-cal aspects, but they seem to meto be most important vis a vis theorganisation of companies and Telecommunications inventionsinternational commercial sys- 
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 though the ☁☁chance☝☂ nature ofscientific discoveries did not playa role.
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The secondslide shows another technological phenomenonthat you certainly know,butit is
a prodigious one.This is the progress which has taken place concerning the carrier which
allows telegraph and telephone transmission to take place. We have evolved from voice
channels and very slow telegraphic transmission to the possibility of having telecommuni-
cation channels of several thousand millionsof bits per second. Wewill see a realfall-out of
practical applications based on telecommunication satellites and fibre-optics.
Welived through these phenomenaof society perhaps without realising their depth. | want to
try to analyse with you the internal forces involved (and which are working at this very
moment) in order to give a sort of new cultural answerto the transformation of the environ-
ment by machines and mechanicaltools, but above all by the intellectual mechanism. The
latter is the most important andit is the way of working on texts and abstract symbols,
thanks to electronics, computers and telecommunications.
First, | want to talk to you about work. The previous session has shown you that employment
is our main preoccupation. We ask ourselves, without much real hope, how we might correct
the supply and demandof work whichnolongerstrikes a proper balance, and whichforces a
number of able-bodied men and women to be without work. Here, there is an essential
phenomenonwhich has been clearly exposed by the works of the M.I.T. (Ministére Intérieur
du Travail) where MM. Marc Porrats, Mashlott and Parker tried to identify those jobs which
uniquely concern working on information.
Onthis diagram you have an analy-
sis of workers in percentage terms
taking into account the services Working population breakdown(USA)
and jobs involved which strictly
concern working with information.
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70:        
Teachers, design engineers, ee
researchers, lawyers, the clergy, Eo
solicitors, bankers, insurance % 40
agents, etc. are only working on 30.
data processing. We know that
there has been a great decrease in S♥S<
agricultural work, but perhaps we See
have not realised to what extent quot IEsO ETELOL CEO MEIGaO
there has been a transfer of
workers from agriculture since the
war. In industry and in the service
sectors people do not touch the things that they talk about and they never see the products
of the symbols that they process. They workonfigures or on letters. Those who only work on
information represented about 15%of the working population at the end of the last century
and, accordirig to Porrats in 1970, in the United States there was suddenly a rapid increase
up te about 50%of the active working population.
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Information work is in some waysabstract. It is a phenomenon well known by computer
people when welook at how our work is divided between software and hardware.In the
beginning, around about 1955-1960, the expenses for hardware formed the largest part.
With the automated manufacture of microprocessors and electronic components, the price
of hardware has become smaller and smaller and it is the software that has become expen-
sive, giving a cost of more than 85%which is concerned explicitly with abstract work. From
the previous figure, you will see that we also have a general movement from material to
abstract work. It is a kind of generalised software concept.
This fundamental phenomenon, concerning Western societies, is completely different from
the agricultural age, from rural and industrial societies, with respect to the type of society
into which we are evolving ♥ a society where the essential, unlimited raw material is
information.
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To recap ♥ the industrial society, the consumer society whose motives are often denoun-ced as essentially materialist, seems to be giving birth to a society turned towards theabstract and perhapsthe☁☜☁civilisation of the mind☂☂. We will progress towards a social organ-isation something like the Appollo mission where there were two people on the moon whowere assisted by thousandsof people at Cape Canaveral working on data processing equip-ment. The industrial factory of the future, automobile production, textile production, elec-tronic tool production will be driven by machines. Robots will perform the necessarymaterial work, supervised by a small number of men and women. There will be an enormousamount of preparatory work on data processing, and a great deal of workfor supplying pro-duction to customers who mustalso be educatedto receive the results by data processingmethods.
In France, a study has been undertaken in order to better understand the situation in theParis area. You know that Paris and the suburbs include, unfortunately, the largest part ofthe intellectual and data processing work undertaken in France. In the Paris area, whichcontains 20%of the French population, 68% are working on information processing andonly 32% are really working with their hands ♥ touching the thingsthat they are making orselling or driving. This means that two increases in productivity will become important.Firstly, an increase in productivity by using robots as a substitute for the actual work donewith tools, nowadays especially performed by immigrant labour. Secondly, there will be agreater increase than forecast a few moments ago in the area of office automation.
This will lead to the problem of the value of work, and we mustconsider perhapsthat duringthe next few years, workwill become a more preciousthing. It will certainly have a differentcharacter than that at present, andit will perhaps have othervalues applied to it. | remindyou that, throughoutthe history of Christianity, work has been successively (and sometimessimultaneously) linked with a punishment ♥ ☜You will labour by the sweat of your brow☂, ♥workwaslinked with blood and tears. And there wasanothertrend, work acting as a sort ofredemption. Work is considered as a source of social standing, as a ☜☁fountof honour☂, andas the principal reason for life where one gives the fruits of ones labours and takes part inthe advancement of mankind.

Wehave a most beautiful thought from Pascal which was recently used by HansKlungin hisbook Does God exist?. Pascal said during the 17th century ☁☁Nothing is so unbearable forman than living in complete idleness, without passion, without business, withoutamusement, without things to do. Hefeels his nothingness,his surrender, his lack of power,his emptiness. Unchaste, his soul will reflect the boredom, the blackness, the sadness, theresentment, the despair.☝ In the feelings expressed by Pascalthere is, perhaps too much

true when we talk about information. Information is an unlimited raw material whichIncreases in value asit is processed and increases the need for its communication asit isstored and exchanged.
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So, there is, with respect to work values, much hope. Probably a newtypeofcivilisation will
emerge where the major raw material (but this time unlimited) will be information, and con-
sequently we shall discover that, in spite of our enormous capacity to increase productivity,
there will be a large requirement for work because we will have a very large need for infor-
mation. By information| include knowledge, education, culture and probably spirituality and
happiness in an aesthetic sense.
In the meantime, weare in a transition period and we mustthink aboutthis transition which
will be indisputably somewhat painful. There is certainly a problem concerning the division
of work and that is the reason why the French Governmentrightly or wrongly believes in
work sharing. This means a reduction of the working week to 35 hours andthe introduction
of early retirement, perhaps at 55. To me,this seems like an experiment without forecast-
able results, because there is a double contradiction between the fact that we reduce the
work and at the same time, and in the same period, the human population will increase by
several thousand million people. In order to supply man☂s needs, it would be necessary to
increase the numberof mines, schools, hospitals, factories, etc. It is somewhat paradoxical
to think that the working weekis going to be reduced to 35 hours when a greateffort will be
necessary to reduce the inequalities which exist.
But there is another objection which presently dominates the discussions between the
French business community and the trades unions who are supported by the Socialist
government of our country. The fact is that, as employment tends towards information pro-
cessing, the investment necessary to provide that employment becomes quite considerable.
With office automation, a secretary☂s job will represent an initial investment of 35,000 to
50,000fr. whilst a secretary working with a simple mechanical typewriter represents an
investment of only 3,000 or 4,000fr. Consequently, there will be a large investmentin
equipment, and how can weearn a profit onthis significant outlay if the tools are only used
for a small number of hours per week?
This requires, therefore, a reform of the distribution of the working hours in order that work
tools can run for say 168 hours a week,butthat their servants work successively 35 hours at
a time. The samething applies to weekend work for which the Saturday and Sunday have
become sacred in France, as in the United Kingdom. To encroach on the weekend may
seem senseless from a social point of view, whereasfrom financial viewpoint the industrial
conditions would require work without stopping, day and night, Saturday and Sunday. There
is thus an extremely difficult problem to be resolved.
The second possibility besides the sharing of work,is that a new notion will develop of the
creation of amenity work. The idea is not to leave man alone with the machine,not to create
a world that is purely mechanical, but to create jobs like guides ♥ i.e. people who explain,
such as teachers, supervisors, security personnel, even to the extent that these jobs may
seem to be not strictly necessary. They will, however, help to make the working environment
more humaneandwill help instruct the different users in order that they never feel lost with
the machines.
| believe that the experiments carried out in the area of database systemsprovethat the
systems may be operated by anyone who can use a keyboard. But, when an operatoris
allowed to intervene in order to help the person making the enquiry, the operator
immediately feels much more at ease and wants to use things of which he was previously
afraid. Thus we must create jobs concerning communication.
Thethird kind of notion of work is that of freetime. Taking into account the influence of work
within the ☁☁black economy☝☂ (where in Italy the internal wealth has not really decreased,
whereastheindustrial activity has decreased over the last 8 years) we are obliged to recon-
sider the statistics and admit that such clandestine work represents a minimum of 10%of
the gross national product (experts think that it is probably more than 15%). A kind of
☜Underground Society☝ is thus growing up, manufacturing and producing goods, exchang-
ing and selling them outside of the normal commercial and tax processes.This is a sort of
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proof of the need for freedom to work in one☂s freetime for oneself, and to perform thosetasks which cannot be effectively undertaken by administrations or big companies.
In the Eastern bloc countries, the need for such work really exists. The communist regimehas never succeededin endingthis ☁☁black☝☂ work and perhaps they consider it to be a goodthing ♥ although thatis notofficial! When | was in Georgia, someonetold me a story aboutone Russian asking another, ☁☁Do you know how wecanearn our living by doing only onejob?". The reply came back, ☁☁It is impossible to know, nobody has evertried!☝
In other words, there is a need for the developmentof work to be performed in one☂s freetime. The solution is not to support all formsof this clandestine work, which would involvesome dangerous exaggerations,but to give a moreinstitutionalised response. We maythinkthat the developmentof an economywill occur without a role for middlemen or a merchantclass. The commercial economy that existed before the 19th century ♥ and whichstillexists in developing countries ♥ is such an example.
Finally, perhaps ☁☁telework☝☂ will help save the large amountoftime and costinvolved in dailytravel and transport. In the suburbsof Paris, the averagetimelost in daily travelling is abouttwo-and-a-half hours perday.If the place of work is brought nearerto the home, we wouldgain one-and-a-half hours perday. It is better to do this than to reducethe hours of work from45 to 35 hours per week, andit gives morefree time.
Aboveall, of course, manwill be the principal elementin the improvementof productivity byhis capacity to use the right tools and as a result of his education. This discussion of workandits evolution bringsus to the major topic of transforming society ♥ education, includingfurther education and apprenticeships. But before | move ontothis topic, | want to show yousome graphs which demonstratethat this phenomenonoftime managementhas become a
Ministry of Free Time. Free timeis becoming a major phenomenonin our present civilisa-tion, andit is also becominga political issue.
The graphs shows (in thousands ofhours) the amount of hours for France, from 1800 to 2000, of eeeworking time which has been work durationtransformed into free time. You eecan see the referenceto an aver- iage life span. Thelife expectancyhas risen from 36 to 72 years dur-ing the last century. There was a 50.000hfantastic growth between 1920and 1970 but this has now stabi-lised.

 

 
The quantity of work realised dur-ing these 36 or 72 years is a func-tion of the life span. We have

The most important phenomenon shownonthe chart is the variation of the amountof freetime for activities other than work. This free time has to be reduced by the time takenbythephysiological needs(sleeping, eating, and rest), which comes to 10% hours per day. Thus
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with a further 2% hours per day for commuting, you can see that along with the vastly
increased retirement period, this variation is one of the most important phenomenaof our
civilisation.
Urbanisation is an important problem for our society and leads us to waste a great deal of
time that could be recuperated by telematics or by working at home using ☁☁telework☝☂
systemsinstalled in well organised areas ♥ such that people could meet each other in new
workplaces, but near their homes. They could still work with their bank, and insurancecompanies, etc. and in all it would be an important saving in time. Time management thus
becomes one of three great problems. There is no possibility of killing free time. It thus
becomesnecessary to use this free time ♥ but in what way?
It is important that free time be devoted to human aspects rather than to material things,
because man☂sprincipal wealth is his own free time. We knowthathis time is more limited
by death than by economic factors, soit is most important to teach man how tousethis time.
This time will be used for consumption. The new manwill need a new type of education and
our Plan Commission has noted three major faults in the present education system.
Education is conceived as something given to a child or to a young person and which forms
his stock of knowledge to be used duringhis life-time. Well, it is impossible to define the
necessary programmes. The amount of knowledgeavailable is so large thatit is impossible
to choose them. It is also impossible to transmit future knowledge, of course. Teachers
transmit the knowledge that they received from their own teachers. Thus, they give infor-
mation to children in 1981 which they received in 1960 ♥ andthis is to equip management
for the year 2000. There is a profound anachronism concerning the mechanism of know-
ledge transfer which is connected to the past. Lastly, there is a gap between school
education and television or radio, between the English or French classics learned at school
and the discovery of the moon, space explorers and other reports as seen onthetelevision.
This gap is such that school still does not seem like something wherechildren are educated
for the real world. Consequently, the whole education system needsto be re-thought in order
to replace the basic idea that we should receive our stock of knowledge at school. It is
wrong; we need to learn how to learn and after this, one☂s life will become a continuous
apprenticeship. We havea fine future before us, a future where the adult will continue to
learn so that he can constantly change his profession ♥ andalso usehis free time properly.
You can see that this notion of continuity extends to information. It is necessary that the
information provided by the media be one of several channels of education and not in
contradiction with formal education. So if we consider education over a whole life-time, we
see that there is no longer a problem of choosing the subjects. If we think of a continuous
education of school, apprenticeship and further-education, we must think of a significant
reform of the educational structures. If we believe that thereis also a link between education
and information, the whole information system needsto be re-thought. In Japan, just over
7% of the gross national product is spent on education, whereas in my couniryit is only
4.3%. This meansthat the educational investment of Japan is 50%higher than in the Euro-
pean countries.
In Silicon Valley, and even in the Japanesefirms having the best results, the amount of the
time spent on further education is equivalent to about 6 weeks peryear. little more than
10% of a career spent with Mitsubishi (or others) is consecrated to education, which must
cover cultural, financial, artistic, aesthetic and spiritual communication. Over a careerlast-
ing 35 years, a Japanese managerwill receive 4 years further education. | therefore leave
you to comparethat with what happensin Europe and as to whetherthere is not some action
to be taken ♥ and quickly! It will not be possible to modify society to deal with informationif
no major effort is made in the field of education.
| want to talk to you now about non-commerciai activities. Some mass production will
become more and more automated. This production will need extensive international
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markets to be generated. The microprocessor is an example of an object that may beproducedin large volumesat a very low price. But it needs a very large market, whichis at aminimum the equivalent of the American or Japanese market. Of course, Europe has justsucceededin dividing its territory into states which represent a maximum of 60 millionconsumers, each consuming half as muchasin Japan. Thusit is not possible to competeinthe field of mass production when a large enough market is not available.
For such massproduction, the labour tasks and the middle-management tasks will certainlybe most unexciting andit is not possible to forecast whether manwill find real enjoymentinthis work. However, when we are working on information, it requires a mental effort ratherthan a muscular effort, so perhaps therewill be a positive changein the interest provided bywork.
We may, however, hope that the increasein free time provoked by automated productionwill constitute a sort of compensation for the lack of interest. We can forecast (with a largequestion mark) the development of new structures, the organisation of non-profit-makingassociations,☁black☂ work whichis allowed, and the developmentofflexible work-shops ♥sufficiently flexible to be used by a small numberof people andyetstill remain competitive.With further research in manufacturing, it will be possible to manufacture at a low pricethanks to computerised tools. You can therefore see thatif the developmentof these non-commercial activities takes place, there will be a convergence between advanced anddeveloping countries.

| want to say oneor two wordsto you about something that seems to me to be essential, andwhich is a result of this whole thrust towards information. It explains a lot of the worries andthe problems with which we have to live, and will haveto live with for many years ♥ with orwithout success.In fact, what we are living with now is not so mucha thrust towards infor-mation, it is a movement towards complexity. A complexity of our society which continuesthe evolution process that we have had within each geological period.
Biology showsusthat there is a constant increasein the complexity of a biological system♥ from the monocellular to the vertebrate, from the primates to homo-sapiens. Man,by hisvery society, takes part in this evolutionary process ♥ this complicating phenomenon ♥which is no longer genetic but which is an evolution of society. We are approaching a period,

But welive within this complexity and we must manageit. The great temptation, the greatdictatorial, political temptation which threatens us continually, is to denythis complexity. Ifwe break up the complexity by insisting that decisions be taken by a small group of people,weconstrain the liberty of the others simply because things had becometoo complex.Wewould only know howtotreat problems by simplifying them. The scientific and technicalresponse, even the spiritual and human response, is to admit that this complexity is apositive quality and within this complexity resides liberty which must be increased, not

this complexity. | think that the answeris probably in combining free ☜micro-regulated☂☂systems with ☜☁macro-regulated☂☂ systems which are determined by the state.
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A crude analogy would be the individual human cell and hormone regulation ♥ a sort of
☜macro-regulation☂☂ ♥ of the body. The latter does not involvethe brain, whichis involved at
another level of regulation. The different levels of the human regulatory systems are very
complex and there are manyof them. Today, in spite of the enormousprogressin biology we
still do not know them all and therefore we cannot control or manipulate them. Nevertheless
| believe that, if a group of computer experts could work together using biological systems
as a basis, along with their knowledgeof large operational commercial systems ♥ where
we must define the levels of ☁☜☁micro and macro-regulation☂☂ ♥ an advance could be made
over our present knowledge.
To concludethis subject, | want to mention something written in ☁☁Le Monde☝☂ by Jean Voge,
Chief Telecommunications Engineer. He said that the technologies of energy have been
those of a large society and have concernedits production, its consumption and its media.
The information technologies could be those of a ☁☁confederate☂☂ society made up of groups
of locally co-operating small companies ♥ a society of micro-societies independent and yet
co-ordinated, but not forming part of a pyramid-like hierarchy. Stability and cohesion would
be assured by the elements of commoninterest and by the sharing of profits rather than by
means of some central authority.
The difficulty is that we don☂t know how to transmit these concepts to people whoare not
scientists or technicians, who do not haveourjargon or logic. On the other hand, we cannot
be fully aware of the complexities of the problems of man-management,in particular with
regard to national or international politics. But amongst the ideas that | have spoken about, |
am sure that there are topics that will generate muchpolitical discussion during the next 20
years.
Another specific characteristic of this information society is that it may no longer be
national, but must have an international character. The ubiquity given to man by telecom-
munications satellites, computer networks and database systems which are accessible
everywhere, establishes a sort of commondestiny which unitesall the nations who form part
of this developmentprocess.Forthefirst time in the history of mankind, we havea situation
where economic forceswill be stronger than ever and where war will not exist becauseit is
impossible to imagine going to war with one☂s best customer whois, at the same time, one☂s
best supplier.
The best example of this is given by Samuel Pisard and concernsthe present relationship
between France and Germany.This is very important for our youth. France and Germany
have developed to the point where they both now depend on eachother. A solidarity and
interdependence at an economic level is now quite evident. This fact invalidates the strong
notion that my generation was brought up with, and which said that Germany would always
be the enemy of France. Of course the relationship between Germany and France could
changeif there were a reunification between the two Germanies.
Whatis certain, though, is that our civilisation, our future communication civilisation, will
replace man☂s military aggression with the research and development necessary to
increase economic production. Thus in the caseof ☁☁war☂☂ theloserswill not be dead butwill
be unemployed. Not only is war impossible between nations possessing the atomic bomb
because war becomes too dangerous, but it has become impossible becauseofthe inter-
national economic solidarity which exists.
Clearly, what | have said is not true for the two types of society which have not followed us
towardsthe birth of the information society. The Soviet Union, for very basic reasons which
preclude Darwin-like economic development, has stayed firmly fixed in an industrial society
where poweris wielded in another way. This creates misunderstandings and antagonism
which seem to meto be extremely serious.
Also, there are two thousand million people in the Southern hemisphere who, with a few
exceptions, are completely separated from the metamorphosis towards an information
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society. However, they exist, and something must be done one day. But |would like to saythat, in this respect, the information society offers some hope. Forthe first time, despitewhat these countries sayvis a vis loss of national identity, of culture, etc., they are fascin-ated by our progress and our success. Uptill now, in the past we have beendealing with anon-transferable model. You know that each American☂s energy Consumption is the equiva-lent of 11 tonnesof oil per annum. When extrapolated to 8 thousand million people in 2030,this means that world consumption will be in the region of the equivalent of 90 thousandmillion tonnes ofoil. This is unobtainable during the next 50 years, but perhapsit will bepossible with the advent of fusion reactors in 2100.
As a result, we have proposed a non-extensible model for the rest of the world. But the modelbased on information defined as an unlimited resource is extensible. It is perhaps whatServan Schreiber meantin his book ☁☁Defi Mondial☂☂, but in a slightly over-simplified manner,when he talks about the microprocessor as a solution for the underdeveloped countries.Indeed, if nothing happens ♥ no war, no economic break-down ♥ which can stop our move-ment towardsan information civilisation, we will offer an extensible modelto the rest of theworld because the ☁☁consumption☂☝☂ of culture, spirituality, aesthetic pleasure, communi-cation, information and inter-personal communication is extensible to the rest of the world.Perhapsit will thus be possible to find a shorter route by which the poorer maycatch us up.
Thatis all that | wanted to say, Mr. Chairman, but | would like to put a great deal of humilityinto my conclusion. | have tried to ascertain some ofthe internal forces that workwithin ourpresent day societies and which are bringing us a new destiny, different from our pastexperience, a future that we did not set out to create. | believe that if we can adoptthisfuture as an objective, as a project,it will attain a certain validity. It will thus seem moreprobable the morethat we describeit and aspire towardsit, and perhaps those who are nowdisappointed and afraid for their future will have more hope.

We must agree that in taking a decision we can forecastits direct results, but we must beawarethat there will beindirect effects. These are producedin complex systems and usuallyOppose the goal being sought. That can be an advantage. | believe that we have anoiewacled result concerning the development of our techniques towards the informationCivilisation.
However, it could be negativeif, for example, we increased unemployment by decreasingworking hours. Thus, if we adopt a pragmatic attitude, a non-doctrinal attitude, if we try to
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SESSION C

INFORMATION SYSTEMS JOBS
IN THE 1980s

Colin Brook,
IBM United Kingdom Limited

Colin Brook studied Theoretical Physics at University College Oxford gaining his BA Honours
degree in 1963. He joined IBM United Kingdom direct from University and after initial
training he worked successively as Systems Engineer, Salesman and Account Managerwith
a large petroleum industry customer.
In 1973 he became Systems Engineering Managerin one of the new General Systems Divi-
sion☂s offices. This was followed by a period as a product announcement managerfor the
System/32.
From 1975 to 1979 he wasfirst, a senior instructor and later education manager at |BM☂s
Advanced Marketing Institute at La Hulpe in Belgium. During this time he was concerned
with education in the Customer Executive, IBM Management and latterly Information
Systems Managementareas.
In 1979 he rejoined IBM in the UKin the internal Information Systems Group as Managerof
the Information Centre which has responsibility for all aspects of personal computing for
internal users.
This afternoon | am going to give a personal impression; it really cannot be much more than
that because we do not have, internally within IBM, a road mapthat tells us what jobs wewill
have in the future and whatsort of work wewill have to do. You have already heard about the
tremendousrate of evolution that has been alluded to by previous speakers, and that rate of
change is boundto continue.
So what| shall try to do is to give this personal view. You should understandthatit is based
on my current experience and my current job; and that current job is within IBM UK☂s own
internal data processing function. | am one of the managersof that group and myparticular
responsibility is for all aspects of personal computing, end-user computing, or end-user
information services, delivering all of those services to the end users within IBM UK. There
are something like 2,000 to 3,000 people who, every now and again (which might be anything
from once every few minutes to once every few months), wantto sit at a terminal or some
other fairly friendly device at somefriendly system and access the company☂s data. So that
is my particular interest and you should be aware of that in understanding some of my
prejudices.
Let me commentonthetitle of my presentation. In talking about the future, it is extremely
difficult to come up witha title that is not too committing. | did not want to talk about organi-
sation because weareall working in very different companies, and our organisational needs
have to match our business needs, our corporate strategies and so on. Nordid | want to be
pinned downto specific ☁☁occupations☝☂ which hasan air of formality aboutit. | rather want to
say that, as you are well aware, there are somethings to be done. Thosethings to be done
have to be combined together to make meaningful occupations in our own companies. But|
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do not wantto tell you howto do that, | merely want to point out someof the things that haveto be done.
| specifically have notlimited myself to data processing. |have used here thetitle ☁ informa-tion systems☝☂. | might well have usedthetitle ☁information services (IS). As you will seelater, | feel quite strongly that as we carry on through the 1980s the only way that those of usin the internal information systems or DP function can succeedis by becoming much moreactive in our partnership with the user and the user management. That is a themeto which|will come back. So | wanted to take a fairly broadtitle.
My objective is to review someof the new jobs that | think will emerge; perhapstalk aboutsomethat will disappear, and somethatwill changesignificantly. | really want to do that inaway that looks forward from now. There are two alternatives: either | could paint you apicture which would be my view of an information systems organisation from 1990, andimmediately you would disagree with it. You would notlike the organisational structure that|had chosen; you would notlike the titles that| had chosen.So

|

prefer to go in a rather prag-matic way ♥ and | hope a not too subjective way ♥ from today forward.
So, the order in which | want to proceedis to remind you of the key changefactorsthatwillinfluence us in the coming years. | do not see these as changefactors where| have to askthe question: will they happen? but rather: whenwill they happen? For someof us they maybe happening now;for others of us we may be lucky enoughto be able to benefit by otherpeople☂s problems and wait a few years.
It is perhaps a sign ofthe times that yesterday evening, when | went back to my room, | wasable to watch ontelevision a Programme called ☜☁Managing the Micro☝. In our backwardBritish society, it is quite interesting that on populartelevision we have such a programme.At the point where | entered the programme, halfway through, | was hearing that it wasabsolutely vital to haveflexible management and flexible thinking for the future; and | thinkthat is quite a key point. So| will look, | hopeflexibly, at the impact of those changes on theexisting activities. | have grouped thosein very simple termsinto a ☜development☝☂ activityand an ☁☁operations☝☂ activity, because | want to avoid any further organisational constraint.
Then| will talk about some emerging functions. Youwill immediately get the impression that,as you would expect, in some companies some of these things are already being done ♥even done well in some cases ♥ but in other companies they are not being done at all, andthat is quite reasonable. So just because in your own particular case youfind that you arealready well into all of the things that | describe as emerging functions, do not assumethatthere is nothing further to say. On the other hand, do not be put off if you are not into thosethingsatall yet.

on the slides for the presentations during the coming day and a half is the word ☜☁end user☝☂. |can assure you that I do not haveit up here as a buzz word. | am not even particularly keenOnit, but it seems to be something that we all understand.
The reason for laying such an emphasis on the end user sideis quite simply that, in my view,whetherornot we are forced to get involved with the users, we should take the Opportunities

Let me now spend a few moments reviewing what | see as the major pressures affecting
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myself, affecting IBM as a company,and affecting the IS function within IBM. David Butler
has already well stated the overriding importance of the productivity issue. | see that from
two viewpoints: the DP department andthe end users. The analyst/programmeris still a rela-
tively scarce person. Thereisstill a major backlogofsignificant, conventional, large applica-
tions to be developed. Even if we thoroughly involve the end userin the next three to four
years and get him to do an enormouspart of the work ♥ and | doubt that we will achieve that
♥ there is still sufficient of a backlog to require that we increase our productivity in the
conventional development sense and that we maintain our skills.
In addition, in the operations area | think that we can seethesituation where operational
staff have to be pruned. Thereis a pressure from a cost viewpointall the time, and we have
to look at that. From a user viewpoint, all our users in all companies are under productivity
pressures,both at the operationallevel, on a day to day basis, and at the managementlevel.
These things, combined with the tremendouspressurein a fairly rapidly changing business
environment for more and more information, mean that these areas which are opened up to
us by new technologies will be particularly important to support that productivity drive.
Thenthere is the office automation area. Whetherweare talking about centralised hardware
and software via terminals, or whether we are talking about decentralised hardware, or
something in between, there will be a major pressure to go into the office automation area.
More text at the company level, more text at the personnellevel, will be moved around on
our networksin the future. We have to manage that and we haveto operateit, and in doing
that we have new jobs to do.
Also, manyof us already operatefairly large data networks. The bulkof the data thatis trans-
mittedis still numeric, and the volumes becomerapidly higherbutarestill nowhere near the
sorts of volumes that we will achieve in the future. In addition, there is a pressure to make
sure that our networks are integrated and, on top of that, have the ability to link in the inter-
national environment with other companies and operations in other countries.
Finally, from a technology viewpoint, there is the pressure for distributed data/processing.
You will notice that, quite specifically, | did not use the abbreviation ☜☁DDP☂☂ which seemsto
meto lumpall of the problems into one bucket, but does not then get us very muchfurther. |
distinguish, at least in my own mind, quite clearly between the possibilities to distribute data
around the networkor to a terminal or an intermediate processor, and storeit in one place or
the other, and the possibilities to distribute processing capacity, again in the same way.
Those two different things afford us all sorts of possibilities and offer up all sorts of manage-
ment problems. They are different management problems and wehaveto get to grips with
them.
So a combination of technology in those areas, together with decreasing costs for tech-
nology and user need for performance, for better control, for better security, could well take
us downeither of those two distributed routes.
Finally, under the heading of ☁☁social trends☂, we have already heard a great deal said about
this. | do not want to add much except to summarise. There are many, manythingsthatwill
affect the way in which we organise our jobsin the future. For example, in IBM we operate,
as do manyof you, a form of flexitime, which means that people can choose, within limits,
whenthey start work and end work. That imposesall sorts of operational and organisation
constraints in running a computer system. The possibility of part-time working and the basic
attitude to out-of-prime-time and shift work can all influence the way we operate our systems
in the future. The pressure for home working which is seen in some companies, which we
would be able to satisfy from a technological viewpoint very easily, raises new questions.
In addition, | would include things like the impactof legislation in certain countries, whether
it be works council type legislation or legislation specifically requiring the involvement of
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end users in the design of any system that affects them. | understand that this legislation isaroundandeffective io someEuropean countries already. That sort of legislative impact hasto be considered. | must say that | consider that sort of impact to be a positive thing ratherthan the negative thing that some people would think. To me, it is vital that you involve theend user and end-user managementin the design process anyway, you should not needlegislation to force youto doit. Butif legislation is there, then maybe we should be Oppor-tunist.
So those are the major change factors. You are well awareofthose,there is nothing newthere; | did not intend that there should be.
Now | shouldlike to look at the impacts on existing activities and the sorts of changes thatwill occurin our current data processing operation. | have this under two headings: thedevelopmentprocessand the operations process. Many people have the perception ♥ and| think it is a fair perception ♥ that the analysis and programmingjobis still to be thought ofvery much as a cottage industry. It lacks a lot of the formality of more mature professions.Very often, whenintroducing new tools or techniques to apply to that job, we find the reac-tion from the professionals in and aroundit that says, ☜If you formalise myjob, if you requiremeto use certain processes and techniques, that takes awaythe skill of the job.☝
That is the problem that we face, but | would suggest to youthatit is only a problem thatarises if the objectives of the analyst and programmerare notclearin thefirst place. If hefeels that his objective is to write sophisticated code, albeit in a very high level language, orto do clever things with the database design, then he might well feel that the application ofmore formality and good management practices is de-skilling the job. If, however, he feelsthat his prime aim in life is to meet a user need with a system, within cost and on time, thenhe will accept these new techniques very readily. | think that is an important point for us toremember. In the main, the thing that motivates people is meeting their objectives. | under-stand that there are one or two other things around, including the money, but if one thinkspositively there is a prime motivator in the job itself. But the objectives have to be clearlyexpressed.
For example, if the right objectives are there, satisfaction can increase with the introductionof new tools and techniques because the achievementis likely to be there and productivitycan increase as well.

Wehavealready introduced improved programming technologies in many of Our organisa-tions, and | think that will continue. Again, there is great possibility to enrich the job of theprogrammer/analyst. An example of enrichment that | would give is what we call the☜moderator☂☂ function, which some of you may know under the heading of☁inspections☂:
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the whole of the developmentactivity. Again, this is just a question of evolution; formality
applied to user requirements;formality applied to the whole developmentprocessin phases.
These things can be seen by analysts and programmers as negative.In fact, if they are seen
as contributing to the successful completion of the task, they can be seen as a very positive
thing. | think that all of these things will change the job of the analyst and programmer.
One of the biggest problems that we face in the data processing organisation is getting an
accurate definition of user requirements. That has been the case for years, and there are
new tools coming whichwill formalise that process and make communication between the
user and the DP professional much easier. But again, they will impose more formality and
more structure to the job, but this formality will be compensated for by other techniques ♥
for example, prototyping. | believe that this will be covered later in this conference. But
certainly for us, the ability of the analyst/programmerto sit with the user and prototype his
requirements dynamically at the screen; to see whether he is meeting the user☂s needsin a
very rapid way, before going away and writing the large system needed, can add a lot to the
job. That is anotherpositive thing.

| have already mentioned that more involvement from the user, whohasfor a long time been
left out of the partnership, can significantly contribute to the programmer/analyst☂s job.
Finally, | think that there will be a continuing emphasis on database and data communica-
tions. We have lots of database systems around, andin the future most of our big systems
will be database systems, and most will be on-line. That means that instead of putting your
databaseskills into a specialist group, such as a database administration function or a data-
base engineering function, those skills have to become pervasive across all analysts and
programmers. We are seeing this happening nowin our ownorganisation, andit is some-
thing which can only enrich the job.
If |can summarise as far as the DP analyst/programmeris concerned, | think that he or she
will become moreformal. There will be more formality, more structure to the job; there will
be more high-productivity tools. All of those things can he seen aspositive contributors to
the job, provided that it is clearly identified that the goal of the analyst/programmeris to
deliver the goods to the end user, or to the company as a user, rather than to write super
code or beautiful systems. Those things may be desirable, but they are subsidiary objec-
tives.
Moving onto the operations area, | am sure that in the period about which wearetalking,
mostof the activity that many DP functions have as a data entry and control functionwill
disappear from the central DP shop and will move, as our systems becomeon-line,to the
end user or to the user department. This is happening already, but in the next five years |
would suspect that many data entry departmentswill disappear as end users take upthat
role for themselves.
That has somepositive benefits because often the data entry function was bottleneck.It is
a rather tedious job as well. But the problem thaiit posesis that if we have a large numberof
systems which now havetheir input directly from the end user, perhaps under end-user
control, these systemsstill need to interrelate together. Westill need to have sometime
sequencing in the running of many of our large applications. This will put an increased
responsibility on the people who operate our large, central systems, particularly the rather
large numberof batch type programs which needto be run during the night. If you take that,
together with the pressure not to operate a third shift, it is obvious that we have to become
muchslicker and betier at managing this vast numberof batch programsthat occur in many
computer organisations.
This ties in with the second point whichis that in order both to achieve higher productivity of
the operations staff and also to decrease the numberof problems caused by operatorinter-
vention, we will see a trend towards more automated operation. The effect of that will be
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that there will be fewer people around in the computer rooms of the future moving tapes,
mounting discs and adjusting printers. Those people will not be needed because we will be
able to automate many of those functions. However, what will be needed is much more
effective central controlof the overall installation. So, if you like, it isan opportunity to raise
the skill levels of operations-type people. There will be less semi-skilled staff and morefully-
skilled staff.
There are many large networksinstalled today. They work quite effectively. Many of them,
such as the banking networks, and the insurance company networks are specialised. They
have not yet movedinto the multi-access integrated network environment. We have tended
to think of network management as a function which goes alongside oris added to the
managementof the computer system hardware and software. In the future that balancewill
change. Networks will be verylittle involved with the physical operation of the computer
system, which will become very much a subsidiary role to the management of a network
handling not only numeric data, but textual data and voice data. So, there will be a shift in
emphasis away from operating and managing a central computer towards operating and
managing an integrated network.
Let me relate back at this point to something that John Morley said this morning. He was
concerned that we might be getting ourselves into the box where we defined all sorts of
complicated jobs to be done and then complained whenthe people were not aroundtofill
them atthat skill level. With what| have said so far, | see no problem in that area. lam quite
convincedthat, with retraining, our existing analysts and programmers can move into this
more formal, structured and businesslike environment; that our existing semi-skilled
operators can move up to be trained and look after networks and more sophisticated
computer systems. So for me, his concern is not a real one at the moment.
So, | have talked about how things will change as far as | can see in the existing sort of
organisation. But what about these things that | called emerging functions.
Oneof the biggest and most important functions for me is data management.| have speci-
fically said ☁data management☝ and not ☁☁database☂☂. Just by way of comment, my feeling is
that our existing state of methodology in the data managementarea is very similar to the
developmentstate we had with conventional analysis and programming some10 to 15 years
ago.It is very muchstill a mystic art. During the next 5 to 10 years | am sure that data
managementwill do twothings:it will move away from being a mystic art to being something
of a science, with quite specific methodologiesof its own, and it will move away quite signifi-
cantly from databases, which | think we understandfairly well, towards distributed data and
towards the combination of numeric data (which again | think we understand) with textual
data, which | think we understandverylittle.
If you combinethose problemswith the potential need to distribute and managea distributed
data network, then you can see that an emphasis in the future IS organisation on data
management can be expected, with significantly more staff in that area, broadening out
from thinking conventionally about databases.
There are other questions to be raised at this point. Do we needin our companies to have
some form of information or data tsar or high level director? | do not have an answerto that
question. | know that earlier David Butler posed two or three questions which he seemedto
think | might answer.| felt that | might answerthefirst and the third, and luckily | cannot
rememberwhat they were;but the one thingthat | did not think | would answer was whether
we would need or have a director of telematics. | had a job working out what he was, let
alone whether we would have one. But | do see the need for somebody, perhapsoutside of
all of our existing user functions and outside of our current information services function,
who has someoverall corporate responsibility for our company direction and management
of data. | do not think that he will have an operational role, but he will have a strategic and
tactical role.
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In the text and office systems support area, certainly in IBM, we see the needto integrate
the way we managetext and Office services into the information systems organisation.|
know that is not something with whichall of you would agree. Sometimes | wonder myself
whetherit is sensible since it sits in my particular area as well. However, if one assumesthat
one wants to do that, then one certainly needs to have some newskills; because instead of
developing systems my people now find themselves more and more designing services.
These services will be very muchlike the telephone is now when weconsider our environ-
mentfive or ten years away, and oneof the critical things we haveto think aboutis the way
they will all fit together. How do they appear from the user viewpoint or, more particularly,
from an end-user viewpoint?
The role of the information systems groupwill be very much oneof providing an infrastruc-
ture and not one of needing to concernitself too much with the way that things are being
used. Its role will be to provide the facilities to the company.
Similarly, in the area of distributed service support there are new skills to be learnt. For
example, so far as my thinking is concerned at the moment,| think that if we go into the
distributed network, as we are soonto do, it is highly desirable that the remote processorsin
that network are controlled centrally; that they are started up and stopped and the data on
them is in many cases managedfrom the centre. But that posesall sorts of new operational
skills.
Some of you may well be thinking of having distributed nodes which require operator atten-
dance, and that will be another newrole for the information systems function ♥ providing
remote operators. | do not know wherethey should belong organisationally, but that is a
problem that one hasto face. So there is a new role there. Again, it is one of providing an
overall data and service infrastructure.
The final emerging function is the support of ☁☁end users☂☂, and | have used inverted commas
to indicate that this is really lumping all the things that you understand by the end userinto
one common category and hopingthat it is about the sameas | understand. If IS or a DP
shop looks at its own organisation at the moment, many of us would feel that the organisa-
tions are not bad; they makea lot of sense from a DP organisation viewpoint. That is the way
that we have beenthinking in the last five to ten years. We have got our own housein order.
Wehave been rather introspective, as somebodysaid this morning. We have been preoc-
cupied with our own problems.
Oneof the thingsthatit is very valuable to do at the momentin many companies, certainly in
IBM, is to go and sit outside of the DP shop andlook inwards. Pretend you are an end user:
you will be horrified. | am certainly horrified by what | see sometimes. For example, consider
the complexity of support groups. Imagine the personsitting at a screen in some remote part
of our fairly geographically dispersed company,and there is something wrong with what he
is doing ♥ no more than that. The question is: who doeshecall? Does hecall the network
service line for one computer centre or the other? Or doeshecall the applications support
group for an IMS system? Or doeshecall another group concerned with the office systems?
Or is there nobody he can call because the data is lost somewhere in between?
| do not know whetheryou have donethis in your own organisation, butit is quite worthwhile
to go and have a look outside to see whatit lookslike, looking inward. If it is fairly compli-
cated and you cannotclearly understand who you need to call when you have a problem,
then you do not have a very good end-user support organisation.

What do end users need? | know some of the things that they need. They certainly need a
clear statement of who will do what whenthey have a problem. Actually they prefer to have
more than that. They prefer to have one person or one group within the company to whom
they can go withall of their problems. If you go ahead andtry to set up somethinglike that, it
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; ; F iti f thing that the end useris a bit of a white elephant or a problem to manage.Butit is the sort o that
wants andthesort of thing that | would suggest to you that we mustprovide in the future.

Wehavetried to do that in IBM UK with something called an ☜information centre☂, of which |
am the manager. Wekeepfinding ourselves putting more function into that centre as we
keep looking from the outside in, because we see more and morethat is wrong from an end-
user viewpoint with our existing organisation.
Oneof the thingsthat we provideto help our end users is consultancy. Wetry to advise them
on howto use theseservices. Wetry to be positively promotional. Most data processing de-
partments do not have a tremendous record in marketing their own services. There have
been very good reasonsfor that. They have usually been under resourced, and every time
they tried to write a major system they were late and did not quite meet the user require-
ments, and they prefer to keepthis inside rather thanlet it out. But if we are going to get the
end user to become more and more involved we need to betalking much moreto them in
their language.
Something else that they needis a different approach to communications. | do not mean net-work-type communications, | mean communications with them. If you are an end user sittingat a screen or someother terminal and something goes wrong, thelast thing that you want todois to leaf through 300 pages of documentation. Even if the data processing departmenthas managed to condense that documentation down into 15 pages, you wantit written inyour language. In fact you do notreally wantit written at all, you want it on your screen.
In a conventional DP department our designers do not naturally think that way. If we wantthem to think that way, we have to advise them of that, perhapsretrain them and get themlooking at things from an end-user viewpoint.
If we look at the four emerging functions | have mentioned, we certainly see some significantnewskills; big new skills in the data area; perhaps some fairly significant skills in the nexttwo categories; but aboveall, in the end-user category, we see the need for an attitudinalchange ♥ the positive role of the DP function rather than the negative. Instead of, ☁I☂msorry, come backin two or three years☂, the answer should be, ☜Yes, this afternoon☂☂. Wewill not make that change very quickly andit requires a lot of managementto achieveit.
So far wehave looked at the way the DP department might change, someof the new jobsthat we will have to pick up and someof the things we will reduce, but we have missed out onone of the most important jobs. Youwill be well aware of whatthatis.
One of the key jobs in information systemsin the 1980swill not be in the information systemsdepartmentatall, it will be outside.It is the job of the end user.In five or six years☂ time, theend userswill run their own work, managetheir own data, want quick results, and theywillneed support to do that.
There are two possibilities. First, the DP department cansay, ☁☁That☂s your problem, Mr. EndUser☂, or it can say,☜This is an active partnership, we☂d like to get involved with you.☝ If youtake the first approach, then it is my personal view that there will not be much of a DPdepartment, and there might be some resulting chaos from which somebodywill have torecover. But let us say that that will be five or six years away. Thealternative is to take apositive approach, to make a partnership and to start working with the end user, who isbecoming much more aware of what he can do, andto educate him. That comes backto myprevious point.
A lot of whatthe enduserwill do will be screen based. | am aware of concern in some coun-tries about the level of screen-based activity. From My Own viewpoint, in the UK, in acompany which has as muchproductivity pressure as any other, | am in exactly the opposite
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situation. | find myself under continual pressure to provide more people with more screens
and more services, moreof the time. So you have to understand that perhaps my perception
is different from someof yours. But whatever our perception, and whether people are going
to sit for one-and-a-half hours a day at a screen orfor a lot longer, whetherthey are going to
perform most of their work from a screen or verylittle, what they want is to have fairly
friendly system.
Wewill hear more about user friendliness later on, but one of the things that | would stressis
that, very often, a great deal of user friendliness can be providedforverylittle cost within our
existing systems or existing on-line services. The way in which it can be provided at very
little cost is again by getting your staff to think in terms of end users rather than in terms of
computer systems. They needto in terms of very simple things, such as communication
aids, consistency, using the same help formats and the same dialogue formats.All of thatis
under your control if you wantit to be andif people think ofit. So it is a question of manage-
ment direction; but the end user certainly will wantit.
If you do not provide user-friendly systems, you get this other interesting syndrome of end
users, which is that they will choose the mostfriendly thing you provide and they will do
everything they want to do from that one thing, whether or not you intended them to use
other services for something else. The net effect is improper resourcing and an uncontrolled
environment. So | think that it is in our own interests to get to grips with the problem.
There is another thing that we see growing whichoffers us quite an opportunity. | must say
that it has already offered me some opportunity. It is a growing degree of specialisation
within the user area. By that | do not meanthatthe user will begin building central-type data
processing skills. He is not going to learn about database systems,but the end useris going
to have specialists who understand how personal computing systems can be used effec-
tively in any particular function. They will certainly want to have specialists to advise user
management of their responsibilities and the successful operation of their department
based on these sorts of on-line services.
That offers us great possibilities. In my area we have exchanged twostaff recently from our
own function out to the user to becomethosesorts of specialists. | see that sort of inter-
changeof staff between users and the central DP function becoming far more commonthan
it is today.It is something that we talk about today as being desirable; it is something which
in the future | think is essential.
So, | see two sorts of new jobs in the 1980s in the end-user area: the end-user professional,
whatever function he is in, and the end-user specialist, both of whom will need education
and guidanceif the partnership is to be successful. And that can come only from the DP
department or the IS department.
| said that was one of the key jobs in the 1980s. To complete that partnership, another key
job is user management.
In looking at some of the things that the user managerwill have to get involved in | put
several of them underthe heading of ☁☁regain control☂. Some of you may knowthat | have a
perspective about this which says that over the past 10 to 15 years we have beenbuilding
more and more of these large central database systems, which are very complex and quite
difficult to operate, and which havesignificant impacts whenthey fail. As a result, we have
taken more and more business managementresponsibilities, such as for company security,
for the successful operation of a department, for justifying expenditure and for directing the
way that particular function might evolve. We have taken those responsibilities away from
the user manager whenit comesto talking about computer systems, and we havebuilt them
into the DP manager☂s job, whichis one of the reasons why DP managers have the biggest
headaches.
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We do notdothis for other sorts of usage of capital resource or equipment. We expect a
one manager, a user manager, to take full responsibility for the operation of his
department. As he becomes much more responsible with personal computing systems, withend-user driven systems, he will have to get back into this if he is to have a successfullymanaged operation. | call it regaining control. That can only make both theuser manager sjob in the long term more controllable and accountable, and the DP executive☂s job a much
better one.

| think that the relationship between user managers and the IS executive must change. Itmust be much morea partnership or a participative relationship. Currently we see with manyof our usersa relatively stand-off approach. Weare protecting ourselves all the time. We areprotecting ourselves from criticism of our performance. We are not working together. Nowwe have to work together. Again, that requires a positive effort from the DP executive andthe DP managementto go out and explain whatthe user☂srole is andhis role in developing asystem; whathis responsibilities are, and what they are not; whathis role is when he has hisown people develop systems; whathis role is in managing the company☂s data; and, ifheisadata owner, whathis role thenis.

He will not get these messages mystically; he will get them only if somebodyhasa positiveProgramme to give him the messages. That person hasreally got to be the DP executive.Increasing executive interest may well be a foregone conclusion, but | really meant it as apositive thing here. Again, most executive interest has been more properly expressed asexecutive concernin the last five years. | think that is a fair view: a lot more money beingspent in many cases; more and more staff; more complexity. When something failed morepeople were impacted, people were concerned. Now that has to be turned around and, if weget in with user managementin these two areas, wewill inevitably end up with moreinterestin the future from the executive. That can only be a goodthing. It will mean that in futurethere will be less problem for the DP executive with his budgets and his resourcing, becausethe user executive will want those things put into a DP budget rather than always question-ing it.
If any of that is to work, then the user management needs more communication at theexecutive level; more education: but perhaps most important of all, more interchange ofmanagement between users and betweenthe DP function. Wehavealreadysaid that the DPfunction will become more professional, better managed, perhaps slightly more formal, butitwill deliver the goods more often. What we come downto is a rather technicalbutstill a busi-ness management function.

To summarise: within data processing | do not think that wewill see any fewer analysts andprogrammers.| think that they will become more professional. | think that we will see slightly

function andin the user area. | think that we will see a definite need to install some form ofend-user support centre within the IS or DP organisation.
Finally, we will see a significant changein the jobs of end users and end-user management.
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SESSION D
CASE STUDY:

RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION
OF STAFF
Peter Bennett,

Metal Box Limited

Peter Bennett has workedin the application of computers for over twenty years, since com-
ing down from Cambridge in 1960. He received his basic grounding in data processing with
International Computers and Tabulators Limited before moving to Plessey as one oftheir
first Management Services managers. His thirteen years within this function in Plessey
provided a wide variety of experience and responsibilities. In 1977 he became head of
computer services in Metal Box.
| am neither a personnel person nor professionally involvedin this field at all. | believe that |
have been put into the programmeatthis stage in the afternoon to provide somelightrelief
♥ perhaps as a user ground between two manufacturers,or at leasttoillustrate the practi-
cal problems wein Metal Box have experienced in expanding our numbersof systems and
programming staff from 25 to 85 overthe last four years.
Within this story there are some key lessons which| shall try to identify.
First, however, | must set the scene, and also ask for your indulgence in one important
respect. | have responsibility for the provision of computer services throughout Metal Box,a
company with some 50 sites in the United Kingdom and an annual turnover last yearin
excess of £1,100 million ♥ predominantly in packaging but with substantial interests in
central heating. About 60 per centofthis turnover originates in the United Kingdom, and the
remaining 40 per cent from subsidiary and associate companies overseas.
It is often said that Metal Box is
one of those major companiesthat Bey
most people have heard of but are Organisationand1979/80 turnovernot quite sure what they do. My 
 

         
 

 

 

first slide shows our main divi- Vic Divisions Oversens,
sions. Our open-topped factories Open top} General Paper ecm
make food and beverage cans, £308m £148m £108m £405m
cans for baked beans,tinned food, 7mushy peas, millions and millions Stated Enaneer
of beers, lagers, cokes,of all sizes. £117m £37m
Our General Line Division makeall ella
the other tins, cans and fancy eae reie depart:boxes ♥ lots of them at the mo- ♥     
 ment with an eye on the Royal

Wedding festivities. And then
there are our interests in shoe
polish, tobacco, paint, tennis balls, oil, aerosols, biscuits, toy money boxes and good-
ness knows what else. The paper and plastics side of the business has been growing
in the last few years, manufacturing margarine tubs and yoghourt cups, bottles for
washing-up liquids and the new two-litre coca-cola bottles, bags for frozen peas,
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labels and a quarterofall the chequesprinted in the United Kingdom ♥ that | suspect youdid not know ♥ and the new wonder product, plastic wine bottle corks that really breathe.These corks are really catching on, which we are very pleased about. Stelrad make radiatorsandIdeal boilers.| think that we are now the largest domestic central heating organisation inthe world.
So if all our products suddenly disappeared from your homes, leaving just their contentsbehind, they would make a rather nasty messy sludge oozing its way from your kitchenoutwards.
Moving in from this squelchy global scene, our Computer Services Department has up tonow beencentralised in the Ruritanian city of ♥ well, | hesitate to mention where by nameSo | will just give you the map shown on the next slide as a clue.
The reason| hesitate to name thetown, although youall know wherewe are, is that we have painstak-ingly and with some successre-cruited and expanded our Depart-ment. The last thing |, or my Per-sonnel Managerwould want,is formeto stand here and tell you aboutall the talent | have acquired, andthen find that our local Papers arefull of prestige page 3 advertise-ments exhorting their readers tocome and work elsewhere.

Metal Box Limited
 

 

| have been asked morethan onceto give talks similar to this oneatcomputer recruitment conferencesin Birmingham or the Midlands,but | have declined to doso in order to protect our own interests. But here, hopefully, we are amongfriends, and | didnot feel | could refusetheinvitation. As stated, however, | ask your indulgence in subse-quently respecting our privacy.
Organisationally, Metal Box☂s computer departmentis part of Corporate ManagementSer-vices which reports to a Vice- hairman. The other parts are Consultancy Services and Com-

Collectively, we embracethe general area of convergence. | took on responsibility for theComputer Services Department rather more than four years ago. The numbersin the depart-ment at that time are shownonthefirst Slide on the next page.
The numbers we are particularly concernedwith in this talk are those on the second line ♥20 systems and programming staff. | reckon that at the time three were systems pro-grammers concerned with the mechanics Of our basic machine software andcommunications, twelve were engaged on maintenance and support activities whichleft
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puter facilities. Quite a numberof
others had facilities for transmitt-
ing paper tape producedfrom age-
ing accounting machines. It was
speedily obvious, then, that the de-
partment was faced with four ma-
jor problems which had to be
solved if it was to be an effective
unit able to play a properrole with-
in the company.
Thefirst, obviously, was the inade-
quate equipment we had. The
other three were really personnel
problems and the ones| shall be
dwelling on today ♥ inexperi-
enced management, insufficient
staff and inadequate accommoda-
tion.
The next slide shows the meas-
ured growth in processing at our
centre over the last four years.
There is a mistake in the righthand
column which should read
117,000, not 98,000 as shown,
which compared to the start line
four years ago is considerablylar-
ger, being five times larger rather
than four times larger. | went there
in April 1977, and at the end of the
first year | asked someof mycrit-
ics from the factory and divisional
management how easily they
would cope with doublingtheir out-
put in 11 months. (I must admit to
having had a few critics andstill to
having a few there, but you get
used to taking the rough with the
rough.) Sometimes this question
provoked a reply which came
close to sympathy. As a result of
this growth the company☂s compu-
ter inventory now lookslike this.
lam not trying to blind you with
science, because | know lot of
you are not computer people.|
have drawn these boxes larger
than the boxes on the earlierslide
to denote greater power and capa-
bility. What they do show, how-
ever, is that we now have almost
50 terminals in our factories and
that we also have a number of
sites (the nine ME 29s, shown on

Computerstaff 1977
 

Management &
Administration 7
Systems &
Programming 20
Operations 12
Data Control &
Data Preparation
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the right), installing their own minicomputers. That is actually more sites than had terminals
four years ago.
Let me now dealin turn with the problems | have just described as being of a personnelnature ♥ management, numbers and accommodation.
Thefirst problem consisted of defining the organisation necessary to manage the expansionand then filling the slots with people of sufficient experience. The organisation which|decided onat the time with a bit of help from my friends, was that shown onthis slide. Start-ing on the right we had a data ad-ministration manager who lookedafter data control and data prepa-ration, seeing work through the
 

  

computers so as to allow the Computerservices departmentoperations manager to concen- HEAD OF COMPUTER SERVICEStrate on hardware and the succes- péeoaalsive upgrades and moves which [iene Maniegerwe saw would be necessaryto getus through to whereweare today. | | | | |Our software systems managerat Manuf. Corporate Software Operations Dataj j : Applic☂ns & Financial Systems Manager min.the time wasresponsible for plann Systems Applion

|

Marsan Managering, software, systems programm- Manager Systemsing and a programming team. Manager
 These three positions werefilledinternally, the split in the opera-tional function helping to makethispossible.

The systems area | defined as needing seven project teamsif it was to provide a profes-sional continuity of servicetoits prospective users, which werethe four divisions | showedon one of the earlier slides ♥ the payroll, pensions and personnel function, corporatefinance and R & D. There was no onein the departmentwith the attributes to handle such aposition, and seven teamsof that nature seemed too many for a newcomer. So we decidedto recruit two systems managers, one for manufacturing applications and onefor corporateand financial applications.
The recruiting was done through a recruitment agency as wedid not then have the person-nel manager shownontheslide. We werefortunate in having a good agencywith offices nottoo far away in Birmingham and they worked hard on our account for some years. Therewere always agenciessendingin lists of names or dossiersoflife histories (today, they ringup in desperation), but if you are really looking for staff and need outside help, | recommend

That was the second lesson we learnt ♥ good applicants are rarand againat all levels. But you must never drop your standards;the long run.
俉, as we wereto learn againit will Cost you even morein
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Almost as an aside, it is worth seeing how the organisation has developedsincethen. At the
beginning of April this year we reorganised to the situation shown on thisslide.
The recruited systems manager
whocould havefilled either role is Com inow the systems managerrespon- puter services department 
sible for high-level interfaces to HEAD OF COMPUTER SERVICES
our users. The otherrecruit at that
time is now what wecall the pro- Site Personnel

 i ☁ Serviduction managercontrolling all the ae manager
operational areas, while our previ- aa
ous software system manager  now looks after a central develop- Sisiems Development Productionment section. The numbers under- epee ange eneoet
neaththejobtitles, to which | shall 20 56 72
 return, show an increase against

the starting point. | think it has
evolved correctly, but as with our
hardware we could not have gone
straight to where we needed to be. Both the new managersandtheir subordinates needed to
grow into an understandingof their roles.

The initial organisation was planned in mid-1977 and approvedin principle then, butit did not
get budgetary approval within Metal Box until April 1978. Our advertisements appeared in
May, we madeour offers in June, and the new managers joined us in October and started
making a real contribution to the department and to supporting me around Christmas 1978.
So, the third lessonis that it all takes a long time.

In the autumn of 1978 we had a strokeof luck. Our department had always been located ona
factory site along with certain other head office functions. The factory personnel department
had always provided us with a service but it had always been somewhat remote. There may
well have been faults on both sides but they did not understand the differences between the
computer market place and recruiting for a metal working factory. Evenif they did under-
stand, they probably did not approve. In mid-1978 it was decided, without any direct request
from me, to appoint a personnel manager for the head office functions in the aforesaid
location. This has been a great help to us and without her we should have had muchgreater
difficulty in reaching our present position. My own department, Computer Services, is nume-
rically the largest of her responsibilities and now constitutes over 50 per cent of the people
she is responsible for. On this basis, from the beginning | took the line that she was the
department☂s personnel manager. She has beenfully involved in the department as a mem-
ber of its management team andafter theinitial period of adjustment from a factory environ-
ment this approach haspaid off handsomely.

Personnel matters are things that as managers weall have to handle and | expect weall
muddle through better or worse because wehaveto. But the amount of time that we used to
spend at my management meetings on item one, which was always personnel, showedjust
how muchwereally needed professional assistance. | think it took us about a year before we
wereactually able to move onto item two before lunchtime. Asa result of this | began to find
that a numberof actions that used to take a lot of thought, or were even shied away from,
actually became quite simple. | mentioned earlier that if you lacked professional assistance
in this function, a good agency could be invaluable as a source of consultancy and advice.
But there really is no substitute for a dedicated personnel function fully involved in the day-
to-day running of a department. | suppose this has been realised for a long time, and particu-
larly by personnel functions themselves, but like manythingsit tends to have takenits time
to reach computer departments.
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Having dealt with the problem of managementthe nextidentified problem was the numberof
systems and programmingstaff.
This slide shows how the numbers
have grown over the last four
years. The very small increaselast ayear is a reflection of the reces-sion and the wayit hit Metal Box, 7 84leading to a ban on recruitment a 70that applied for most of the year. oulGrowth on this scale has not been 45easy. Here weare talking of sys- pstems and programmingstaff only. 26It has required a consistent anddetermined effort for us to makeprogress. Our geographical loca-tion has some disadvantages inthis respect and some advan-tages. In general, our area does not have adequate numbersofthe trained and experiencedStaff we need so we haveto be prepared for the expenseofstaff relocation. However, thereare not manylargeinstallations in our neighbourhood, so we do not have muchlocal move-mentof staff, and if our own staff want to leave us, they may well have to accept the needtomove house aswell. Situated in a fairly rural area, with comparatively inexpensive housing,thoughit is certainly not cheap, this may well be a daunting decision for them. All we canSay, for whatever reason, is that we have more than held our own, but we know that wecannotafford to relax. | believe that once we relax, or stop recruiting, our numbers would notstay steady, they would fall, at least in normal times.

Growthin systems and programmingstaff
 
 

 

 

 

 

        April77 ♥April78 April79_♥ April80 April 81
 

In the first half of this period, until our personnel managerand systems managers foundtheirfeet, we continued to make

a

lot of use of our favourite agency. For 1979, we specified at

achieve their normal commission, and above that number we were very happy,and | believethey madea killing. It worked to everyone's satisfaction.
In dealing with them we learnt a lot about advertisements.In the pages and pagesof thecomputer press a standard script advertlike the one shownonthe nextslide tendsto be lostamong hoardsof similar ones.
You see lots of advertisementslikethis ♥ justlines of blurb with reallyno great imagination, ora little bitof an attemptatit, but they do notstand outat all. One of the things Software Programmerswe learnt wasthatif in fact you do inatisomething similar but draw it up Application Programmers

Advertisement

vertically, say half a page deep Support Programmersanda columnswide,the printers Systems Analystsor the people who lay out the ; : : 5pages tend to put it in the top Mit theLid on a Bright New Future withcornerof the page.It is something Meial Box
 to do with it being awkward forprinters so they place it on thepagefirst and put the others roundit. Colours and pictures are also good. Wetried a numberof different variations.
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This slide shows one of them ♥ the top half should really be in green, presumably apple
green, but if you can envisageit,
what wedid there wasto try to do
something eye-catching in our ad- 5vertisement. We were pleased Advertisement
with this althoughit did not do terri-   

 

  
bly well in practice. We are stress- Take your
ing our rustic origins here, our frui- Pick!
ty nature, and our proximity to 2 7X
Shakespeare☂s birthplace. | think oft☝ =
perhapsthat is whyit did not do too :
well ♥ there is a suggestion of cul-
ture.
Anyway, as time progressed, we Progranmmers Analyst programmers
became more confident and star-
ted handling the advertisements
ourselves. Here again we discov-
ered someinteresting situations. You probably all know that agencies buy advertising space
at a much lowerprice than you or | can do on our own. The difference will make a contribu-
tion towards their fees. But we also discovered the value of our local press. We can coverall
our market towns (some of them shown in the advertisement and quite a few that are not
there) and all the people within commuting distance, for less than a national advert in
Computing or Computer Weekly and we can obtain a higher numberof replies. We did find
that we must notdothis too often, or at least that the returnsdropif we try to. But we believe
that a trawl through the local waters should be the first step for all but the most highly
specialised vacancies. In fact, we have just done onein the last month, after a longinterval,
and have received 126 replies for one type of vacancy.

 

In 1977, we started with 24 analysts and programmers and now in 1981 we have 84. We took
in 21 from agencies, seven as a result of replies to advertisements, 11 were direct applica-
tions, eight were internal appointments and recruitments, and 40 were trainees. That would
have taken us upto 111 staff, but in the same period welost 27 people, which wasa turnover
of 12% per cent. In fact, to expand you needall the recruitment sources you can find.

As | mentioned, our favourite agency looked after us well. We took 21 recruits from
agencies. Some, of course, came from the vast range of papers sent by other agencies, but
a lot came from the one source. As you know,agencieslike to be able to chargefor their
advertisements so they have a client andtheywill look after him, and the people whoareleft
over from the advertisements are then offered to everybody else. That may be wrong, but
that is my belief.
Our own advertisements brought us in seven recruits in this period and, particularly on the
local scene, have been mostcost effective. But again, with applicants you always get more
quantity than quality applying. Notall the 126 responsesearlier this month actually had the
makings of shift managers. The direct applicants ♥ | said we had 11 of those ♥ werepartly
friends and relatives of our ownstaff or other people in the company, and partly letters from
people further afield wishing to moveto ourarea, either for housing, boyfriends, wives, or
other reasons. Here again, | suppose, we are helped by not being surrounded by competi-
tion. Also in that number were a few of our former leavers who returned to us, which of
course is nice because you have to choose only the ones you wantto.

Thelevel of internal transfers ♥ we had eight ♥ has been a disappointmentto us. | am not
sure whyit is so low, but | gather that in other companies they do a lot better. Perhaps the
fact that Metal Box is so widely spread geographically has worked againstus here. | should
haveliked to see moretransfers, either on secondmentor on permanenttransfer, although
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you always have to watch out for other units within the companyjust looking for an oppor-tunity to offload their seconds.
This brings us to the clear conclusion that to meet the long-term objectives of having asignificant department you have to grow your ownstaff. We had 40 trainees cominginto thedepartmentduring the period 1977 to 1981. In the still expanding computer market you haveto attract and recruit and train people of talent and potential, and then you haveto offer themattractive career prospects sothatall that investment is not wasted.
As | mentioned, we had a fairly consistent staff turnoverratio during this periodof 12% percent, although it has fallen much lowerin the last few months.| actually meta friend of minefrom Glasgowlast week whosaid thattheir turnover for the last 16 months had beennil, so |think we have a rather special circumstance. But 121 per centoverall, | gather, is not bad,although it certainly does not permit us to be complacent. It means, for instance, that weshall lose ♥ certainly in ordinary times ♥ 10 analysts and programmersin the coming year,while | want to recruit 18 and a furthernine trainees, so the 10 losses have gotto be on top ofthat. Of our trainees, half have been graduates, with the others coming partly from school-leavers and partly from young applicants whofeel they have made a mistakein their firstChoice of career. We have also taken a small number from TOPScourses. Wecultivate thebetter of our local schools, we attend careers evenings, receive visits, help where we can tokeep ties going with them. We do not have a high opinion of the HNC or degree products ofpolytechnics. In another forum | would seriously question their place and cost effectivenessin the higher education scene. But we do find that their sandwich students who cometo usafter two years for a year as programmers make a useful contribution, and maywell justifyan eventual offer of employment on completion of their courses.
Graduate recruitmentis almost a subjectin its own right and | should like to dwell on it forafew minutes. Up until 1978 our department received a one-page mention in the normalcompany ☜☁glossy☂☂ for graduates and we used to have a numberof applicants channelledthrough to us by corporate personnel who were mainly, and quite rightly, more concernedwith recruiting engineers for the company.It was well intentioned but not very effective. Wedid not have a great numberof applicants to choose from, and they were generally not of ahigh calibre and | do not Suppose we made muchof an impression on them either. So beforethe 1979 university milk round, with my Management team and a personnel managerinposition, we considered how to alter the scene. We decidedfirst that the two systems
12 universitiesin all.
Wehave established contacts with the careers officers and with the computing faculties atthese 12 universities. We have giventalks on computing as a career ♥ not just on Metal Box
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paucity of job opportunities north of the border. It is a long drive up there to develop the
contacts, but generally it is well
worth the journey.
lf other members of our company
find high calibre applicants at ☜Preferred☝ universities
other universities, we consider
them along with those from this
preferred list, but we do not make
 

any specialeffort outside this doz- Cambridge Birmingham Liverpool _♥St. Andrews
en. We have prepared a booklet of Oxford Aston Manchester Glasgow
our own in addition to the com- Bristol Leeds
pany☂s ☁☁glossy☂☂, as a supplement Swansea
to it ♥adozen pages or so. We up- Cardiff
date this booklet, A Career in Com-
puting in Metal Box, each year and
we send it out to the careers de-
partments and computing facul-
ties of these universities. Its aim is to describe our department and howit is organised, the
career developmentpaths and thetraining plans,the likely salaries and salary progression
and some general information on conditions of service. It also includes a summary of the
second interview programmeforthat year with its dates. Apart from sending it to our own
universities, any Metal Box interviewers going elsewherehaveit as a reference document.

 

Having developed our initial lines of communication to these universities and their students,
wethen planned to introduce a group second interview programme ♥ we had not had one
before ♥ so as to maximise our own impact and to enable usto get an in-depth assessment
of chosen applicants. In practice, we nowcall in two groups of around 12 candidates ♥
never more than 16 ♥ on successive daysfrom lunch timeto lunch time. Thefirst afternoon
and evening we keep themin a local hotel, where weare lucky in having a suitable room on
the sixth floor in the centre of the city with a view over the cathedral, the River Severn, the
county cricket ground, the race course and the MalvernHills. It looks gorgeousandit also
looks very interesting and fascinating whenit is all under water. As some of you may remem-
ber, we are very proneto flooding in those parts; 15 feet of water can look quite something
as it rises. Rumour hasit that the view at the backof the hotel on the sixthfloor is less attrac-
tive, but rumouris said to be a lying jade.
Westart off by welcoming our dozen or so candidates, introducing ourselves, myself, my
senior managers, my personnel manager, telling them about the company, aboutthecity,
about the department and what we can do for them. Rememberthat they will probably be
nervous. It is quite true that someof them will never have stayedin a hotel before and they
find it a bit overwhelming at times. For our benefit and for theirs welike to put name badges
on them so that you know who☂s who. But rememberto give them the option of changing
their first names to whatever they prefer. We also like to take a photograph of each of them
because that makes it much easier for us after the eventto identify a nameif we are actually
discussing respective merits. That needs explaining to prevent them thinking of us as some
sort of Gestapo organisation. But we always do promise notto fingerprint them!

After these introductory talks and film about Metal Box we havetea, and then weset them
all an aptitude test. We are not quite sure why weset them an aptitude test except thatit
seemed very professional thing to do, and certainly we are not sure what value we attach
to it. We find it useful though ♥ and| shall come backto this ♥ as a check on our conclu-
sions. We never make offers on the strength of the aptitude test results alone, but we might
fail people because of them. One of these days, when we have more data, and moretime,
andthefirst recruits who were subjected to the test have been with us longer, we shall try to
make an objective assessmentof its contribution.
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It quite often happens that people have already done the same aptitudetest. It did nothappento us this year because one of the major United Kingdom computer companies didnot seem to be doing muchrecruiting. Having done the same test before may help them,particularly with an awarenessof the time they have available, so | alwaystry to unsettlepeople in that position by saying that it works against them by making them over-confident.That seemsfair to me. Anyway, for our purposes it does not affect the issue.
After the tests they can relax for the rest of the day ♥ or almostthe rest of the day. We askalong someof their predecessorstojoin us for the evening andto talk freely so as to give aninsight of whatitis all really like.
| should explain at this stage that we plan for each of my three managers whoare presentand the personnel manager and myself to learn as much as we can about each candidateduring the 24 hours. As such, the person whodid their first interview does not do theirsecond interview and wearrange the seating plan for dinner very carefully to put them nextto others of us. Hopefully, nothing happens by accident although wetry to keep it veryinformal. We have drinks and a good dinner, taking due note of any birthday boysorgirlspresent, with candlesbeing carried in by the head waiter. Somehow port always seemsto beordered when it is my birthday despite mystrict instructions for economy. Then wealladjourn for what wecall groupactivities.
For this we usually split them intothree groups and set them a prob-
 

lem such as the one shownonthis GroupactivitiesSlide. Basically it is to decide the
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«+--+. Signalflaresbackwards you will go if you fire Senco First aid kit containinginjection needlesboth pistols together. It is great eeEefun, and a lot of fun sortingthemPortable heating unit
 out andlooking at the answerspre-sented to them. We also observecarefully who takes the lead, whocan think and whois persuasive. This year we had a different game which was perhaps moreinteresting because they had to put in their own personalsolutionsfirst and then argue anddecide their way through to group ones.

We go through their answers verbally but we make sure wecollectin the answer pages.It isall designed to provide us with more information on the applicants.

The next day☂s session takes place in our computer centre to give them a chanceto see theworking environment, our canteen and the computerinstallation, whichis all quite impres-Sive since we moved to new purpose-built premises last August. This, incidentally, was thesolution to the last of our 1977 problems that | mentioned earlier. They also have a shortinterview with the personnel manager and a longer second interview with one of themanagers, and of course theygive their five-minutetalk.
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Wethen give them a good lunch ♥ someof them have long journeys back again ♥ and we
send them on their way with a wallet of brochures and information to remind them of what
they have seen and heard. Before they go, however, we get them to complete a question-
naire on ourselves and the interview sessions to see where we can improve.
Wehandle the second batch of applicants immediately after the first and when theyin turn
have gone wesit straight down to sort out our selections. First of all, what are we looking
for? We are certainly looking for talent, a good level of intellect, rounded personalities,
people who will fit into the department, will settle in Worcester, and who will grow and
contribute to the department. Wearelooking for high flyers and future managers. But we are
also looking for solid, steady citizens who will do a good job and be contentto do it. We are
not just looking for computerscientists. In fact, we sometimes think that computer science
faculties do not attract the best quality people ♥ perhaps the best onesjust go to software
houses or to London.
Our final selectionlist tends to look
 

something like | have shown on Graduate selectionlist
this slide. | cannot vouch for the Aptitude test Probability. 1. Albert Einstein 86 10accuracyof all the names. Quite a Bill Rutherford 83 15lot drop off or are crossedoff very cia 2 2
quickly and they are not even on Dineen pene es oe
the list. Others require quite a lot of owes = 2

; . 3 . James Flecker 87 35discussion and this is where our Vigna Woot % 2emphasis in getting to know every- Chae: Dicker 6 ns
one paysoff, becauseit enables us 22. Susannah York 69 ☜0
collectively to make objective ee a B
comparisons between people Seyi 8 2
whom we obviously have notall 175 
interviewed formally.
The aptitude tests in the first column on the slide are a good check. Our chosen top group,
those whom we have no doubts about wanting in the department, almost invariably get good
marks. Notice in the example here the marks tend to be better at the top ofthe slide than the
bottom, though it does not follow invariably. If the ones wereally liked in the top group did
not get good marks, we should worry, andif they fall below 60 per cent we should almost
certainly exclude them.

Having decided whom we want, we comethento the really tricky bit ♥ making the right
numberof offers. We believe that if we want to recruit someone we should appear keen and
make our offer quickly. That is why we sort them out and send outthe offers straight away,
and they shouldall be received by the end of the week.But in a normal budgetarysituation,
you only want so manyrecruits and you knowthat a numberwill reject your offer, so we work
out a percentageof the probability of acceptance. Thatis the righthand columnontheslide.
This requires all our expertise in small talk, observation and probing. Good peoplewill have
more offers to choosefrom,that is for sure, so the probability of our getting Albert Einstein
to come would bepretty low and there we give him say 10 per cent. But some people may
like cathedral cities or have an auntin the place, oractually live there ♥ that may well mean
that they will not come ♥ butthere are various clues you can get. On this example we would
expect to get one ofourfirst group ♥ they add up to 95 per cent ♥ three (or perhaps two)
from the second group, which adds up to 255 per cent ♥ and another couple from thethird
group. Thetotal ontheslide is 525 per cent, so we would expectto havegotfive from these
15 offers. | wonder which five we would have got.
In our first year we wanted six recruits and we made13 offers. Corporate personnel, in their
wisdom, told us we should have made 18 offers, but we got six exactly. In 1980, we calcu-
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lated we needed to make 12 offers for six places and again we scored

a

bull☂s eye. This year,a very difficult year for the com-panyas well as for graduates seek-ing employment, we had permis-sion after quite a fight to recruitjust four graduates. At the time |preparedthis slide | knew | wantedfour recruits but | did not knowhow many acceptanceswehadre- Applications 89 «156 «184ceived. We calculated that 11 of-

Graduate recruitment
  

1979 1980 1981

f rea 395 t Interviews 54 97 92ers would give us per cen oi. xedprobability. We really needed to gndiintewiews nemake 14 offers to land four, but | Offers 13 1200«11ran scared and refused to make 14 Acceptance 6 6
 

offers ♥ | made 11 offers. | wasterrified whenthefirst two replieswere acceptances.In these daysyoujust do not go over budget. Inthe event we had four acceptances ♥ anotherbull☂s eye. It will be very hard one of theseyears to explain if we really come unstuck.
Theslide also shows how theinterest in joining our department has grown. | had 89 appli-cants the first year we operated the graduate recruitment scheme andthat had risen to 184this year. It is not just quantity. We, and our corporate personnel department who keep awatchful eye onus, are convincedthat the standard of the applicants is improving. We wantOur chosenuniversities to appreciate thattheir graduates haveto be good to have a chanceof joining us, because that way they arelikely to send us even better ones.
So far | have concentrated on what we have done to attract recruits and improve the qualityof those we attract, but in the few minutesleft to me | should like to turn to the question ofretention of staff. | suppose here | am moving from fact into theory. We know we haverecruited more staff, we also know we will not stop people leaving. It soundstrite to saythat

show the levels at which we might expect people to move from one stream to another, toalter their direction either to gain more experience orto clarify their own interests.
In the bottom right of each box we have the expected minimum age for each position and thenumber of years we would expect people to have beenin that stream before holding anyposition. There are certain other house rules, such as graduates get a credit of one-and-a-
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half years, but essentially it is straightforward and it makes a useful basis for our annual
assessments amongother things. The lefthand numberis a cross-referenceto the training
plan, which is shown on the
second and third slides on thispage.
Wehave tried here to define the
essential training that our staff
should receive in a position before
progressing to the next one. It is
viewed in two aspects ♥ the man-
agement one in the lefthand col-
umn and the technical one. Every-
one starts at trainee level with
basic Cobol and job descriptionsin
the top righthand corner. But
whereas assistant analysts need
report writing (3A in the middle of
the second slide), programmers
are trained in this only muchlater
at team leader level (Somewhere
like 5B,on the third slide).
Similarly, systems analysts re-
ceive training in financial appre-
ciation to help their work, but ulti-
mately everybody needs this if
they are to move into management
levels.
We believe in this plan and we
check out progressonit during the
annual assessments. Again, it is
available to people and they say
why.have you not taughtusthis. It
is, Of course, in our owninterest to
have well-trained staff and make
the mostof their potential, but it is
also true that staff like to be sure
that they receive the appropriate
training. | think that the prepara-
tion and publication of these car-
eer paths and training plans have
been beneficial.
| do not think | have anything more
to add without pontificating on
theories. | hope that these experi-
encesof ours have been useful to
you. | thank you for your patience.

Career development summary
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Computerservices ♥training schedule
 

Position Management1 Companyinduction
2
3A

4A Project control
Metal Box information

TechnicalCobolBasic JD/SCLAdvanced JDISCL, FiletabProgrammingtechniquesData analysisBasic systemsPresentation techniquesReport writingAdvanced CobolAdvanced CobolOperating systems maintenanceAdvanced systemsFinancial appreciation

Computerservices♥training schedule
 

Position Management4B Project controlMetal Boxinformation
4C Project controlMetalBoxinformation
4D Metal Box information5A Supervisory skillsInterviews and meetings5B Supervisory skills
5C Supervisory skills5D Supervisory skillsProject control

TechnicalSystems designAdvanced programming techniqueBasic systemsSystems designAdvancedprogramming techniquesSizing andtuningSizing andtuning
Data analysisReport writingFinancial appreciationReport writingReport writing



SESSION E

MOTIVATION AND REWARD
OF COMPUTER STAFF

Michael Redhouse,Digital Equipment Company Limited

Michael Redhouse studied civil engineering at Birmingham University and then joined theAssociation of Supervisory Staff, Executives and Technicians as a trainee full-time official.ASSET then became ASTMS (with Clive Jenkins as its General Secretary) and MichaelRedhouse became personnel officer for the Union,first in Glasgow andlater in Manchester.His responsibilities included recruitment, organisation and collective bargaining.
In 1975 he joined ICL as employee relations and compensation manager for the CustomerEngineering and Spares Group. Subsequently, he became ICL☂s employee remunerationmanagerfor all United Kingdom staff.
He joined Digital Equipment in March 1981 as compensation and benefits managerfor theUnited Kingdom.
As you have heard, my job throughout my career has been as a personnel professional and,as someof you atleastwill expect froma personnelprofessional, | intend to raise more quest-ions during mytalk than to give answers. | hope also to challenge some thoughts and stimu-
ous groups of computerstaff, as opposed to attempting to provide any panacea.Having saidthat, | hope | might at least hint at someresolutions, or changes,to the various problems.
| hope to show youthat personnel Management, or thinking about these problems,can playsomesort of role in the way in which you, as managers ♥ as DP managers especially ♥approachthe problemsof motivating and rewarding the computerstaff.
| shall look at the question of motivation anareas at which | am looking are addresseThe first group | wantto look at will be thetion and reward of the highly valuable techhighly qualified programmer, but whoevewhatever that job requires them to do in

d reward in a numberof different areas, and thed to the sort of people that we are talking about.computer specialist. | want to review the motiva-nologist who may be a systems analyst or even ar he or sheis, is the only person who can do

The second group of people that | wantto review in regard to motivation and reward are theoffice computer users. By that | mean drawingoffice, or☁office☂ Office, if you like. In particu-lar | want to look at the impact on the job content of such peoplein your organisations, andhow the impact of new technology can enhance and motivate them through job content,rather than demoralise and degrade them.
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Finally, | want to look at what| call the new ☁home worker☂. These are the people, referred to
by oneof our earlier speakers today, for whom data processing has madeit possible to work
from home. They might be clerical workers, technical workers, managers, production
control workers, or any of the various types of professional trades that exist. | want to see
how we can motivate and reward these people as well.
This is an important area of work for some people in our community, because home working
will, | believe, be very attractive in the future, especially for womenof child-bearing age who
will see home working as an opportunity to continue their career without disruption to their
families. It is important, therefore, that we should look at this area with regard to motivation
and reward.
Let us start by looking at computer specialists. You will remember that | defined them as
being an esoteric, but valuable commodity to you. But before we examinethe motivation and
reward of such a specialist we must establish why the motivation and reward of such people
should be any different from the motivation and reward of any other groupofstaff. | believe
that the differences for the motivation and reward of computerspecialists are based upon
the technology with which they work. There is no other technology in existence which
changes as rapidly as computer technology. Computer technologyis, | believe, different
from any other technology, because the information and experience gained from the
previous range or generation of computers can be notonly of no benefit in the new range or
generation of computers, but in practice may actually inhibit the learner from learning freely
and extensively about the new system. It is this problem, this feature of the industry, thatit
grows so quickly and changes sofast, that past information and experience may not be of
benefit, which makesthe challenging difference.
The other challenging difference, of course, is that we are dealing here with technology
which is not on the periphery of a business. We are dealing, are we not, with information
systems and the computer technologistwill, therefore, be at the very heart of our industries.
Therefore his motivation will be a key to the successof our enterprises.
So the computer specialist is different because experience is not necessarily an advantage
to the job holder. In the past, both in traditional areas of our industry and in the public sector,
the chief criterion for promotion and progression has been the length of time which the job
holder has spent in a particular grade. The time of experience has been a keyfactor.|
believe that, given a choice, many of you as DP managers would actually choose a graduate
more capable of adapting to the new technology (or who mayhavealready learnt about
some of the new technology) in preference to a 50-year-old experienced programmer.
Naturally, | am making generalisations and there are 50-year-olds who can adapt and
graduates whowill not learn. But, by and large, experienceis not the factor that will deter-
mine your selection and development of the computer specialist. The same problem exists
when you recruit from within your own organisation. The most adaptable and successful
people who will progress most quickly and be most able at their technology are not those
with the longest experience at other jobs. So the greatest numberof yearsof service is not
an indication of a computer specialist☂s ability.
Secondly, and perhaps more controversially, ability to manage people may not be an appro-
priate factor by which to measure the computer specialist. Traditionally, a high priority has
always been given to those candidates for senior jobs who have skills in managementtech-
niques. However, the computer specialist requires an understanding of the new manage-
ment techniques ♥ the management of information systems, or the management of
technical problems ♥ rather than an understanding of the management of people. Under-
standing the interface between the systems,or the interfaces betweenthe various software
elements of a package, may be different to understanding how to manage people.
The difference herethenis that, although the computer specialist is esoteric and valuable, it
maynot be valuable or necessary for the computerspecialist to be able to manage people.
So for the personnel professional there is a difference in the profile.
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Finally, in assessing how the computerspecialist is different, we must rememberthat themarket in which weare recruiting him is not the same as the general one. The market isafalse one, in as muchasit is created in waves by the creation of new technology by thecomputer manufacturers. Waves of change in computer design or computer architectureproducefalse (i.e. temporary) changesin the market which Cause quite violent fluctuations.The year after a new range of computers is launched by a major manufacturer, peopleskilled in the knowledge and useofthat particular range are rare and therefore they becomemore valuable. However, as the range matures, they then becomelessvaluable. So we needto be aware of the fact that we are operating in a peculiar, and a world-wide, market,
One of the ways in which we can measure the market is through surveys. | have no doubtthat most of you are as bored as mostof my Staff are at the innumerable surveys we areasked to complete. Some of the Surveys | have seen recently have been carried out bypeople who have set themselves up as consultants (because they see consultancy as alucrative market) and who seem to have given up any hopeof job matching, or any of theimportant techniques of Surveys. They now rely simply on matching by jobtitles, and |believe that such people should be avoided. We must be very careful when we surveymarkets to make sure that we use professional and properly managed surveys.
What then are the problems that arise with the different computer specialist in thisfluctuating environment when we try to reward and motivate him by putting into action thenormal personnel procedures?
Thefirst problem is with the job evaluation schemesthat are frequently used for deciding onremuneration. These schemesare used by personnelstaff to measurethedifferent values of
the numberof people supervised. | challenge anyoneto think of a scheme that doesnotrateat least equally highly these two factors.
Yet these twofactors do not necessarily relate well to the computer specialist, and so the

company. That is why we needto revise our application of job evaluation schemesto peoplewhoworkin this area.

view techniques,so they can be absolutely certain that theyidentify the people who have thehighest personal sensitivity, and who have the best man-management ability. Ourbehavioural colleagues have specialised in helping us to identify things called leadershipqualities and man-managementabilities in these interview sessions.
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However, these qualities and abilities need not necessarily be the features most applicable
to the person or the job concerned. A prime example of some of the problemsin this area
arises in the UK Civil Service, where in certain areas, interview techniques are used as an
across the board methodfor promotion from one grade to another. | believe we are looking
in this area for the wrong qualities and we must be careful to acknowledgethat.
The other problem with traditional promotion policies is that promotions in British industry
tend to be based on a hierarchical modelof industry. In most of indusiry there is one charge-
hand for every 12 shop floor workers, and there is one deputy foreman for every four
chargehands, and so on up the hierarchy. The hierarchy of establishment control becomes
an important mechanism for control amongst personnel staff. You wait for a vacancy to
arise, and you then set about selecting someoneto promoteinto that vacancy. The vacancy
is filled by interviewing candidates, where, as | have said, we are looking for the wrong
qualities. That procedurerestricts the speed at which the computer specialist, who we may
have to pay a great deal of money in order to keep and motivate, can move through the
organisational structure. We need to be rethinking the methods and ways in which we
conduct those promotion policies. They work well in hierarchies, but | believe that they are
inadequate for the computer specialist.
Another problem is that the computer specialist may not be personally affable or may have
graduated only recently. This reinforces what | was saying just now. The typical promotion
criteria will militate against the computer specialist being able to move quickly through the
hierarchy, especially with high-change technclogies where experience need not be the
largest factor.
There is also the problem of market rates. The problem of marketratesis that in general they
go in waves. This is caused by the inherent problem of keeping up with technology and, in
keeping up with technology, in keeping up with the market. The application, therefore, of
standard personnel systems ♥ even of establishing the market rate ♥ may not be appro-
priate for the computer specialist.
Finally, we mustalso look at the problem of the computer specialist☂s benefits package. The
benefits packageis an important feature of most people☂s reward and motivation. The trend in
Europe (and in the United States) has been for benefits packages to have a very high ☁core☂
benefit element. By ☁core☂ benefit, | mean a traditional paternalistic benefit which is given to
the employee whetherhe wantsit or not, and whichusually relates especially to retirementor
other forms of pension. li may be that a more attractive feature for the young people who work
in our industry will be different benefit systems not necessarily aligned to long-term benefits.
Indeed, on the evidence of the current campaign in the Sunday newspapersforthe transfer-
ability of pensions, a moreattractive feature of a pension fund might well bethatit is easy to
transfer the funds should you ever decide to leave, rather than massive (or even small)
increases in the pension package. The young and vigorous specialists who work in the
computer industry may be better motivated by cashorleisure than by long-term benefits.
Throughout our industry the average age is very young. The average age of DEC (UK)is 29,
and the average age of the management team of DEC (Uk), which is equivalent to the UK
Board, is 35. The average age of our operating Board in the United Statesis 43. | have used
DEC as an example, but | could pick any of the younger computer manufacturers in the
world. That is a demonstration of my thesis, which says that the traditional promotion
methods are inappropriate for our industry. By the age of 29, the average factory worker
would not have progressed further than foreman. If we are to stay competitive in our
industry, we need to have advanced people to muchhigherpositions by that age.
It also makes me, and should make you, worry about what my UK Boardwill do for the next
30 years until they retire. Their challenge presumably is to expand my company ana to make
it bigger. But it will be a prcblem. We shall, | think, face problems in the next 10 years of
ground-outstaff at that level. However, thatis not a subject for motivation and reward today.
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To summarise the problems,the application of current personnel policies to the new profileof employment for computer specialists ♥ who are a group of people in a special situationas far as personnel profiles are concerned ♥ will create problems in job evaluation, inapplying promotion policies, in benefit packages and in determining the market rate. |started by saying that although | could state the problem, | was not so good at providing theanswers. Well, here is a statement of the problem.It is that ☁the application of traditionalpersonnelpolicies to the computerspecialist will at best leave them to competitors, and atworst give you demotivatedstaff☂.
| should like now to at least attempt to outline some solutions. We canstart by looking at thejob evalution techniques. | believe we here have only two alternatives. Thefirstis to acceptthat the company-wide job evaluation scheme should apply in the computerarea, but thatwe should be flexible in its application. That is an euphemism for ☁cheat a bit☂ in terms ofscoring in the job evaluation scheme. The second alternative is to exclude the computerarea from the job evaluation schemealtogether.
Thereis, in fact, a third alternative, which| reject, and that is to change the job evaluationscheme. My reasonfor rejecting this alternative is clear. | have run several job evaluationschemesin mytime, andif you change one word of onefactorof a job evaluation scheme,everyone in the companysincerely believes that that is the one word which prevented themfrom getting into the grade above whentheir job was previously evaluated. Changing jobevaluation schemes,in my experience, is a very expensive business because everyonethenappeals against their evaluation. Hearing all of the appeals ordoing the evaluations again isvery expensive and some people will succeed in showing that the changed factor was theone that applied to them in terms of their career.
So we need to find a way of applying the job evaluation schemein a flexible way. Thatapplies even within my own company, which is a computer company, where we have afactory in Ayr in Scotland with a successful job evaluation scheme based onthetraditionalfactors that | have said that we should not base job evaluation schemes on (such asexperience and service). The schemeis applied to the computer technologists who worknext door to the factory, andit is causing us grave problems.
The secondsolution | wantto look at is a total compensation approach. | will define what|mean by total compensation. Thetotal compensation splits first of all into two categories.There is, for want of a better term, the money compensation, which is the cash and thebenefits provided in terms of the reward. Then thereis the intangible compensation, whichwe mustnot ignore because for the reward and motivation of computerstaff it may well bethat the intangible compensation is more important than the money compensation.
One example of intangible compensationis the challenge of peer group associations. Thecomputer specialist may well be motivated by enjoying coming to work to argue with hiscolleagues aboutthe best approach to a systems problem or an applications programmingproblem. Alternatively, he may be motivated not by the money he earns now, but by hispotential to earn moneyin the future. He might be motivated more by the thought that he willbe paid in the future for his own performancethan by the pay that he receives now. Theseare examples of what| term the intangible, non-cash, part of his compensation.
| also split the cash part of his compensation into two ♥ the salary compensation and thebenefits. If we are genuinein our concern to properly motivate computer Staff, | believe thatthe benefits need to be in the form of low core benefits. Thus the benefits that are thrust,willy nilly, on the computer specialist (such as pension schemes and vacation schemes)need to be minimised, and the optional menu items need to be maximised. We need tomaximise the flexible way in which eachindividual can choose from a package of benefitswhichbest suits him. It may even bethatin the future our vacation programmeswill be anoptional item. Certainly DEC is considering a situation where we might well say to an
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employee ☜You can either have an extra four days☂ leave or you can have the cash. You can
either have a pension schemethatis inflation-proof after you retire, or you can have the
cash. You can buy these benefits with that cash and therefore choose the benefits which are
most applicable to you.☝
The conceptof total compensation meansa flexible approachthatwill allow us to reward a
person in the way which he finds most motivating ♥ andthat, after all, is our task.
The most important elementof the intangible compensation that | mentioned is the creation
of a technical career path. When a graduate joins a company,the rate of salary which we
pay him on recruitment as a graduateis almost exactly determined by the market. Surveying
the rate which we pay graduatesis the nearest thing to a perfect art in survey work, because
the benchmark is so clear. Graduates are a nice easy benchmarkto use in terms of survey
work. Agraduate is morelikely to ask questions that relate to where he will be in three years☂
time. In fact, where he will be in three, or five or ten years☂ time with the company will
depend on his own ability as opposed to any other criteria such as service or age, etc.
Therefore, what | mean by a technical careerpathis to build a structure where the computer
specialist can move up through the grades as a result of his own performance.In other
words, instead of just one grade of systems analyst, we have senior systems analysts, even
more senior systems analysts, absolutely super-duper even more senior systems analysts,
up to principal, even more principal (and even unprincipled) systems analysts. If we dothat,
and we say to the technical specialist that his progression up to the dizzy heights of chief
executive principal senior deputy senior systems analyst will be on the basis of his own
ability, we begin to reach the conceptof pay for performance,which| believe is what we are
aiming for with the remuneration of this group of staff. Pay for performanceis more impor-
tant in terms of providing that technical career path thanis either progress througha particu-
lar grade or remuneration within a particular job. The slide shows you exactly what | mean.
Ontheright | have shownthetradi-
tional ☁foreman☂, but apply it to
whatever model you find most 
 

 

 

    
familiar. In the traditional model, Seniorthe foreman is promoted to be a Eesoaa pereoamiddle managerby his seniority ♥ Eromotion by Senorityand
he has to have beenin that job for x = ape
years before he can be considered Programmer IL we
for promotion. He hasto wait until Sa Ten
a middle manager☂s slot becomes scl establishment
available. After all, if there are only eee Foreman
four departments, there are only      four departmental managers.
When he becomes a middle
manager he sits back and
waits again for a job as a senior manager. Again his promotionwill be on the basis of his own
service and waiting for an establishment position to become available. In my view, if we
apply that model to the computer specialist we shall find that we do not have anyleft,
because they will not be prepared to stay in a companyin a market-shortsituation.

 

On the left, | have picked ☁programmer☂, as an example of a market-short situation. Real
motivation here comes about by a programmerat Level| realising that, by his ownability, he
can become a programmerat Level III, or IV, or V, or however high he wantsto go. Possibly,
we can increase the motivation element in this model by making the ability measures a
formal decision process by a board of superiors, or even peers. We might be able to
increase the technical challenge of the intangible compensation by applying a formal
committee approach to measuring ability.
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Onepoint occurs to me from myprevious existence as a trades union official. Thereis onegreat rule in collective bargaining as a trades union official when you are negotiating onnumbered structures. You will notice how this programmerstructure is a numbered struc-ture; it starts at |, and progresses throughII, III, etc. As a union official, you alwaysinsist, ofcourse, that the numbering is done from the bottom up. The thoughtof adding a Level IV,V,VI, Vil or VIII fills no one with any great concern, and the ability of your membersto progressto even more seniorjobs is completely ensured. But notice how, with a managementhat on,| can numberthose jobs from top to bottom and makeit verydifficult to introduce a Level0,or Level ♥ 1.
| believe the model shown ontheleft of the slide, which permits a computer specialist toprogress to very seniorlevels in the company,is a very valid model. We should not be afraidof our computer technologist being paid the same and having the sametotal compensationpackage as our most senior company managers. Also, we should not be afraid at the moremicro-level further down our companiesof recognising that there are some people whowillactually be better at management than they are as technologists. The advantage ofthismodelis that it avoids pushing our top level technologists into managementjobs for whichthey are completely unsuited. | am sure that weall know of examples of technologists who,for the sake of getting on in the company, have had to become managers even though theywould have preferred to remain technologists. More often than not, such people have madevery poor man-managers.
Weare developing models in DEC in which progression through the managementchain (theOne ontheright of the slide) can be by people who havevery poortechnical knowledge, butwho are backedupin their technical ability by people from the chain on theleft. In turn, thetechnical people are backed up by managementfrom the other chain. Nor should we beafraid of having a middle manager (as | have called him on the slide) actually in charge of aProgrammer at LevelIll who may be earning more or be graded higher than the middlemanageris. (Indeedthis is something we are nowputting into practice in DEC.) The middlemanageris looking after the motivation of the people in his team and the managementin thebudgetary sense; the programmeris coping with the technology. If we do not implementmodels suchasthis, | believe that we condemn Our technologists to always having a ceilingplaced on their growth, and that ceiling will mean that the technologists only method ofprogressing is either to become a manager (and a poor managerat that), or to leave thecompany, or to become demotivated and stay put where heis.

ness, and the apparent ease with which the people in these high-change technology areaswill acquire a status (for want of a better term) equivalentto the managers. But if we are tomotivate and reward computer specialists, | believe that it is necessary to implementthistype of model.
| now wantto review the problem of the new office users. | apologise for mylack of technicalknowledge about the computers or the hardware or the software or the applications weshall
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The new usersof the computeror the computer terminalwill be office staff and clerical staff,
who are unused to new technology erodingtheir skills. This compares with the workshop and
the shop floor, where workers have now accepted that the process contro! computerwill
help them in doing their job.
But the relationship of clerical staff to the whole businessis rather different to that of the
shop floor worker. For a start, clerical workers, andin particular secretaries, tend to report
to management at a very senior level. The most senior director in any company has a
secretary and she reports to him in a very unusualsituation. All the other people who report
to him are senior managers, who dueto their experience, education or technical expertise
are very capable people. Also, clerical staff tend to relate to work in a rather different way
from the way in which hourly paid or workshopstaff in general relate to their work. Clerical
staff relate to their work in a much more personal way.
In fact, when you examine an office worker☂s job ♥ and | shall look at that more closely ina
minute ♥ youfind that the majority of the work is creative and not routine. Most ofthe office
worker☂s job is concerned with communication of one kind or another. They are either giving
information or advice, or getting information and advice. They could be involved in decision
making or problem solving; they could be involved in negotiation as a draughtsman, orin bar-
gaining the price of the product, or the hours of work on the shopfloor. They arrange meet-
ings, they contact people, they respond to prompts, either computer prompts or general
prompts, in termsof their work. It is my view that we need to persuadethat groupofstaff that
text will be an acceptable medium of communication only for a very tiny part of that whole
communication process.| believe that there is no way in which computerised text transmis-
sion, or computerised electronic telexes, or text processing itself, or any other features
which the office workerwill be offered as a result of automation, will replace the importance
of face to face contact between people. Indeed, the themeofthe latter part of my presen-
tation is the importance of face to face communication. | believe in this very strongly, and |
believe that we also need to emphasisethis very clearly to this group of workersin order to
retain their motivation and to gain their acceptanceof the new technology. The sameistrue
of the drawing office, where, howeverhard wetry to provide a computer which will do the
laborious and detailed work of the draughtsman, there is no way in which the computerwill
ever replace the needfor the face to face contact betweenthe design person andthe people
for whom heis providing the design. That face to face contactis neededto talk through the
design or to discuss the nuances of whatever they are providing.

Therefore, the use of the computerin offices will remove the tedium anditwill give the office
worker and the drawing officer worker an opportunity for creativethinking. It is this aspect of
the use of computers that we needto sell to that group of people in order to motivate them.
Rememberthat | am talking here about motivation of those staff who remain after we have
got overthe problem ofjob losses. If we create jobs where face to face contactis no longer
necessary, | believe we face an even worse problem oftrying to motivate isolated managers
and secretaries who communicate with other people only through the medium of electronic
messages or communication networksofall kinds. If that is true, and if that is the future
method by which all communications will be done, | believe we face huge social and tech-
nical problems. Of courseit is not true, but there are lot of secretaries and drawingoffice
staff around who| believe think it is true, and we must address ourselvesto that problem.

| do not think we shall ever reach the stage where a managersits in his office of the future
and gazesat his banksof television screens and vdu screens, and whosesecretarytypes his
messagesinto electronic message systemsthat replace entirely the needfor face to face
communication. Face to face communication is not a wasteful mechanism. It is important to
people, and we should nevertry to replaceit.

How then should weplan the system for the office of the future? There are twotypes of prob-
lem here. First, there is the worker for whom new technology actually represents an increase
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in job satisfaction, and that is one group of staff which we must bear in mind. We have no
motivation problemshere. | am talking about the copy typist who becomes a wordprocessor
Operator and for whom the new technology ♥ the word processor ♥ is more satisfying and
motivating than copy typing all day. | am talking also about the tracerin the drawing Office
for whom the use of a computer-aided-design process represents an increasein job satis-
faction.
Secondly,there is the other area of motivation which concerns secretaries or draughtsmen,where we needto divert them from focusing their attention on the replacement of the mostlytedious tasks that the computerwill in future do for them. We have to acknowledgethat thecomputer will change their jobs, but we must also emphasise that in practice this willenhancetheir opportunity to think. How can wedothat? It is a complex operation. We shouldemphasiseto them the conceptof job design, and we should emphasise that they must usethe new technology as a tool to support their function. In that respect, | believe that theOrganisation of offices in the future will be mostcritical for the motivation of the staff whoworkin them. | believe that we should resist the temptation, whichwill be emphasised by ourmanagers and directors, of saying that the reason for introducing new technology isefficiency and better cost-effectiveness. They will emphasise that the optimum way to usenew technologywill be to concentrate word processingfacilities, or computer-aided-designfacilities, in one part of the organisationalstructure, for example, to centralise word process-ing on onefloor of an office block. Introducing new technologyin this way would,| believe,destroy the motivation of our clerical staff. | believe that as managers, as personnel mana-gers, as DP managers, we shouldresist that temptation. We should, in fact, encourage theuse of such facilities in individual work places as.aids to the manageror the secretary asopposed to providing some centralised service function. We should support existing func-tions and resist the centralisation which tends to occurin order to increase productivity.
My example ofthat is the vdu operator, where countless experiments have shownthat theoperator suffers if she is required just to be a vdu operator, and is not required to under-stand, appreciate or becomeinvolved in the work. Continuous vdu operation creates visualfatigue, boredom,a high error rate and, eventually, an antipathy and antagonism to the newtechnology that workers believe may have caused the problems.
Finally, we also need to ensurethat the computer system will be interactive andwill relate tothe people concerned. The economicgains of anew computer system canonly accrueif theremaining job holders readily accept the new technology and are motivatedto use it effec-tively. The implication of this is that the word processing facilities and our computer-aided-design facilities will appear to be inefficient because they are distributed. But, in practice theoverall efficiency will be enhanced, becausethestaff will be better motivated by giving themthosefacilities to use as a tool, rather than providing them as a centralised service.
Therefore, we needto re-evaluate the new jobs, to train the people andto shift managers☂understanding of how these jobs will operate. We need to re-evaluate the newjob and notsimply pretend that a secretaryis still what she was before the new technology arrived. Weneed to acknowledgethat that person will now make a greater contribution to the creativethinking of the environment and as a result we may needdifferent reward systemsanddiffer-ent motivation systems to adequately reward and motivate those people.
On my nextslide | have put together a list, though it is by no means exhaustive, of the typesoftasks that a secretary currently fulfils. Thefirst six of those tasks are the face to face ele-ments of the secretary☂s role, and these elementswill never be replaced completely by newtechnology. We need to emphasisethisto our clerical staff and to our design office staff inorder to motivate them and to reward them properly.
If we can persuadeourbeststaff of this (andasa personnel manager| am always saying thepeople we wantto persuade are the people that we wantto kee ), then the minicomputer(and other new technology)will arrive to properly motivatedstaff.
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| want to consider now the new home worker. Why ☁new☂? Because, in the UK and I suspect
in Europe as well, the term ☁home workers☂ has been used to describe the group of people
who have been garment makers,
dressmakers, soft toy makers and
the myriad of other simple manual
cottage industry tasks that have Example
been performedby peoplein their
homes. My new home workeris a
creation of the new distributed

Secretary tasks♥ e diary
@ answering simple queries
@ telephonecommunication abilities of com- @ administration

puters. | am talking here perhaps @ chasing
about programmers, certainly shorthandabout someoffice workers and, if ene
my vision of the office of the future = ; 2 fwhere a manager communicates SeeEEeeonly through electronic systems tedious tasks
 turns out to be accurate, | am talk-

ing also about managers, secre-
taries and everyoneelse. Certainly
secretaries and other groupsof staff of that kind will be able to do most of their work at
home, and as the communication capacity of the computer developsit will become possible
for more people to work at home.
Notice | am using the words ☁will be able to☂ and ☁possible☂, because it is a vision which
frankly frightens me as a person as opposed to a personnel professional. | believe that the
lack of social contact is an alarming prospect, quite apart from the other things weshall talk
about in terms of motivation that are inherentin this vision of the future. However, we should
be shirking if we did not attempt to face upto it.
The big problem, of course, is that all our traditional motivation methods depend absolutely on
face to face contact betweenthe bossandhis subordinate. Thetools of people-to-people moti-
vation (such as appraisal, team work,friendship, social contact, and all the things that amana-
ger relies on in order to motivate his staff properly) depend on their meeting together. How are
we going to motivate these new homeworkers(if we are going to worry abouttheir motivation at
all) if the contact exists only via a vdu? After all, the computeritself is not capable of motivation.
When we consider reward systems,| believe that an even morehorrifying spectre arises.
ICL already has several home workers working on someof its systems, and the way in which
ICL control the vdus that they use is that the home workers essentially clock on and off. The
computeritself records the time at which they switch on and switch off, it records the
numberof pagesof program, orlines of program thatthe individual writes. It also records the
numberof key strokes they make andthingslike that. How,in the future, will we reward work
like that? Shall we go back to the days of piecework when we pay people by the numberof
lines of program written, or by the numberof key strokes made, or by the numberofvali-
dated errors in any piece of work? If we do that, are we saying goodbye to any reward which
is related to performance? | do not mean mechanical performance,but | mean creative per-
formance that makes a contribution to the problem solving ability of the team.
The computerwill record everything automatically. If the home worker does not clock in on
time, can we rely on the computer to take away the seat from under the worker and leave
him sitting on the floor, and thento give him his cards through slotin the top of the vdu, and
then to self-destruct after 15 seconds or something of that kind? There are very real
problems here of motivation and reward. Shall we pay the secretary by the numberof letters
produced? Are we backto the old problems of piecework?
Finally, and perhaps most importantly in terms of reward and motivation, are the problems
of teamwork andthe creativity generated by group discussion of the problems.| know of no
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one who would challenge the theory that says that a group of people who get together tobrainstorm or solve a particular problem, generate better and more healthy solutions thanthey would individually, however good and subtle the electronic communication betweenthem maybe.In myview,this lack of face to face communication inherent in homeworkwillcreate a sterile envrionment. Face to face communication is not important if you are a gar-ment worker or a soft toy maker, because | presume that the creativity required is in thedesign stage rather than in the manufacturing stage. Butit will matter if Our managers aregoing to work at homeandit certainly will matter even if whatwe considerto be more mun-dane tasks are performed at home. People are important if they are working together.Teams are important to people.
| promised some solutions and there is one obvious one, and that is to not switch to homeworkers. That is the answer | happen to believe in. However, there will be great socialpressure on us to have home workers. We cannotignore the fact, that for the bulk of thepopulation, working at home will be the only option they haveto work, either becauseof theplace in which theylive, or becauseof their family commitments. So not switching to homeworkers mayberight in terms of the productivity of British industry, but it may not be right interms of satisfying the demandsof a large numberof people.
Wetherefore haveto find a solution to the problems of motivating and rewarding homeworkers. | think thatit is important that the home worker should not lose touch with theorganisation, or worse should not becomeidentified with something or somebodyelse (forexample a customer). We may need to use travelling supervision, and certainly we shallneed to insist that the home worker, however committed they are to working at home, willneed to attend frequent team meetings. Otherwise their motivation will suffer, and the super-visors will not be able properly to motivate their staff.| envisagea travelling supervisorfor agroupoffive home workers, spending one day a weekwith eachof them, as the only solutionto the problems of the motivation of those staff. That in a sense will militate against theproductivity gain of using home workers, but the expense of properly motivating thestaff willprovide an economic payback to keep the balanceright.
How will we pay home workers?If we do motivate them properly,if we have travelling super-visors, and if we invite them into office meetings, | do not see why we should not pay them onthe same basis as we pay everyone else. Everyonetakesthe car industry as an example.It isa rule in personnel presentations that you must usea car industry example, and hereis mine,which saysthat the car industry in this country andin the United States was temptedfive orten years ago into piecework, becauseit looked attractive to reward people directly for theoutput of their operation. If we were to pay home workers on a piecework basis, | believe wewill discover, as the carindustry discovered, that any growthin efficiency and productivitylasts for a short time only.In the end, it is the total compensationof the people that matters.Itis how they are managed andthe environment in which they work that matters.
Changing to a piecework system on a factory floor changes only one element (the cashelement) of the total compensation package. If you have not changed the culture or themanagementstyle, or if you have not provided career Opportunities, or it you have not moti-vated people through regular appraisals, then cash compensation achieves only very short-term productivity increases. Those other elements of the total compensation package areequally important for home workers. Thus the Management of homeworkers will be asimportant asit is for all other types of workers.
So, is there a theme to what | have been saying throughoutthis presentation? | was temptedat one stage to close on that question, but| think there is a theme. First, | think that moti-vation in the future must be towards creativity. As computers take over more and more ofour tedious tasks we must never forget that the real motivation comes from encouragingpeople to think creatively. That is the theme which runs through my suggestions for rewardsystems for computerspecialists, and runs through my suggestions for motivating the officeworker and the home workeraffected by computers.
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Secondly, the thing that distinguishes an organisation☂s human asset from technologyis the
people☂s ability to think. The thing that the human cando that technology cannotdois think,and to make a creative input.
Finally, our reward systems must, too, becomespecifically orientated to our goals. We must
look verycritically at all our reward systems, as | hope | have shown. We must notbe fright-
ened to change those reward systemsif that is appropriate. In that respect, | think that the
conceptof total compensationis the key. This concept says that the rewards that people get
from their job are not only the pay they get, but also the flexible benefits system that enables
them to choose the benefits most applicable to themselves.
An example that occurs to meis that we in DEC arestill considering whether we should
introduce a private medical insurance scheme for our staff. Several of our staff are, of
course, already covered by private medical insurance schemesby their spouses at other
places of work. For thesestaff, the introduction of private medical insuranceis totally value-
less. The total compensation approach is to give people whateverit is a year that would
enable them to buy the medical insurance, but we allow them to choose whether they have
that benefit or not. This concept can be extendedto providetheflexibility of allowing staff to
choose their own pattern of vacation, or their own pension scheme, whicheverthey feelis
most important to them.
The final element of total compensation, and perhaps the one which achieves most motiva-
tion, is the element of intangible compensation. This element can be summarised in the
questions:☁Is it an exciting place to work? Do| feel challenged when | come to work? Do my
colleagues challenge myintellectual ability at every meeting we have? Do| have the oppor-
tunity to progess in the company by my ownefforts in terms of pay for performance?☂| have
tried to show we should apply the concept of total compensation irrespective of what our
corporate personnel policy says in terms of outdated job evaluation schemes,or anything
else.
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SESSION F

STRATEGIES FOR MEASURING
AND MANAGING PRODUCTIVITY

Paul Mali,
Paul Mali & Associates

Dr. Paul Mali is a leading authority in Professional Management. His reputation in theManagement Community stems from 28 years diversified experience in Industry, Business,Universities, and Government. He is a Certified ManagementConsultant. He heads his ownManagementConsulting firm and has been oris currently a Consultant to such firms as SunOil, Celanese, IBM, Kimberly Clark, Westinghouse, Aetna Life, and General Dynamics.
Dr. Mali holds a Professorship of Management and has taught in the Graduate BusinessSchools of several Universities. He received his B.Sc. degree in Engineering, and M.Sc. andPh.D. degrees in Management from the University of Connecticut, and he has authored 4books: Managing by Objectives; How to Manage by Objectives; Improving Total Productivity;and the Management Handbook(all published by John Wiley & Sons in New York City).
The measurement of systemsis

a

lot like the proverbial three blind men who are asked tofind out what the elephantis like. The first blind man gets hold of thetail, and finds that theelephantis like a rope. The second blind man feels around and begins to havea totallydifferent experience. He gets hold ofits great big foot and discovers that the elephantis likethe trunk of a tree. He begins to argue with the first blind man. The third blind man feelsaround and hasa totally different experience. Hefeels a great big, soft wall and thus con-cludes that the elephantis like a soft wall. The three of them begin to argue about what theelephantislike.
The moral of the parable is my position as the storyteller. From where| stand, | can viewwhat the elephantis really like. | see its totality. | see its systems and subsystems,and partsandinter-related parts. | see where the blind menare.| see the correctnessof their positionbut | see the incorrectnessof their inference of the totality. | see the geometry: | see thecomplexity; | see the envelope.
Measuring productivity very fundamentally is measuring work. Work processes are compli-cated ♥ for example, one component ofits complexity is that much of the work ofinformation systems and information managementis submerged. How do you measure workwhen muchofit is submerged? Thinking is not on the surface, is it? Analysis is not on the sur-face,is it? It is submerged. How can you measure work processes when they are below thesurface? Therefore we begin to conceive of the complexity.
There is a new question asked about the elephant. We want to know something else aboutthe elephant. We want to know whatit is like, but we also wantto know what I regard as the64-dollar question: how to get it to move ♥ because these elephants can be symbolicallyrepresented by your organisations or by your departments ♥ complex. So we asked theblind men: ☁☁Find out what makes the elephant move.☝ So the one who had the tail pulls onit,and that great big elephant moves from side to side. He concludes, ☁☁The way wegetthatelephant to moveis to pull my function.☝ The second blind man whohad thefootstepsonit.That great big foot moves up and he concludes, ☁☁l know how to get the elephant to move and
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that is to exercise my function.☂☂ The third one whohasthe wall pinchesit, and that great big
wall moves from side to side. He says, ☁| know howto doit: exercise my function.☝
Again the position of the storyteller who is standing back at a distanceis that he seesall of
what is happening. He seesthedifferent parts of the elephant move, but the elephantdid not
move at all. Thus another very importantinsight is collected. In the measurement of work we
truly are dealing with the integration of all the various parts and howtheyall fit together.
There are several implications from this parable. First, to measure productivity it must be
seen from an overview. You cannotgrab hold of a pieceof it, measureit, track it, improveit,
manageit, and expectthat the total effect will occur. The overview is important. By overview
weare talking about tying together information generators, information distributors, infor-
mation storage elements, information retrievers, and information analysis. If we makeit
more complicated and talk about information decision making and talk about truly building
managementinformation systems, we are talking about a very complex phenomenon, tying
together generators, storers, decision makers and analysis.

In the United States we view information systems as part of the management decision
process, and therefore we are concerned about howeffective and howefficient they can be.
Wetabulate that about 60 per cent of managementtime is devoted toward decision making
and communicating. We have also tabulated that managementsalaries in the United States
are around $200 billion, which is roughly 28 per cent of the GNP. If you add the benefits
packageto it ♥ that is management benefits ♥ which is another $100billion, we have a
total package of about $300billion ♥ roughly 40 per cent of the Gross National Productof
the United States. That is a lot of money for managementsalaries.
This area has always been a sanctuary. We never talk about managementsalaries,it is
always our subordinates. It is always the other person, the great big, juicy plum. We are
beginning to ask the question: are we as effective and asefficient as we should be? So we
are beginning to look at the complexity of the management process and we are wondering
how to manage it ♥ but we arealso raising the question about our ability to do this.
The second implication of the parable is that the ripple effect in systems becomes very
important in productivity measurement. A positive effect here can produce a negative effect
there, but because of the complexity we see only our aspectof it. We see only our part and
wesaythatit is positive, not realising that we created a series of ripples that have caused
someserious problems elsewhere.As wesaid earlier, most workin the information business
is submerged.
Another thing that we have noticed is that measurementof work occursafter the workis in
process. It makesit very difficult to measure a work processthat has already been designed
and is operating. What we needto dois to incorporate measurement componentswithin the
design before the work processis installed and operating. This is a new awareness, a new
concern and a new approachin the measurement of productivity.
| think that basically | am saying that we should notinstall systems or implement systems
unless we can thoroughly understand what the impactwill be in the organisation ♥ not only
from a standpoint of decision making and output but from a standpoint of productivity. We
may haveto alter our system justa little bit to get that measurement but when wedo,great
benefits occur.

Thelast implication about the elephantis thatit is unique. Each of you has his own elephant.
There is no model that we can design and saythat five thousand organisations can haveit
and great improvement, measurement and managementwill occur. Your model must be
fabricated and constructed to handle your unique requirements.
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| will share with you a major study of 122 corporations that we conducted in the UnitedStates. Whenever we compared two excellent corporations managing productivity, we com-pared their figures, we measuredtheir strategies, we saw the improvements they achieved♥ and wefoundthat they wereall different. If you take two companies successfully manag-ing productivity, they are doingit differently. So the unique aspect of this measurementisthat it is built into your requirements andit is unique to your organisation.
Having said that, let me introducethefirst slide. All my remarksfor the rest of this presen-tation will be based onthe study of these 122 corporations and the findings that we have hadwith these companies.
Wedivided the corporationsinto three categories♥ Class A, class B and class C. Class A com-panies were those which werevery deliberatein
 

PRODUCTIVITY CLASSIFICATIONStheir productivity management. Roughly 15 per Pompanyiciasss SiaieeyAopeactescent ♥ the smallest group ofthe three categories © Formal & Visible♥ weregard asclassA. Their efforts towards pro- © Time Limit
@ Measureableductivity measurement were formal andvisible.
© Profit ExpectantThey had strategies. They were dealing with timeas a resource. Time wasnot just a measurementfor the allocation of benefits, time was a resource @ Informalwhich could affect productivity. They never played © Submergedit by ear, they always played by the clock. They . Sts loveeused formal, measurable, productivity systems. eecscoabeWewill share some of these systems with you.Finally, they were profit expectant. They made a © NoEffortconnection between productivity and profitability. © Mediocre Management| should like to share with you just one curve . se)bcor Perceptionshown on mynextslide which will suggest to you 2 a. at een :what | mean. janagement Concepts

 

Here is a curve of payroll expense versus profitimprovement. Youwill notice a series of empiricalcurves that indicate the percentage productivity Brel inererentimprovement. In other words, for any one level of °° Serachengpayroll expense, changes in productivity can 7result in changes in profitability. Class A com-panies formalise the benefits that would occur 4] éwith changes in productivity. It was not a luckyhappenstance, it was deliberate. We know that if 280 : 20%we get 5 per cent improvementin productivity ite we eecan result in x per cent profitability. Incidentally, § 2404 . :that is one of the guidelines that we would Suggests vs Ato you in this whole matterof productivity manage- = 2°ment. |
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should all improve productivity,☝☝ that is mother-hood. Nothing wrong with it, but we want to gobeyondit. It is not just a question of improving pro- anductivity but how much productivity, whatwill pro- Payee puss (hetSoe eeductivity cost me, and what will be the benefits from it.
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Class A companies were very deliberate in their objectives and aims and the efforts that
were required to reach these aims.
Class B companies, roughly 60% per cent of the group, were informalin their productivity
management and measurements. That is, their efforts were casual and quite random,
usually in concert with other concernsof the organisation. If you were to ask a managerof a
class B company,☜☁Are you managing productivity?☝ the answer would be,☁☁Of course,but|
do it in concert with my responsibility.☝ ☜☁Is there any visibility to your efforts? Can you
isolate it?☝ ☜No, | can☂t because whatever| do, | do with great productivity.☝ In these organ-
isations the work of productivity measurement wasnotvisible, it was an inward component
in the work process along with other components. These people usually respond by saying
that productivity cannot be measured.
| had an: interesting conversation last night at the cocktail party. One of the delegates
approached me andsaid, ☁| want you to know before you put your presentation on that you
can☂t measure productivity.☝☂ | said, ☁☜☁Well, thank you for encouraging me. Explain yourself
♥ what do you mean?☝ He wenton to explain his areas of responsibilities, and | have to
admit that he has some very challenging areas. But if our attitude is that you cannotdoit,
then you cannotdoit. Butit is different if your attitudeis, ☁☁Well, let's see what we can do.☝
Incidentally, | believe that the measurement of productivity is in the infancy stage. We are
really getting started in this whole area. | will try to give you some reasons whylater. That is
very important. But class B companies respondbysaying, ☁☁You can☂t measureit. It☂s part of
the work, it☂s submerged and time loose.☝☂ Incidentally, casual managementis a part of class
B companies, the casual approach to doing things in this area of productivity. The casual
manager hates productivity because it demandsthat | see your process, | see your decision
making, | see what you are going to do in advance of doing it, consequently the casual
manageris reluctant to get involved.
| happen to believe that the casual manageris a marked person, andis on his way out. The
casual manager has been disappearing for the past decade and| think that by 1990 he will
have disappeared. By casual manager| mean the manager who doesin-processplanning,
in-process decision making, in-process analysis. The deliberate manager is one who has
given some forethought to planning and measurement.
We would regard about 25 per cent of the companies we examined as class C companies.
They have absolutely no productivity effort. They do not even know whatproductivity is all
about. In fact these companies have such a poorperception of the whole idea of productivity
that we even question their understanding of modern management concepts.
Our discussion will centre around class A companies becausethis is where we have found
mostof our interesting progress in this area of productivity measurement.
This next slide shows the opportunities for productivity improvement that the class A com-
panies thought they had. Forty per cent indicated that capital equipment substitution for
employees was the most attractive area for productivity measurement and improvement.
Twenty per cent thought that better methods and procedures were the answer, whilst 15 per
cent thought that workereffectiveness wasthe key. The remaining 25 per cent believed that
higher productivity depended on the removalof bad practices. If you look at those figures
you will note that the third and fourth items depend on personnel issues ♥ personnel work
and personnel handling. Those two items represent 40 per cent of the opportunities ♥ the
same as capital equipment substitution. Whatthis slide showsis that we have a notion that
the way we can improve productivity ♥ and rightly so ♥ is equipment substitution for
people. But let us not ignore the other attractive opportunity offered by handling people as
well.
At this point we will make the statement that for capital intensive organisations, the
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emphasis should be on looking at worker effectiveness and removing bad practices, but forlabour intensive organisations the emphasis should be just the opposite. But both representopportunities for productivity measurement and improvement.
There are several reasons why productivity
measurement is difficult. First, the work -pro-
cesses are complex both in quantity and quality. SeecmuaeseeWeindicated earlier that muchof the workin infor- PeecueTUITMCROVEMERemation systems is submerged andoutof sight, sowhat we needto dois to bring it to the surface. Aflow chart is an excellent example of something

 

Percent

 

i Expectationcoming to the surface. That flow chart embodieswhat has been going on beforehand in terms of onanthinking and analysis. If we can only put down the Substitution for Employees 40thinking process and analysis process along withthe flow chart, we can then bring up to the surface 2: Botier mothodela procedures 20the total work process that may be involved. Hav-ing done that, we can then examine how to Berar amimprove the work process.
. og: i i 25The second reason why measurementis difficult * Removing Bad Practicesis that the measurementis madeafter the workis eae TOGo:in process. We know that most computer peopleand information people have backgrounds

_

inscience and technology. Very few have had abusiness experience. Productivity is a businessidea. Productivity is an economic idea. We are now asking, ☁☁Is it true that if we give ourscientific and technological personnel an insight into the business world sothat they can dotheir science and technology in the context of business, wouldn☂t they be able to come upwith their own measurement systems?☝

 

Wetoyed around with this idea in a highly technical division of Westinghouse, and it wasamazing how someofthe engineers were practising their engineering function without under-standing the elementsof business. Westinghouse has nowinstituted a policy that no engineerwill be hired unless he has(orwill eventually get) an MBA degree. The MBAin the UnitedStates is a Masters in Business Administration. What they are saying is, ☁☁We cannot under-stand how an engineer can practise his engineering function without understanding thebusiness context in whichit lies.☝☂ | think that the sameapplies to computerpeople.If they donot understandthe context of business ♥ andthis is the reason why they do not understandthe context of productivity ♥ then how can they practise that in termsof the way we wouldwantit?

Another problem of productivity measurementis the language problem of what we mean bycertain words, such as economic, morale, quality, improvement. Each has a quantitativecomponent. When youtalk about improvementthereis a quantitative aspectto that. But whatdoes improvement mean? We should get a better understanding of that wordif we could pullOut that quantitative aspect. Words meandifferent things to different people, and that is aproblem we have whenweusethese wordsin a qualitative sense andina quantitative sense.
Anotherdifficulty is that westill are Struggling with the distinction between activity andachievements or results. We have not been able to separate the definition of these two
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important parts of the workprocess. Activity is necessary to produce results, yet the worker,
whoeverit might be ♥ the managementpractitioner, the information worker, no matter who
it is ♥ must have a clear conceptof the difference between activity and results. So we are
still having difficulty in trying to separate those two terms.
The final reason why productivity measurementis difficult is to do with the measurementof
work on the macro-level of the economy. Productivity has always beena tool of the econo-
mist, and as a tool it has always been usedin the very broad macro-systems and industriesthat we find throughout the world. That is hardly
useful for us in Our companies, in our depart-
ments, and in our individual work. Onething that|
will do is to suggest to you how wecan bring these
very nebulous and broad areas down into a
specific, usable series of tools.
Now that we have talked about why measurement
is difficult | should like to try out an aptitude test.
We heard a presentation yesterday about the use
of aptitude tests in hiring new personnel. | want to
try an aptitude test on you. We have been working
on this for some time andit might be useful for our
purposesaswell as for yourselvesto find out what
is your natural propensity and your natural apti-
tude for proceeding with the measurementof pro-
ductivity.
You see four symbols on the slide ♥ a square, a
triangle, a Z, and a zero. Select the one symbol
which best describes your approach, whatever
that might be, in productivity measurement. | will
give you about five seconds to do that. (Pause)
How many picked the square? One. That tends to
suggest that you have a very aggressive approach
to productivity measurement. How many picked
the triangle? Quite a few. That tends to suggest a
leadership approach to productivity measure-
ment. How many picked the Z? One.That tends to
suggest a creative approach to productivity mea-
surement. How many of you picked the zero?
Quite a few. We have a problem with this one. The
problem is that it is indeterminate because those
whoselect it are so preoccupied with booze and
sex! | want to say that this represents our latest
thinking on the development of aptitude tests for
productivity measurement.
Productivity is a measurement concept. Its very
meaning is a measurement concept. As shown on
the slide, the economists have always defined it as
output over input but, as | said earlier, that is
hardly useful to us. We have nowtranslated output
and input into some new parameters, and we are
now calling it performance output over resource
use. We have done this because performanceis
output and resource useis input. The reason that
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wedefine it that wayis that it becomes far more useful to us in our organisation. We know
what performanceis and we know what resourcesare, so therefore our concept becomes a
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measureable ratio of performance over resources or, putting it differently, effectiveness(whichis the question of performance) overefficiency (which is the question of resources).
Let me describethat in more detail. If | had a package to deliver two blocks away, and | hopinto my great big Rolls Royce and deliver the package two blocks away, you might say that |was very effective in getting the job done: but you could also arguethatit was a gross misal-location of resources. Productivity incorporates both of these aspects.
Let us take the opposite point of view. Suppose somebodysaid, ☜Oh no, you shouldn☂t usethat Rolls Royce becauseit is too muchof a resource for such a small job. We'll use a youngman instead; we'll pay him the minimum wage, give him the package and say, ☁Run twoblocks away and deliver that package☂.☝☂ But let us suppose that as he goes onhis way henotices a puband decidesto dropin, take

a

little time and enjoy himselfa little, and then pro-ceedsto deliver the package. You might then say that that was anefficient use of resources,but not very effective in performance.
There is nothing new about optimising performance or resource use. We have been in theperformance business for years ♥ ever since the Pyramids were erected. We have alsobeen using techniquesto optimise resource use for years and years ♥ cost analysis, costbenefit, cost avoidance, cost reduction. What is new, though, is the managementof both ofthese very important parameters simultaneously. A decision to affect one mustbe looked atfor the other, andvice versa.It is not only the managementof these parameters but also themeasurementof them. By doing this, we handle the ripple effect. | am sure that manyof youwill agree that cost reduction in one department can producea negative effect in three otherdepartments. So we need to examine whatthis ripple will do by seeing what effects changesin resourcesin one place have on performance elsewhere. Wealso need to examine whateffects changes in performance in oneplacewill have on resources elsewhere.
This is what is new. This is the new concern that we have, and therefore we do not equateproductivity with cost reduction. We do not equate productivity simply with performance.They are components within the process. They are components with which we must deal.But productivity is the managementof both of these things in such a waythat we gain, anddo notlose with the ripple effect.
There is another aspect that is new, especially in the information business. We said thai thework is not only submerged and beneath the surface, butit is also continuous and uninter-rupted. Rememberthat good management Says, ☁Keep people busy. A backlog of workisgoodutilisation of people.☝ Now we are beginningto realise thatthat attitude in many waysworks against us. We are now talking about taking the work and dividing it into chunks.Continuous workis very difficult to measure, but chunked workis easy to measure.In otherwords, design workin such a waythatit has starts and Stops. If you have a start and a stopyou have a program, and you can measureit. Then you have another one, and another one,and another one. We will show you how some of our measurements can be developed interms of status symbols, and so on. But a very importantprinciple in the measurement ofproductivity is to chunk the workand think in terms of outputs and inputs,starts and finishes.
| have given an example ontheslide. If we did this chunking and we had 40 work packageswithin a program and weestimatethatit will take 10 weeks to accomplish that program, ourproductivity index is 4. That index represents a guide, almost like a standard that we shouldreach as we workourway through the program. If we beat the index our productivity goes upand if we go belowthe index our productivity goes down. Butit is a wayof relating how workis accomplished in terms of expectations.
Here on the next slide we havefive models for the improvementof productivity once wehave measuredit. | mentioned measurementin terms of Output or input performance ofresouces,andthatalso has a strong implication for the Managementof the resources.First,
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we can increase the performanceif we hold the resources constant. Thus, we can experi-
ence productivity improvement by managing both of them simultaneously, holding the
resources constant and increasing the packages.
In this particular case we are increasing the work
packages to 80 while maintaining the weeks, andge . FIVE APPLICATIONS FORour productivity index goes up to 8. propuctiity INDEX et = £9
 

The second model is to hold the performance
constant with 40 work packages but reduce the 1. Inerease Pertormance p= Jafresources.Instead of doing it in 10 weeks we do it "1" sures constant: fo
in five weeks. Again you will see that productivity
goes upto 8. So the first insight is that we do not 2 Hold performance n=☝ Jefalways have to use performance improvementto Seduce NZeONres: 5
get productivity improvement. We can obtain pro-
ductivity improvement by staying with the same 3. increase performance p= nah
performance but by reducing our resources. Tediice resources: 75

The third model is to increase the performance * [nerease performance pi = 160. _ ghand reduce resources. Thisis little idealistic. We ="-"""* eS
would all like to do that, but nonetheless it is a
model and we can pursueit in that way. 5 Decrease performance p= 24 = ehdecrease resources: 3

 The fourth and fifth models become very impor-
tant approaches in the conceptual measurement
of productivity in periods of recovery and in
periods of recession. The fourth is to increase both the performance andthe resources, but
increase them disproportionately. If we double or triple both our performance and our
resources, our productivity remains unchanged. But when we increase both of them
disproportionately (for example triple the performance and double the resources), you will
see that productivity does go up. This is important in a period of recovery in the business
cycle. When welet ourselves go, we are in a period of recovery ♥ let us go out andsell, let
us go out and doall kinds of things; but we must watch our resources at the same time.

During a recession, thefifth modelis important. Here you allow both your performance and
your resources to decrease, but they must decrease disproportionately. Resources must
drop faster than performance. General Motorsis a firm that operates on this fifth model.
During the last recession, General Motors experienced oneoftheir largest drops in sales
performance in their history. You all know what is happening to the auto industry in the
United States. The Japaneseare really giving us a lesson.

We discovered someinteresting things about the Japanese. The Japaneseare not worried
at all about the American workers. They know that the American workers do not want to
work. They are, however, worried about the Koreans. The Koreans work four times harder
than the Japanese.So | think that before long you will be seeing products from Korea,if you
have not already. The quality is good; the cost is muchless; and youwill see a whole barrage
of products coming in from Korea.

In Japan, their decision-making method handlestheripple effect to a considerable extent,
andit also handlestheir co-ordination problem to a considerable extent. If you were to enter
the office of a Japanese companypresident, you would also see his vice-president there,
and also executives at a couple of levels below that, all in the sameoffice. In Japan, they
have not separated the offices. Whenthereis a decision to be madethey just talk across the
office. They discuss what they would like to do and they chat across their desks. In America,
we would separate these executives andit would take about four days for a memoto go from
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the presidentto all of the other levels. The Japanese do it in a matter of 15 minutes. In theUnited States, we are now looking at the way in which the Japanese are doing things.
We are beginning to discover that in the Japanese, we havea very formidable competitorwho has entered our markets and whom wehaveto deal with in the real world.| have atheory aboutthis which| will share with you. | believe ♥ although you may disagree with me♥ that World WarII continues for the Japanese. They are a very proud people, and they lostthe physical war. They were humiliated. But now a nationalistic spirit has been engendered.They have been pulled togetherin a spirit that no other nation has seen (apart from Israelwhichis fighting for its life). Consequently, they are now engagedin an economic war. Theyintend to show the world that they are very important people. One example is their statedclaim of out-competing General Motors in Detroit, but they are moving also into variousother markets. This is my theory as to why this tremendous national spirit exists in theJapanese people. We Americansare fascinated with this and we are looking atit very care-fully.
The Japanese, however, are just as fascinated with the Americans as we are with them. | amgoing to Japan next spring to put on a seminarfor Japanese management.
| will now give you seven methodsof measuring productivity. The first measure is simply aratio method. So let me give you some sample ratios that | have shown on my nextslide.
Profits over equity capital; sales over operatingcosts; actual direct labour over scheduled directlabour; and rework over time in rework. Thisrepresents our first way of measuring productivity.
 

| also want to preface my remarks by saying that|do not make any special claims for these mea- SAMPLE RATIOSsurement systems.| said earlier that the measure-ment of productivityis in its infancy stage. | do notthink that we have yet comeup with a real scien-tific approach that is foolproof. At best we havesomeprimitive approaches, but they can be madeto work. eae
Operating costs

Profits
Equity capital

Let me remind those of you who want to challengethe ratio approach that the most powerful way of AcueNDieetitemeasuringthe financial health of a firm ♥ at least

Sees

De

eGo

in the United States and | am sureit is the samehere in the British Isles and in other countries ♥ isby Return On Investment(ROI). | do notthink that walhoworkae iyany of you would disputethatit is a very powerful Time in Reworkway of measuring the financial health of a firm.Butif you lookat return on investment, it is a ratio.It is the ratio of profit over capital investment. Butif you lookat this conceptually, profit is equivalentto performance,and capital investmentis equiva-lent to resources. Therefore the ROIis a product-ivity ratio.
Conceptually we have been doing productivity measurement for years ♥ it is just that wehave not recognised the concept. We have just been using that financial ratio of profit orearnings over assets. So we have been using these ratios, except that now we haveidentified the concept, we are saying, ☁☜☁Let us see if we Can broadenit to useit in otherareas.☝☂ So the conceptis performance over resource use. The slide shows some of theratios that are possible. There are hundreds and hundreds of ratios, each to be selected,
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developed and made unique to the firm, to your department,to individuals. Those of you who
are interested in seeing someof these ratios can find them in my book.
In measuring the financial health of a firm, one ratio is not enough. We usually use between
six and ten ratios, and some firms use as manyas 30, although | do not think that you need
that many. The ratios we use are current liability, sales per employee, profitability per
employee and so forth. With these ratios wefind that we can get a 90 per cent assessment
of the financial health of a firm. We are suggesting that someof the ratios shownonthe slidecan also be used. | am doing a case study right
now with United Technologies, which is the cor-
porate set-up for Pratt & Witney engines, Sikorsky
Helicopters, Carrier Air Conditioning, etc. It is a
fairly large corporation in the United States. Harry
Gray, who is the chairman of the board, has given
me a licence to go in and take a look at their
corporate set-up and their productivity. We are
also looking at their MBO (Managing by Objec-
tives) and we are calculating these ratios. Basic-
ally, it is the way that we will be measuring pro-
ductivity for United Technologies. These ratios,
which are close cousinsto the financial ratios, are
one way in which we can measure productivity in
terms of a total corporation.
The second measure is what | call an MBO mea-
sure. Those of you who are in the MBO business
know that an MBO packagehasa set of objectives
or an objective with all of the associated planning
and resourcesthat will be used to accomplish that
objective. Therefore, we can think of MBO in
terms of a chunk of workthat is being done. In the
example on the slide, our MBO measure will be
the ratio between the actual output and the
expected output. If we have ten work packages
developed in an MBO planning cycle, and at the
end of that work cycle we have completed only
eight, we then have a productivity index of 0.8.
This concept of MBO works well with white-collar
workers, engineers, programmers, analysts, etc.,
where the workis very difficult to measure. We
can, however, use an MBO measuretorelate what
was expected with what was achieved. Expec-
tation then can be a kind of standard.
Our third measure is MBO productivity, whichis
an extension of the previous measure, exceptthat
we now makeita little more formal in termsof the
quantity produced and the quantity expected. This
could, for example, be the ratio of expected and
actual work packagesoverthe ratio of resources
consumed and the resources planned. Thus,if we
have 20 work packages that were expected to be
completed in a work cycle, and 24 work packages

 

MBO MEASURE
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Index Expected Output
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were actually completed, and if the timing also changedso that instead of using five weeks
that were planned, we actually used four weeks, we come up with a productivity index of 1.5.
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So, in addition to the simple MBO measure, we also have the MBO productivity measurewhere weinclude the resources consumed. Thus, we have another conceptual model bywhich we can proceed to measure productivity.
Our fourth measure is called total factorproductivity. Here we relate all of the inputresources that are used to deliver the output. On
 

the slide, | have shown the resources as labour, TOTAL FACTOR PRODUCTIVITYcapital, resources, and other miscellaneousitems. (Partial factor productivity, which would be py = Output Outputa derivative of this, would remove from the inputs All Inputs Labour + Capital+ Resources + Misc.those things that haveverylittle bearing.) So if wehave sales of $1 million, purchases $80,000,

 

materials $300,000 and so forth, we cantotal up yn Sf00000.Our inputs and outputs to compute an index.
Purchases: $ 80,600The fifth method of measuring productivity is value pone unadded productivity. The conceptof value addedis Salata! $300,000well known in Europe, especially for tax purposes. Capital: $100,000Wecan also use that same concept for product- Total: $800,000ivity purposes. By definition, value added meanswhat is added to our purchases. Wecancalculate Stooamethis by subtracting the cost of our purchases from P= ♥Seon000 = S125the selling price, or our total purchases from ourtotal sales, and we canusethose two figures foratotal firm or a total departmento;a total function,to measure whatthe value addedis per employee.Changesin this ratio would occur pretty muchas|said earlier. If | want to improve the productivity,|can adjusteither of the two parameters ♥ but| VALUE ADDED PRODUCTIVITYcan doit simultaneously.

 

Fs Hi ided = Sellit ice ♥People always ask what happens to quality when Rtas aencecmigaseewe deal with productivity? The answeris thatquality is as important, if not more important than Value Added = Total Sales ♥ Total Purchasesproductivity. We do notignoreit. Anything we dointerms of productivity efforts must take accountofthe sensitivities and the needs for quality. Srueeo
The sixth measure is what we call quality-factor py - Output __ $1,000,000productivity. On the next slide you will see that we / Input $600,000again have the the productivity index defined asquantity produced over quantity expected, but in Value Aden $400,000 $200 perthis case we multiply it by a quality factor. Let me Eiadaien;icyscsa eas coat Employeeexplain what we mean by the quality factor.Quality is another motherhood term. Everybodyloves quality ♥ it is a great term. Butit is a 0)  ♥♥♥for lay people. For management, quality is synony-mouswith standards. When yousaythat you have quality in your work processesorin yourdesign, you are meeting certain standards.If your quality is changing, orif it is sometimesthere and sometimesnot,it meanseitherthat you do not have standards or your standardsare erratic. But those who have consistent quality, consistent reliability and consistent levelsof achievement, have consistent standards that they are achieving. So a much more realway of dealing with quality is with standards.

 = $1.67

Wecan thenthinkof that standard as a numerical level. Level 1 is our standard.If we have
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not reached Our standard we could represent the lower level as a numerical value of 0.5 or0.8. Alternatively, we can go above the standard and representthis as a value greater than1. So the quality factor is nothing more than a weighting that we give to the productivityindex.

Another way of calculating the quality factoris to
take account of several quality indicators, such as
customer satisfaction. How do you measure cus-
tomer satisfaction? You might say that he smiled.
Is that a measure? | do not think so. You might
argue that the customer comes back a second
time. Is that a measure? It might bea little better.
If the user keeps coming back you might say that
was a measure of satisfaction. You might argue
also that it is not such a complete measure. Of
courseit is not, becauseit is very hard to measure
customer satisfaction, user satisfaction, em-
ployee satisfaction and your satisfaction. But we
know that they become important parts of the
whole process of measuring productivity.

You can stand back and say,☁I can☂t measureit,
so I☂m not going to doit,☝ or alternatively, you can
say, ☁☁Let☂s try to get someindicators.☂ So that is
what we have done. We haveput together some of
the indicators shown on the slide and, if these
indicators exist, they then form the ratio which we
can substitute for our quality factor in the mea-'
surement of productivity. It is hardly scientific or
foolproof, and it is certainly primitive, but it is a
start.
Weare only just starting to measure both quality
and productivity. If you go back in history and
study the literature and our past traditions, we
have not even comeclose to bringing those two
together. To some extent, we have doneit intui-
tively, but we are trying now to build a science so
that we can useit in our systems.
The seventh and last suggestion that | make to you
in terms of measuring productivity is the base year
concept, and thisis illustrated on the nextslide.
With this conceptwerelate productivity in the cur-
rent year to productivity in a base year. Again you
will see that productivity is defined as results over
resources, except that now we have results over
resources for the current year versus the results
over resourcesin the base year.
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In passing, let me say that the most powerful way to use productivity measurementis not in
comparing department A with department B, nor even in comparing company A with
company B. That is not where the poweris. In fact, one could even argue that productivity
measurementis very weak in those two areas. The powerof productivity measurementis in
measuring departmentA with itself over a period of time. Once you develop your model and
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have somehistorical data, you can say, ☁☁! know where| waslast year. | know where | wastwo years ago. | know where| will be next year.☝
| started by saying, and | will repeatit here becauseit is worth repeating, that if you have twocompanies managing and measuring productivity in an excellent way, they are doing it dif-ferently. We would say the same thing about departments. If you have two departmentsmeasuring and managing productivity excellently, they are doingit differently.If you havetwo individuals doing it excellently, they are doingit differently. Our role is to provide thetools, and the basic ideas, and let people develop thesetools so that they can track their ownproductivity. This is the key.
| now share with you the total managementstrategies used by our class A companiesfortheir measurement techniques. Theyusefive general Strategies. Thefirst is a total manage-ment strategy, and thereare five elements to this. First they use Managing Productivity byObjectives. They use the MBO andincorporatein it productivity objectives as well as otherobjectives that are to be accomplishedin the firm or within the department.
The second element ♥ time management ♥ is very important. In every one of the class Acompanies they employ time management.| wantto raise a question here. How manyof youhave formal time-management training for your systemsanalysts, for your programmers,forall of those whoare connecteddirectly or indirectly with the computer operation? Raise yourhands. Two. Whyare there so few? Is it because you do notbelieveit to be useful, oris itbecause you neverthoughtthatit could be useful? | should like to suggestto you that the keyresource of information workers is time. If they cannot measure time, if they do not knowhow to managetheir own personaltime, theywill havedifficulty. Why not give them someimportant guidelines and training in time management?It is very important. In class A com-paniesall information workers, including managers and supervisors,are trained so that theycan utilise their time in the best way possible.
The third elementof the total management strategy was that the class A companies wereproductivity minded from top to bottom. Productivity was not treatedlike a transient fad.Everybody, from the head of the company, the heads of departments, all the way down tosupervisors, was constantly looking for productivity improvement.
The fourth element was performance appraisal systems, which we have already had somediscussion on in our conference here. In passing, | will say that what they did wasto taketheir usual performance appraisal system and attach to it another sheet of paperfor pro-ductivity appraisal. Whatis this employee doing to improve productivity?
The fifth element was the quality of worklife improvements.
The second generalstrategy was the top managementstrategy andherethefirst item on thelist is investmentin capital purchasesi.e. in better or more efficient equipment. The seconditem is to examineall of the workpolicies. Let me give you one example about class A com-panies: they notice overtime. Traditionally, overtime gave employeesan incentive to delaythe work. If they delayed the work they would qualify for overtime. The backlog was to besustained.
The third item is productivity audits and these are new.They involve the examination ofpractices and policies in various parts of departments and the company. Thefourth itemisincentive programmesfor employees, and these have already been mentioned. Thefinal twoitems of the top management strategy are union/management agreements and organisa-tional development.
The third general strategy is the task force strategy ♥ i.e. problem solving special projects.It also involves activity value analysis. | am sure that everyoneis familiar with value analysis,
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but activity value analysis is an examination of every activity in the firm. Is it productivity-
action related? If it is not, it is examined to see if it should be eliminated or not. The third
element of the task force strategy is productivity benefit analysis.
The fourth general strategy is the expert consultant strategy, which implies the use ofinter-
nal consultants. You all know about the use of external consultants, but a new movement
towards the use of internal consultants is evident in the class A companies. To give you an
example, two years ago General Electric instituted an Internal Consulting department. This
department employs expertsin all areas.If a supervisor has trouble, he can ask for an expert
in his department, and the expert consultant will work with that supervisor. Instead of the
supervisor floundering and wondering what to do, or working bytrial and error, he now has
available at the end of a telephone somebody who is very knowledgeable about his
department that he can call to obtain some counselling.
General Electric instituted this. Miriam Kellob, who wrote the books on performance
appraisal, is heading up that function. Setting up these departments in the larger corpora-
tions seemsto be a trend in the United States. General Electric also looked at work simplifi-
cation and workdistribution, and in most class A companiesit was recognised that the work
process must be examined and redesigned from the point of view both of measurement and
motivation. A speaker yesterday addressed the subject of job motivation and job redesign. It
was a powerful idea, and | just want to confirm what was said yesterday. We redesign jobs
both for measurement and motivation, building in the factors so that the work will motivate
people and also so that we can measure how well it is done.
The last general strategy used by the class
A companies is modelling, which means
taking all of the strategies that are available
(i.e. those listed on the final slide) and
selecting from these various strategies
those combinations that will work for a
department.
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| should like to summarise my presentation
in terms of why measurementis important.
First, there is a serious issue about the mea-
sure of managerial effectiveness and
efficiency, both from the standpoint of
performance and from the standpoint of
resource utilisation. How do you know that
you are an effective manager? How do you
know that you are an effective information
manager? What measures do you have? The
fact that you have a job? The fact that you
have been retained? You mustdeal with that
issue, as professional people always do.In
fact, the professional outlook is: | want
productivity measurement not for the DOSS, modetting
not for the president, not for the stock-
holders, but for myself. That is how | know
that | am effective in the job that | am doing.
Measurementis important for the manager himself in terms of determining how effective
and efficient he is in his decisions and the way he handles the systems.
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The second important reason why measurement is needed is to ensure that decisions
minimise the ripple effect. | personally feel this ripple effect. | think that it is one of our
biggest problems. The way that we minimise the ripple effect is to manage and measure
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both performanceand resourceutilisation. They must be handled together. A decision to doone must be viewedin the context of the other.
Thirdly, resources, at least in the United States, are predicted to be scarce.If youthink thatresources are scarce now,it will get worse. | do not think that it will get better, and ifanything, we predict that we will see a formidable resource scarcity. As a result, account-ability will be sharpenedup. In the United States wewill de demanding accountability beforethe resourcesare allocated. ☜☁Show me where you're going to use that moneyandtell meifthat☂s the best utilisation of the money☂☂. That attitude is centralto the issue of productivity.
Productivity therefore in the next decadewill be the basis for justifying budgets and money.The productivity manager is not a separate animal: it is your responsibility. The productivitymanager will be the individual who can show, ☁☜☁If you give mex dollars in my budget, theseare the kinds of things | can predict will happen,☝☂ and to justify it during this planning period.
Fourthly, productivity measureswill be of great help in the justification of the high cost areasthat we can see coming. | find that in the computer industry we have some very excitingdevelopmentsin the pipeline. Examples are word processing systems ♥ notjust as a tool toaid the secretary, but as a tool to aid engineers and managers, printing systems, copyingsystems, electronic communications systems, facsimile message switching systems, andelectronic mail systems. All of these are very exciting developments, but they requireequipmentthat hasa high costto it. As inflation takesits toll, the cost of this equipmentwillrise sharply. It is my feeling that those who can measuretheir results will be in a far betterposition to justify that expenditure.
A fifth area is the productivity of the management team.| hate to say this, but | believe it tobe true, and | will argue with you if you want, but there is a new awarenessin the UnitedStates by top management about middle management. Weare beginning to ask, ☁☁Are wegetting the productivity from our management group?☂☂ So we are beginning to separate thecasual managerfrom the productivity manager.
The sixth area andthelast (but not the least) is that we have foundthat productivityin itself isa resource. If you are doing well as a department or a company, and you are not quite surewhere you are productivity-wise ♥ or maybe you do know where you are ♥ any incrementof productivity will bring about greater benefits. So productivity is now viewed as more thana measurement, more than something you need to manage.It is now viewed as a resourceitself that we could use in our firms.
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SESSION G
NOVEL WAYS OF SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

INVOLVING USERS

Staffan Persson,
Stockholm School of Economics

Staffan Persson is Professor in the Departmentof Information Systems at Stockholm School
of Economics. He holds Ph.D degrees in Mechanical Engineering, Business Administration,
and Computer Science from the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, Stockholm
School of Economics, and University of California at Berkeley respectively.
Since receiving his degrees he has been responsible for undertaking and supervising
research activities concerned with the development and uses of computerised information
systems in various kinds of organisations. His main interests have been concerned with
formal representation of information systems requirements, evaluation of quality and value
of information, and different aspects of user involvement in systems design.
Staffan Persson has put his research into practical tests in several Swedish organisations.
He has written a numberof books and papers.
Today,| will try to talk about some experiences concerning users and information systems.It
is mostly my own experience, working in Scandinavia.
The first problem is to define who the user is. Unfortunately, users do not form a homo-
genous body with which we can work in some specified way. Users are many different kinds
of people, in manydifferent kindsof situations. Today| will talk about the so-called end users
♥ people who are working with terminals and actually touching parts of the hardware ofthe
information system. But| will not dwell very much on that area, becausethere are also users
who employ the computer for obtaining information, by trying to use a computer as a tool to
further their ambitions of being a better and better manin the organisation. Therefore, | must
develop some kind of approach that coversall kinds of users.

First, we have to see the situationasit is in Scandinavia just now. For many reasons the end
users are very strongly involved in systems development. Many people think that this
involvementis a great obstacle and that we haveto think of ways of getting round it. Other
people think thatit is great, and these people are very much in favour of the laws that we
now havethat actually say that we haveto havethe users involved in systems development.
Wehaveto clear everything through the unions. We have to have someinfluence from the
users in every respect of systems development.
So, whatis the great obstacle that many people perceive? Some people claim that users do
not know about computing or the computer. Other people, however, point out that users
know a lot about their jobs and their situation, and that they are anxious abouttheir future,
and so, of course, they should be involved in systems development. They arguethatif the
users work with us, then we knowthat our systemswill work well. So we have two schools of
thought, and | think that the latter is winning.
What can we do to involve users in systems development? Thefirst problem is that the
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users in many cases are not educated whenit comes to the computer. There is a schoolofthought that says we haveto teach every worker in Sweden about using the computer, andthat that should be done during companytime.It is actually suggested that every workershould have at least 30 hours tuition, paid for by the employers.
Other people saythat training of this type will not solve the real problem. They argue thatusers know abouttheir situation, and askif there is a way that the users can make decisionsabout the computer that concern them. Theyaskifit is possible to give the users an opportu-nity to makea decision, without everybody havingto be a specialist on computing,or at leasthaving to learn a lot aboutit. That, then, is the subject of mytalk today.
Wehave found that we can teach the user by demonstrating the system and by letting theuser test-run the system beforeit is designed, and beforeit is even completely specified.|will talk about methods for doing that. Therefore wewill see ways of teaching users aboutpotential systems; ways of gaining the users☂ acceptance; waysof getting the users tofeelthat they are involved and canreally participate in decisions.
But then we have another aspect. Users know

a

lot about their own situation, and we whoare developing systems haveto learn from them. So wehavetofind waysof learning fromusers in order to build good systems for them. That meansthat we havetostart thinking inSlightly different terms than before. We have to think about the systems developmentprocess as some kind of a pedagogical one. We have a process of learning, where bothsides are learningall the time. When we dothat, we soonfind outthat there are manykindsof different problems. And different problemsin different situations need different kinds ofsolutions.
This meansthat the traditional methodsof systems developmentare probablynot sufficientany more ♥ atleast not in a situation such as the one wehavein our country. Traditionalmethods are based on formal, analytical reasoning. That kind of reasoning works well inmany cases, given that we know the goals and know about the resources. But, in manyinstances, we do not know thesethings. Therefore, we have to find some complement tothese traditional methods that permits us to learn during the development process.Consequently, we are now interested in something called ☜☁experimental systemsdevelopment☂☂. That is not some kind of development method that is in conflict with thetraditional methods ♥ it is a complementto the traditional methods. Nevertheless, in someinstancesit is very different to the traditional methods.
Carrying out experiments implies that we cannot specify everything about the area underconsideration, and that we do not have a theory that explains all aspects of the area. This isparticularly true where people are involved, and in many casesit can be more productive tocarry out experiments than to attempt to specify and theorise about the area.
| have a simple examplethatillustrates the differences between experimental system designand traditional methods. A doctoral thesis in Sweden has said that it is very important insystems development to minimise unnecessary iterations. In other words, we shouldminimise re-doing things.If the definition of ☜unnecessary☝☂ is that we could do something insome other way which is cheaper, then we shouldnotdoit. Minimising unnecessaryitera-tions is, of course, one wayof minimising costs. But if we look atit the other way round,itcan be equally effective to maximise the numberof productiveiterations. Productive in thissense meansthat by doing aniteration | have some kind of benefit that costs less than thecostof the extraiteration. So, | want to maximise the numberof iterations if they are produc-tive, and that is where experimental systems design comesin. Are there ways with systemsdevelopmentin which we can do things manytimes, re-do them, test them, try them out,without their costing very much?
Experimental systems design contrasts with pure analysis, in that with pure analysis we
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minimise costs by minimising unnecessary iterations, by very rigid planning, and then by
doing things in a straightforward way. Weare very careful not to haveto re-do things. But,|
am not very clever, | am fairly lazy, and | cannot plan very far ahead. So | ask myself if there
is a way in which | can dothings to see how they workout,to try it again and again, and then
gradually to improveit without losing anything in that process? Thatis the differencein philo-
sophy between experimental and pure analysis. These two types of analysis can, however,
be combined. So let us look at these different methods.
| will talk about three different levels of the experimental method. Thefirst level is called
systems sketches. The idea of systems sketches is to provide a communication tool that
permits us to talk with users, to let the users really have their hands on a working modelof a
real system. The idea is to enable users to learn about a real system in order to be able to
make wise decisions about the system; to changeit, to re-doit, or to acceptit. But it is only a
communications tool. These sketches are not supposedto be run in production mode. Most
people working with systems sketches in Swedenthink that they are, so | have to warn you
about that.
The next level is called pilot systems, and theseareslightly different in that we actually want
to run them in a real situation, but usually on a smaller scale than a fully operational system.
Thethird level is called evolving production systems, andthis is just a way of expressing the
conceptof building production systemsin steps so that we can gradually improve them and
make them flexible enough, and so that we can afford to change them quite frequently,if
necessary. | will give you some examplesto illustrate all these three levels, including
examples of what | am doing myself nowadays. | am now building fairly large production
systems that keep changingall the time.
Whyis user participation important? It is important for different reasons at each of these
three levels because we can meetdifferent kinds of users. One important reasonis that the
traditional ways of describing a proposed system keepthe user fairly far away from the real
system. It is difficult to visualise a system that will not be operational for a couple of years.
Another reason is that users, like most of us, usually have difficulty in specifying their
requirements, because they might not know what they are. They might not know whatis
possible, and they try to adapt their specification to what they think is possible. In other
words, they are kind to the people talking to them, and they try to provide requirements that
are realistic in some sense,and therefore they do not specify their real requirements.This is
a very important point. When designing a system we haveto stimulate creative thought
among the users, to activate users, to reduce the communication gap between users and
systems developers, and in different ways we haveto try to make our description of these
systems vivid, so that the users
really see and feel what they are.
In some way we haveto be able to
illustrate what | have shown on the
first slide. As | said before, a tradi-
tional descriptionis very difficult to
understand by people who are not
used to them. Therefore, if we
wantto illustrate systems by using
running models of the systems, we
somehow have to separate what
wecall the ☁inner☂ characteristics
of the system from the ☁outer☂
characteristics. By the inner char-
acteristics | mean everything that
is inside the computer, everything
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that depends on how the computer works. By outer characteristics, | mean what the userneeds ♥ the dialogue, the kind of reports that he gets, the kind of algorithms that he usesand the kind of rules embodied in the system.
If | can find a wayofillustrating the outer characteristics by using very simple innercharacteristics, then | can make a model, which maybe very cheapto build. My next slideshows what | am talking about.
| shall talk about the levels of
models shown onthis slide. If |
want to communicate only ideas
about the system, then! can use a
 

Inner characteristics
 

 

    
model of the real system of the Model Realouter characteristics ♥ | do not
know yet exactly which system | = SystemsSe lodel 2want, so | take the best specifi- Outer sketchescation | have. | can take an old characteristics ate Pilot

|

Productionspecification, and add some systems

|

systems 
 improvementstoit, or |can take a

preliminary specification. | can
take a system from a neighbour
and try to make a modelof that, sothat | have something to discuss.That is why | mean that it is amodelof the outer characteristics. The outer characteristics are not defined yet.

 

Then | also take a model of the inner characteristics, which meansthatit does not reallymatter how | doit as long as to the user it seems to bea living computerised system.Instead ofalgorithms and rules | might have tables of data.It really does not matteras long asit looksright and works correctly when the users are trying it. So, a systems sketch consists of amodelof the inner characteristics and a modelof the outer characteristics. Rememberthat asystems sketch is a communicationstool.
At the next level of model| say, ☜☁l know enough now aboutthe inner characteristics. | knowfairly well what the specification should contain. But| would like to test the modelin a realenvironment. | would like to test it with the people and the manual procedures in theorganisation. | wantto run it as a pilot system.☝ | can still have a very simplified computerisedsolution ♥ thatis, the programs might be very simplified. But now the requirementis thatthissystem should be able to workin at least a part of the real world, andit has to work properly.
Theideais that by running

a

pilot system for long enough to know about how the system worksout in reality, we can then say, ☁☁Let☂s make some changes.☝☂ Either ☁☁Let☂stry it again,☝ or,☜Let's make a production system outofit.☂ The point of these modelsis that they represent aset of decisions. | make a decision to make a systems sketch, which is a communicationstool.| make a decision to make a pilot system, which is an experimental model that | am trying inareal environment. | then make a decision about how to implement the production system. Insome cases | can rebuild the pilot system, and in other cases | have to do it completelydifferently. But what | know is that | now have a tested specification, andso|can assumethat| shall be able to build a good system ♥ a system which| will not have to changevery rapidly.Among other advantages,this might meanthat | have a smaller maintenance requirementinthe future, even if | have to reprogram the whole system.
So, thethird level is knowing enough to saythat | wantto build the production system.AtthisStage, | have myspecifications, which | can constructin the traditional way or by using someexperimental approach. That is the three-way processthat is used in many instances now.
The question mark shown in the fourth box on the slide is quite strange. You have real
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production programswith all the efficiency requirements, security requirements and every-
thing else that you need, but you do not know exactly what to use them for. That is the
problem. These programsreally do exist. At least one insurance company in Sweden has
developed a very nice relational database system which the users are using to define
systems themselves.All their systems developmentis being done that way. The users have
the software, and they define howto useit, and then they run it. It is used in their interna-
tional department, which typically has less data than a traditional insurance company,butit
is a very interesting approach.
Another thing about making experiments is that we expect sometimes to be surprised.
Whether the surprise is negative or positive does not matter, but if everybody knows what
the outcomewill be there is no point in doing the experiment. For experimentsto be valid, we
have to be insecure about the outcome, otherwise there is no point in working in an
experimental way.
Let me nowtalk a little bit about systems sketches. What | want is a realistic model for a
systems specification. | want a tool with which | can simulate the results from applying
certain rules. | want a tool that | can use to obtain rapid feedback of results or proposed
solutions. Let me give you a couple of examples. Unfortunately, | cannot show you the whole
thing on the slides here ♥ | just have to take parts of them.
This is in Norwegian, but who
cares about the language when
there are numbersinvolved? This
is just part of a model, andit is just
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= - Fodselsnr. Kunde: 11114436994a picture of a screen. It is from an Navn Johan Inge Pedersen. Adr. Urabakken 12insurance company. They had 6017 asestranda
specified a system which handles Polise  Lanepos Lanegrl  Restr. arsak
loans for people whohadlife insur- oes Seieeeaance with that company.This dis- 755909 «344d Icke pants, Overplay was the most important one ee eM yi
when they were communicating Innvilget Tilsagnsbelép: 200000with the users. The idea was that
you identified yourself and you
were presented with a sequence
of displays to fill in, and after a
while this picture was displayed in
front of you. You can seethatat the bottom it says 200,000. Thatis the amount of money the
customer had applied to borrow.

Behandling: 3
 

You can also see a sum of 4896 and 141154. These figures are computed in somestrange
way basedonhistorical data about the insuranceheld by this particular person. There were
complicated rules to compute thesefigures, andit takes about two hours to do it manually.
But what do they mean?If the left-hand figure (4896in this case) is at least 5,000, the loan may
be obtained. The right-hand figure says that the maximum loan that can be made is 141,154,

But the user can always override these rules. He could, for example, say ☁☁4896 is close to
5,000. The customercould take out a new insurance, pay some money on it, and this will bring
the figure up to 5,000☂☂. With the existing manual system, the users could make decisions of
this type without asking anybody.If they wanted to make a very large change, then they could
ask the boss and he might say that it wasalright.

The users began to worry about what would happen whenall of the data wasstoredin the
computer. They began to wonderif the computerwould say ☁No, no, no, you can't do that, you
have to go back☝☂, orif it would store the data and at the endof the year say,☜Well, you did
these things ♥ youallowed large loans to be madeto all your friends and all your relatives.
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Youwill have to answer for that.☝ In other words, people were actually scared at that timeabout how this data would be used.
This model webuilt contained in

a

little databaseall the data necessary to handle the appli-cations for a particular day. The data was taken from the regular systems.It also containedthe possibility of registering a new application for insurance, going through the kind ofdisplays, and getting all kinds of results.
The end result was that the system would tell you whatkind of loan you can have, the rulesconcerning it, and it printed out the full form and all the Papers concerning that loan andthese weresent to the customer. In other words, it was a model. Thetotal programmingtimefor the model wasabouthalf a day, and to get the Norwegiantext in took one and a half days,becauseit was quite a lot of text and you hadto select and build those letters. So it was atwo-day job.
It was put into productionas a pilot project. It was run for a couple of weeksso that the userscould see whetherthis kind of system was goodfor them, whether the dialogue was goodand whether this was the kind of thing they wanted. After that period, the users simply said,☜No, we don☂t wantthis system,☝ and it was abandoned. This was a great surprise, becausethe users had acceptedthe written specification of the same system but they did not acceptit as a running system. That was becausethere was a heated debate onintegration integrityat that time, which meant that they had to wait for sometime.
| think that if this model has been prepared in another way,if it had come earlier in theprocess before the specifications really were considered final, then they could havenegotiated about how to handle these deviations. They did not, and so the project wasstopped.
You can ask whether it was good orbad thatit was impossible to do this projectat that time.Nobody knowsthe answerto that. Would they have stopped this system whenit cameintofull-scale production, having had a million crowns spent on it? Anyway,it was a surprise, sothat was a goodthing aboutit. Butit is an exampleof a very typical, very simple model. Itwas a complete system. It could be run as a pilot. It was a typical two-day developmentcycle. It usually takes about two days technically to build a modellike this. It can take a lotlonger to get the specification to start with, but technically it takes around two days.
Here is another example. This istaken from a large company in
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The problem wasthat the projectskept changing all the time. Therewere new priorities. They had tostop one project and speed upanother, which ledto a lot of confusion. They plannedto build a computerised system to keeptrackofall this. Their planning system is quite traditional. They had worked onit for along timebut they had not cometo any conclusion about what was good or bad aboutit. They hadreallygot nowhere.So | wasallowedto try these systems sketches.
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| went to one of their meetings, | obtained some documents,| heard the discussion, and|
went home. The next week there was another meeting, and by then | had programmed a
system. It was not a proposed system ♥ it was my conceptof the kind of system they were
talking about. As | was an outsider and could not be expected to know abouttheir business,|
was allowed to makea lot of errors. That is a very strong point ♥ that you are allowed to
make mistakes, because there is no prestige involved, you are not supposed to know
anyway. So, it was my system, based ontheir ideas.
| had a computer, some TV screens and a printer, and we started to run the system. We
started with simple things such as how to register one new project, how to do the planning,
how to present the results. Unfortunately, | do not have all the pictures | would like to show
you but one comesto mind. One mansaid,☁☁It☂s all very nice if we get this kind of system, but
we won☂t have these gantt charts ♥ these bar chart activities plotted against time☂. Then |
said, ☁☜But | wrote a program for gantt charts this morning, can☂t | show it to you?☂ | was
allowed to show them a gantt chart of one of their projects. It was for four years ahead,
every week.It was a big project with about 80 activitiesin it.
They saw it and they said, ☁☁Wonderful! Now we can have gantt charts. We needlots of gantt
charts☂. But why did they need ganit charts. It was quite simple. They had manually pre-
pared gantt charts in about 100 different departments, covering 150 different projects, and
they kept changing all the time. No gantt chart was consistent with any other gantt chart ♥
that was the problem. Now that they could get them from the computerall of them were
consistent with each other. They were wrong ♥ but they were consistent, and you could
correct errors. That was what they really wanted, because they were accustomed to
working with this kind of presentation of the data.
So they started to discuss what kind of gantt charts they needed, whatlevels they wanted,
and so on, and webuilt some programs for doing that. The slide shows a typical one pro-
duced by the computer. They wanted to knowthe load ondifferent departments, so we made
a histogramlike this. Thefirst time they had only the upperpart of the picture, and theysaid,
☜It's nice to see how muchthis is occupying, but it would also be nice to know which
projects were involved in that department.☝ So the second time | met them, | produced the
lower part of the picture as well.
Whenthey saw that, they said, ☁☁That☂s quite nice, but it would be very nice to know which
activity in that project they are working onin that department.☂☂ So they got another table.It
kept growing. But | show youall of this for a specific purpose. They had restrictions for every
department on how much capacity theyhadif they were performing particular activities. The
second time | showed this model| had all the real known data about the tungsten carbide
drills.
If | took out the restrictions on per- ijeaereal
Seon vene aoeee Alimit on resourcesment, |g
the next slide. In other words, this
is the way in whichthis department
ideally had to work. Of course, in
reality there has to be a delay.|
have to cut it and alter it somehow,
as you saw on the previous
picture. Somehow it has to look
like that with some overtime and
everything else involved. Then you
can ask, ☁☁What effect does that
really have? How much does it
delay things?☂☂ Wetried that, too,
and got the nextpicture.
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This is for a particular department.The idea was simply to look at the Tidplan for prbelprojects to see whentheystart and
whentheyfinish. It is a simple kind
of gantt chart really, but it is not aregular one. If we take the bottom
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line, we see that the projectstarts oos | abut has to stop because a higher oes ~_ ♥_priority project comes along. It is [77777777 gobaaasso onoansocogsononnnangadussuonnjassssena]delayed by about 40 weeks. 2 a 3 6 3 é 3
 

When they saw this they said,☜That can☂t be right ♥ there mustbe something wrong.☝ But theyhad told me they had a priority rulewhich said that if a project with ahigher priority came along, every-body else had to stop and that one had to go aheadfirst. Theysaid, ☁That can☂t be right ♥ weneed new rules.☝ So new rules were specified. For example,if a projectis at least 50 per centcompleted, and if there are at most four weeks of work left, then that project must becompleted before the higher priority one canstart, unless that priority is at least two prioritylevels higher. They specified a whole package of these kindsofrules.
So we put thoserules in and we ran the modelwith all the available production data, and withthree different sets of priority rules. Then they were abletofind out that none of these ruleswere any good. Someof them werebetter than others, but none of them were satisfactory.They discovered that, as some IBM salesmen say, they had to do some manual thinking. Inother words, the system would indicateif there were somestrangethings going on. Then theycould decide on the changes and put them in manually, and the system would continue.
So, we now had a system model that we could talk about, which meant that the developmentprocess started to accelerate. They had been working for two yearsonthis project and hadachieved nothing, but now in three weeks they had the specification of the future system. Butthat specification contained about 70 different reports. It contained a lot of diagrams, andthings like that. It had been tested with production data. The priority rules were actuallytested, and they had been ableto clear the ideas amongall the different groupsof users.There were 40 usersin that project group,whichis why they got nowhere in two years; with 40people you cannot go anywherein two years.
This was a systems sketch where the aim was, first, to show and produce something todiscuss, and second, to test the rules. In other wordsit was a simulation of the real environ-ment. The next step was to implementit as a production system, with some improvementsinthe programming.
The total programmingeffort required for the whole modelwasabout three man-days,anditisa fairly big model.
The aim of a systems sketchis to try to illustrate the things that you feel are important,regardless of what they are. There are no rules about whatyou should do. There are no rulesabout when youshould doit. It is just that now | know that we needto clarify these things andthe model might be a way of achieving this, so try the model.
| myself have now built more than 50 different models. They are models of just about everytype of system you can imagine. However,| usually claim that every system is exactly the
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same, at least at some level. You put some data in somewhere, youstore it, you retrieveit
and youprintit out. At that level, all systems are the same.If you are working at these model
levels that | am talking about, then you can treat the systems as being almost always the
same. You just change the labels around and the system behavesproperly. That is why tech-
nically they can be built quite easily, becauseit is always the same system ♥ it just has
somedifferent labels on it. Usually, only about 10 per cent of a modelis rules that you have
not met before.
Earlier, | said that when you work with these sketches, you sometimes need surprises.
Sometimes you just get something that you can show to people and discuss with them ♥
you can communicate about it and get the users involved.| think that is very important. In
this way, you can getthe users to understand somethings that are quite difficult to describe
otherwise. You can adaptto the users☂ ideas about the system. You can use these models
for training. Whilst you are developing the real system, you can use these models as a
training tool because they look and behavelike the real systems. So you have an educational
tool there too.
You can also use the models to find out at an early stage about such things as latent
conflicts in the organisation. | want to give you a couple of examples ♥ thefirst three
models that | made all exploded in some way, and | want totell you about that.

The first one was a project accounting system. Webuilt a very nice system and we could
keep track of just about everything. We could presentthe information in all kinds of ways.
The organisation wanted to discuss the model and to showit to the project leaders. We had
a nice session. We started out by showing how the system worked. Weputin information
and answered questions. Then we could see that people were beginning to get angry. They
got angrier and angrier.It turned out that they threw out every attemptto build a system for
this kind of project accounting after that.
Wegot a psychologist to come andstudythis organisation. He came to the conclusion that
they had had a latent conflict going on there for a long time. It was to do with a conflict
between some authoritarian people and others who wanted to be morefree in every respect.
That conflict came to the surface when they saw this system which was, from some people☂s
point of view, very authoritarian. The psychologist said that he would love to use a system
like this to test an organisation, to see whetherit is ready for a changein the organisation, in
the information systems area or whatever. Heliked the idea of sharpening the tools an
studying the consequent reactions. ;

It is important to stress that these people felt that the system was an attempt to impose an
authoritarian regime over them, and therefore they reacted very strongly. They would have
reacted in the same way with a real system, but it would have been more expensive. That
organisation has since changed dramatically because the two groups of people could not
work together. This system wasnot the reason for that change ♥ it was just a symptom.

Another example wasalso interesting. | was working with a production companythat wanted
the world☂s best production planning system. They did not know whatit was,but that is what
they wanted. So wetried to find out whatis the world☂s best production planning system for
that company. To try to find out, we took their present system, including a lot of batch
routines and manualroutines, and simply made a modelcontaining everything they had, and
changedit as if it worked in real time and let them test that. Wehad real data and we could
find out the risks in the material inventory and thingslike that by using this system.

But then we cameto aninteresting question. | asked, ☁☁What questions do you wantto put to
this system?☝ They said, ☁☁If a salesman calls from headquarters and asks ☁Can | have this
order processed earlier?☂ what effects would that have? What scheduling changesdo | have
to make? Will | have the material? | would like to ask the computer to provide the
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answers on the screen, and then | cantell the salesman.☝☂ | rather stupidly asked, ☁☁But whyshouldn't that salesman have his own terminal? Why should you putin that data?☝ Whenthey heardthat, they stopped the development of the system. They wanted this system fortheir own use. They had been decentralising, and theyfelt that now they wanted to be a freeunit, not controlled by the sales people. Nowit turned outthat this system would be a greattool for the sales people, and if they found out that all their questions could be answeredinthat way, then of course the people in the production planning department would havenothing to do with it any more because the system and the salesmen would do the planning.That wastheir fear. So they had to stop the development, and they thought for about a yearabout what is the world☂s best production planning system for them. A very importantcriterion is that the salesman should never touchit. They finally worked out what theywanted, and they got their system. So those are the kinds of surprises that you might get outof these models.
You can also use these models to test a system. You cantestit against the users☂ ideasaboutit. You might, for example, want to adapt the dialogue. | think that is the most commonuse ♥ simply to test dialogues in interactive systems.
You will see that when | am talkingabout systems sketches | amusually working with fairly smallamounts of data. | might have Flexibilitycomplicated programs, or they C?)might be very simple. That meanstan Ga)sketches
that | want themto beveryflexible oObecause | want to changethemallis eo : 5 Pilot |the time. Efficiency is not import-ant at all. In a production system itis different ♥ | want

a

lot of ef- cSficiency. | also wantflexibility but |cannot always getit, so | have tomake sometradeoffs.(Ihave repre-sented the

_

flexibility/efficiencyrelationship of systems sketches,pilot systems and production systemsonthis slide.) Maybe one day wecan build systemsinthe area shown with a question mark that are very flexible and efficient systems. Thatdepends on the development of hardware that is applicable for these kinds of ideas.

 

 
Efficiency
 

If you approximate the cost of hardware to zero, which you can do sometimes, then you seethat efficiency is not relevant any more. This meansthat we can build systemsin any way weplease, as long as theygive the properresults.
If we continue thinking in those terms, we wantto build a simplified system. Wewill use thepilot systems to review the performancenot of the computer or the system itself, but thewhole system in the organisation ♥ with the people and the procedures aroundit. We want todecide on how to proceed. Maybe we should Stop the developmentaltogether. Maybe weshould make some changes and tryit again. Maybe we should implement the system withsome minor changes. Who knows?
Pilot systemsare quite interesting not only because we can test things, but because in a waythey add new dimensionstothefield of systems development.| will focus now on two things:time and complexity. Both are thingsthat I hate when they grow too large, which meansthat|want to makethingsrapidly, and | want to make them very simple ♥ otherwise | cannot makethem atall.
| should like to give an example from a Swedish insurance companyto put forth someideas.Unfortunately, | do not haveall the pictures that I should like to show you so your imagination
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has to workfor me. It was a very complicated system whenit cameto rules. A system for
pensions wasto be designed. For many reasons, there wereonly four months available to do
it and, we hadto try to find some wayof doingit.
| had previously been in the company demonstrating these systems sketches on a very
similar system. So when they found out finally that they really saw no way of doing this
pensions system, they asked, ☁☁Can☂t we build these kind of sketches? Then we could try to
run them until we can reprogram them to makea better system.☝ | wantedto try it ♥ so we
did so.
The rules were very complex, but they could be subdivided. The first question | asked the
users was, ☁lf you were working manually with this kind of work, how would you organise
and divide the work behind you so that you can work without disturbing each other too
much?☂☂ As a result, they found a lot of subsystems which could be worked on quite
independently, and | have represented these as units of specification on mylast slide.
The first one, down ontheleft, we
called ☁duration☂, which simply
computed the agesof people. That =sounds easy, but actually the rules completed
permitted one person to have 40
different ages in the same system.
At different places in the system
he had a different age, depending
on whether he was sick when a
new agreement cameinto exist-
ence,(and there werethree agree-
ments overlapping) and many Time
thingslike that.

 

OC Units of specification   
 

In addition, many womenhad to be
handled completely differently
because of the equality question. It is strange that when womenwerenottreated equally they
could be treated the same way. So eachunit (the duration, the wage computations,all kinds of
pension tables, etc.) could be done separately. Then we put the users to work to describe and
define oneof these subsystemsin one session. Day and night almost, they hadto sit down and
define a functional description ofit.
This description contained a lot of paragraphs,andit containeda lot of terms, exactly as they
used them in their job. As soon as this was done ♥ it usually took about four days with the
lawyers, the users and the analysts working together ♥ they came to mewithit. | then pro-
grammed those rules, which actually was a recoding. | took the first paragraph of their des-
cription, and | wrote an APL program of one line, using exactly the same termsasthey used. |
then took the other paragraphs and did the samething, andso| built a program which was a
coded version of their description.
| added some good readings, somedatato print out results and all kinds of other information
that was interesting.
The next day they started to use the program, andtheystartedto testtheir specification. Why
that kind of hurry? To answerthat question, | need to refer to somestudies of work on compli-
cated systems.If you work on a complicated system and you have to stop working ♥ say be
away from it for two weeks ♥ then you need sometime to catch up before you reach the
ability that you had before the break. That catching up period is quite a long time.
In studies of construction projects the studies have shown that if you are awayfor about 14 or
15 days, then you haveto spend about30 per centof the previously used timeto catch up. If
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that is true, it is very important that the user should be able tosit in on something until it iscompleted, so that he does not haveto restart. If you are working on oneof these small unitsand you can doit, completeit andtestit, then you can say, ☁☜☁Now | can forget aboutit. | don☂tcare howit looksinside. | have all the terms defined. It doesn☂t matter, | can take a breaknow and | can start on the next one when| havetime.☝ So thatis the way it was done. Weworked veryintensively on each of these subsystems. They werethen tested separately andthen they were addedtogether in a long string, and the system was run as a whole.
For the sake offlexibility, all controls are situated in each of these subsystems, sothat if youneed to check some program code,it is checked in every place whereit occurs. Thatisinefficient, but it is flexible. All these subsystems are independentof the others. If rules arechanged in oneof them, it will not affect the others at al! ♥ | just changethe controlsin thatparticular subsystem. If | want to use the rules outside ofthis system, | take them out.
So we managed to get the whole system running. | do not know how muchuser time it took,but there werefive people involvedat different times. However,| do know thatit took fourman-monthsin analyst time. Exactly the same specification was being producedin anotherinsurance company at the same time. When they had spent four man-years onit they gaveup. Another insurance company had nearly completed the specification after four man-years. But wedid it in about four man-months.
The only difference is that technically this system is completely trivial, but the rules arecomplicated. We took the approach that we had to make a simple but inefficient system,otherwise we could not makeit in time. The other insurance companies took the approach ofbuilding a nice, integrated system with no redundancy whatsoever. They hadall kinds oftesting problems andside effects whenever they tried to change anything, and they neversolved the problems. This is where simplicity pays and wheretheshort timescale pays. Wecould usethe users extremely efficiently, and they could feelthat they really helped to buildthe system.
The system wasrun asa pilot system and,after that, the decision had to be made as to howit would be run in the future. It was being run on a real-time basis every day, on a borrowedcomputer. Finally, a year later, the insurance company decided that the system wouldcontinue to be run on that kind of computer, and so they bought one instead ofreprogramming the system.
This exampleillustrates several lessons. First, we can reduce time by using the users in anefficient way.| think that is very important. Intensive inquiry is very important in these cases.
Second, by implementing gradually each subsystem, one by one, the users feel that thingsare happeningall the time, and they see that there really will be an end sometime. Thatisalso very important for the relations with the users.
Third, it is very important to see where we should put complexity in a system. Should we putit in the system? Should we let the user keep it in his head? Where should we put thatcomplexity? When should weputit in? We can control when and howto put complexity in asystem, and that is a strange situation.
Let me nowtell you about a few ofthe things thatinterest me most. It is what| call ☁evolvingsystems design☂. The idea is to design and implement a very flexible data processingsystem. Evolving systems design permits gradual redesign of an existing system, and period-ically reviews a system☂s status.
My favourite example is a banking system. The banks are usually working with two kinds ofsystems.First, they are handling massesof data. They are not very clever systems,but theyhandle a lot of data very rapidly. The otherkind of system has muchless data, and the rulesfor handling that data are more complicated and the people whoare working with the system
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needto think a lot. The latter systems are by far the most frequentin the banking world, but
they usually are a very low priority for the computer departments because they are
accustomed to working on the big, cost-reducing systems. What | am now talking about is
the small, profit-increasing systems that are very interesting in the banks.
The system that | will tell you a little about is an information system working within the
foreign exchange departmentof the largest bank in Sweden. Initially, there was a traditional
specification of how this system should look. It was estimated that six man-years of
programming effort were required to developa live system.
| made a bet, saying that this system ought to be live within two weeks from the start. Of
course, | was wrong ♥ it took four months. The reason for that was the delivery of
terminals! It could actually have beenlive after two weeks. Wethen had to run the system
inefficiently, and it was not complete, but the users knew that a system wasonits way. They
could use it but they had to be careful. They were very interested in trying to do this.
So we put that system into operation. It handles around £900 million at present, so there are
fairly large amounts of moneyin it. It handles a couple of hundred transactionsa day, soit is
fairly small in those terms. Theinitial aim was to provide a tool for use when making deals
with all kinds of banks in the rest of the world. To do that, you require information about
exchange rates, aboutlimits of all kinds, about total amounts to this and that customer.It
was an information system to be used when they were doing business, and also for some
reporting. That wasall.
After a while we addedincreased reporting facilities. It turned out to be a very nice account-
ing system, and we could actually audit the official accounting system against it becauseit
was always right (because it operated in real time). It was also possible to put somerisk
monitoring into the system for the president of the bank. He could get very nice reports out
ofit all the time. The bank discoveredthat their customers were very interested in receiving
these reports. So the auditors of the customers have acceptedthe reports that are produced
by this system as accounting reports for their big companies ♥ for instance, Sandvik.

As a consequence, the bank☂s marketing department started to make the system more and
more marketing oriented, andit is now a very effective marketing-oriented system. So, you
can see that a few new systems were addedto the original currency exchange system.
Originally, the system wasonly an information system, butit is now officially recognised for
use in government reports and all kinds of other reports. But it also turned out that a
production system was easy to incorporate ♥ writing all the notes to the customers, and
things of that kind. So that facility was added as well. The system is now running in two
banks, and it keeps growing. Changes are madeattherate of at least one a week,andthatis
the minimum rate of change.
This summer, a chart-makingfacility will be added.It will construct seven-colour diagrams
on the screen whichwill automatically be madeinto overheadsforthe presidentof the bank.
It will also be connected to a top-down reporting system. Westart with the chart produced at
the top, then we go down. In some systems the data is collected automatically, whilst in
others we put the data in manually, until we connect all of the systems within that
department of the bank into the same reporting system.

The system has now beenin production for a total of two and half years. It has grown
tremendously, and it is now 20 times larger than at the beginning. It is about 8,000 APL
functions, whichis a fairly big system.

All the programming has been done by me in mysparetime. | go to the bank when | feellike
it and make some changes. The changes are madeto the system whilstit is in production
and when businessis being transacted.| tell you this to give you an idea about evolving
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systems design. The system really is evolving. As changes are being madethere are manycontrol functions involved. It is a very heavily guarded system with all kinds of controlaspects, so the risk that a mistake will ruin anything is very small.
| wantedto give that example becausepeoplefindit difficult to see that these sketches areuseful only as a tool for very rapidly producing working models of systems.It is verydifficultto explain to people that these models are not real systems and that they are not supposedto be put into production. They say, ☁☁But they do the work. | can compute. | can figure it out.It's proper. It☂s OK.☝ | tell them, ☁☁It can☂t. We don☂t handle the data efficiently. We don☂t havethe security we need.☝☂
But eventually you cometo the conclusion that there are many systems which, evenif theyare important and really are in production, can be designedin similar ways. In other words,with some kind of simplified programming butstill with full responsibility for the securityaspects.
These kinds of systems are very common in banks, insurance companies, withingovernment communities, and many other organisations where planning is important. | see,at least in Sweden, that now there are quite a few places where they are developing systemsin this way.
Sometimes experimental systems design is carried out in conflict with traditional dataprocessing departments. Sometimesit is in co-operation and within the data processingdepartments. The point is simply that these are different systems. They usually servefairlyfew, highly competent users, where the users wantto have something that makes themfunction better in the organisation. They usually handle fairly small amounts of data andfairly few transactions.
Those systems can betreated differently from the others. Efficiency is not very importantany more. That is whyit is possible to use these ideas.
The main messagethat | want to conveyto youis that, in manycases,it is easier to makesomething andtry it out with people, than to sit down and try to design the world☂s bestsystem. My message can be summed up by saying, ☁☁Do something; test it out: and thenmaybe put on paperhowit should be☂☂. That works quite well now andtherearetools to doit.Sometimes the tools are readymade and sometimes you have to make them yourself, butthat is not difficult.
It is important to cometo termswith this developmentotherwisethe userswill go their ownway. They are starting to do just that. They are buyingall kinds of help from outside theorganisation, andit is very important that you are awareofthis.
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SESSION H

UNION ATTITUDES:
A POSITIVE RESPONSE

Campbell Christie,
Society of Civil and Public Servants

Campbell Christie has been Deputy General Secretary of the Society of the Civil and Public
Servants (SCPS) since 1975. He joinedthefull-time staff of the SCPS in 1972 after almost 20
years as a civil servant involved in the administration and developmentof the Social Security
system. During this period, he was an active lay officer of the union at a stage when the
present system oflocal collective bargaining was being developed.
Campbell Christie has had special responsibility for the SCPS data processing membership
and, as a result, is currently a TUC nominee on the NEDO Computer Sector Working Party
Information Technology Working Group and also the Employment and Technology Task
Force of the Electronic Industry ECD. He served as a memberof the Computer Sector
Working Party Manpower Sub-Committee which was responsible for producing the Final
Report on planning the future manpower needs in the computer industry. He waslatterly
Chairman of that Sub-Committee.
| am very pleased to have the opportunity to speak at your conference, though | regret | have
not been able to attend the whole conference because the areas you are discussing are
areas that my union are particularly interestedin. In the Civil Service and public service, the
post office and a numberof other public service organisations, we represent members who
are in the personnel managementfunction, the managementservices function, the finance
function, as well as ADP users and ADP specialists. Therefore, | should have found it
particularly interesting to have participated in the entire conference. Unfortunately when|
booked to comehere| did not appreciate just how iron was the Iron Maiden and howlongit
would be before the Civil Service pay dispute would be resolved. But most of you will have
observed that the Civil Service dispute goes on, and while | am not able to participate in your
entire conference, | am willing to offer advice on how to get passports, or when not tofly
from Heathrow, or how to save on your VATbills, or how to invest your PAYE and National
Insurance contributions that the government doesnot wantto collect.

The subject on which | have been asked to speakis ☁☁Technological Change:a positive Union
response☂. The chairman said that my unionis in the Civil Service, but | should like to make
clear that our union is a non-partypolitical union. We have no party politicalaffiliations and
therefore any comment | make about governments | make notin a partypolitical sense. We
find all governments difficult to deal with. It just happens to be that there is only one
governmentat a time and we particularly dislike dealing with this government.
But | have been asked to give a positive union response on technological change.| do not
believe that there could be an☂era when dealing with technological change could pose
greater difficulties, because the greatest single problem facing the country at present is
undoubtedly the scourge of unemployment. The greatest fear facing individual workers is
that it may be their turn next to join the misery of the dole queue, withall that that meansfor
their own self-respect and the financial position of themselves and their family. Against that
background find it particularly difficult to articulate with any degree of enthusiasm a
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positive union attitude embracing new technology. At worst, new technology could mas-sively increase the level of unemployment, and at best it will require an extensive pro-grammeoftraining and re-training, coupled with changes in employmentpractices.This willrequire a positive planned programmeof change, if we are to benefit from new technology.
It cannot be denied that this country will face massive unemploymentif the growth of oureconomy does not keep pacewith the increase in productivity made possible by the micro-chip.If the introduction of microelectronics coincides with falling of stagnant output, someof the more alarming predictions about the levels of unemployment could cometrue. Webelieve that the current recession is made worse by the deflationary policies of the presentgovernment, andthat is the worst possible backgroundfor the introduction and adoptioninthis country of new technology.
On the other hand, trade unions recognise that things cannot stand still. Whether wemoderniseornot, it is clear that our international competitors will modernise, andif wefail tomatch their productivity, our ability to compete for exports will be further reduced anderoded, and increased unemploymentwill inevitably follow. The issue facing trade unionists,therefore, as far as | assessit, is one that we havestarted to tackle over the past few years:how to embrace new technology and at the same time protect jobs, protect earnings,protect the working environment, improve job satisfaction and ensurethatall workers sharein the benefits which will flow from the increased productivity.
In other words, the problem as | see it, is how do we avoid the apparent conflict betweenthose who, becauseoftheir professionalor managerialskills and the nature of the work theyare involvedin, continue in full employment, and therefore benefit both from job satisfactionand improved earnings, and those workers (possibly the majority of workers) who faceunemployment or reduced earnings and therefore suffer from reduced status as their jobs,whether they be manual, clerical or technical, are replaced by technological advance?
Weareclear that our objectives ♥ the objectives of those representing workers ♥ cannotbe met simply by leaving the necessary changes to come about through the pressure ofmarket forces. Planning for these changes, | profoundly believe, requires government,unions and employers to work together continually, to move forward on an agreed basis. Allfour parties need to continually monitor the technological changesand establish flexible andresponsive training arrangements to ensure the availability of the necessary skilledmanpower. These arrangements should be backed up with manpowerand public spendingpolicies whichwill stimulate the economy and provide both new jobs and improved publicservices. Therefore, what | am saying is that if progress is to be made by agreement,workers wantto be sure that by embracing technological changethey are not buying a pig ina poke. Certainly for those of us who represent those workers wewill want to be surethat themechanismsare there to ensurethat re-training is available, before we will recommendthatjobs are given up, thatold skills are shelved and that new techniques are adoptedthatwillpermit increased productivity and fewer staff to be employed. Wewill want to be sure thatalternative work is planned through improved services whetherit is by the public or privatesector, and that the benefits of the new techniqueswill fall into the economy generally andnot just to a selected few who can benefit from the new working environment.
| believe that it is important that any trade union speaker makes that statement and thatposition clear in any discussion about a positive response to embrace new technology.It isimportant that we emphasise that the current policies of leaving change to be developedthrough marketforcesis militating against trade union acceptance,or trade unionparticipa-tion in the change that we believe must comeif, as a country, our economyis to prosper.Much as we want to co-operate and Participate, it is important that the background and ourposition are understood against the current economic background.
Having made that non-party political statement, what| should like to go on to dois to discuss
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some of the important areas wherethe trade union movementbelieves that specific action
is required, if we are to make progressin adopting new technologies and co-operating in the
change that there needsto be. The theory that | want to deal withis, firstly, the importance of
technology agreementsas the trade unions see them. Secondly,the role of the public sector
in the new environment, and thirdly the education and training dimension that we believe is
necessary in any package that we would find acceptable nationally, when it comes to
embracing new technology with enthusiasm.
The cornerstone of trade union acceptanceof new technologyis the concept of technology
agreements pursued through the collective bargaining machineryin the industries and com-
panies concerned. An important step forward in that respect was the TUC booklet Employ-
ment and Technology which was approved by Congress in 1979. In some respects that
booklet formalised what was already happening in better companies and in better industries,
but nevertheless it was an important declaration of the view of organised labour in this
country. In that booklet we set out a checklist for negotiators. | should like to comment
briefly on severalof the importantpoints in that checklist, because | believe thatit is impor-
tant that | emphasise where| believe the trade union movement stands on these issues.
The first item of interest in the new technology agreements is the requirement that there
should be an agreed introduction of change embracing new technology.It is clearly
desirable from everyone☂s point of view that there should be a smooth andefficient transi-
tion to new technology, and this we believe is best achieved on the basis of negotiated
agreements.It is one of the principal aims of unions that new technology should beintro-
duced after agreement has been reached.It is importantalso from the union viewpoint that
negotiations to achieve a new technology agreementtake place at an early stage, so that
the trade union can make aneffective input on their members☂ behalf to the end productof
any new system.
This requirement to make progress only by agreement obviously raises difficulties for
management with regard to the dearly held view of management of management preroga-
tive. Indeed, in our experiences since 1979 this has proved a difficult hurdle to overcome.

What| want to say to the managementside in that respectis that managements must under-
stand that progress in achieving change can be achieved onlyif thereis leadership from
both management and from the unions. In many cases an end product of a new technology
discussion will be an agreementthat will not meetall the requirements of the trade union
side. The trade union side will require to provide leadership to their members in seeing that
progress to changeis being achieved. Theywill on occasionsseethat jobsarelost; theywill
also seethat skills that their members have acquired over many years are abandoned; they
will also see a requirementfor new skills to be acquired; and they will perhaps even see a
need for staff to be transferred and for their families to be uprooted. Seeing that these
changes are accepted by the membership of the unions who have reached agreementwill
test the trade union leadership, and| believe that in going into new technology agreement
bargaining, the trade union leadershipis saying that they are prepared to see that leadership
tested.
Similarly, | believe there is a requirement, if we are to achieve change agreeably, for board-
level management to demonstrate their good will and commitment to change by agreement.
They can do that by being prepared to embrace the concept of new technology agreements
and of proceeding by agreement. Some companies have already seen the value ofthis
approach. For example, the undertaking to proceed only by agreementand to negotiate well
in advanceis spelt out in an agreement with Lucas Aerospace. Thefirst three procedural
points of that agreement whichthe unions have with Lucas provide that the company under-
takes not to introduce any machinery, equipment or working methods without mutual
agreementwith the unions onall aspects. On all matters relating to the plans for design and
installation, the type, purchase and siting of new machinery or equipment, and any work
matters arising from these, are all to be the subject of mutual agreement with the unions
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prior to implementation. Failing such agreement, negotiations for new technologywill besubject to a status-quo provision.
| am not claimingthat there are vast numbers of agreements where thesesortof provisionsapply. But | am saying that there is a test on both management andthe unionsin this newfield to make progress by agreement. It will require leadership from both sides. | believe thatthe trade union movement, through the acceptance of the TUC policy, has declareditselfpreparedto give that leadership. | have not seenin any large measurethatsort of leadershipfrom management.
The second aspectof new technology agreements that we find importantis the provision ofarrangements to monitor the development of new technology. This requires the establish-mentof joint machinery which is capable of monitoring the outcome of negotiations andreviewing progress of achievement against the stated objectives. From a union point ofview, such machinery is important to ensure that progress is maintained on the agreedbasis, and that any subsequent changeis subject to negotiation. From a managementpointof view | should have thought that the provision of monitoring machinery was important toensurethe principles of the agreement are operated in practice by the union membership.
The third area that we find importantis the provision of information. This is an area wherethe union movementoverthe years hasfelt that the denial of information has created greatdifficulties for us in adequately representing our members. Therefore, we judge that a keyelement in new technology agreements should be the requirement for trade unions toreceive sufficient information at an early enough time to ensure that bargaining takes placeOn a reasonably equalfooting. In order to be useful, such information must havecontentthatis relevant, it must be given in an understandable form, and it must be received at the righttime. This, in my view, is a key element in making joint progress in the introduction of newtechnology systems.
If a joint approach is to work, there must in my view be a new openness between tradeunions and management, so that detailed managementplans are given at a very early stagewith sufficient detailed information to allow sensible discussionsto take place.
The most important issuein this field is, perhaps,that technical experts must be prepared todiscusswith the unions thedetails of whatis being proposed, andto discussit with them in ameaningful sense, in a sense which union representatives can be expected to understand.|believe thatif we are to have a joint approachin this areait is important that the technicians,as well as the personnel management Staff, are aware of and participate in the joint discus-sions.
From the trade unionside, it seems there must be a muchgreatereffort to ensure that weare equippedto deal with the type ofdetailed discussionsthat will take place. There is nor-mally within trade union membership a great deal of collective intelligence about theindustry. That collective intelligence has to be harnessed by the trade union movementthrough greater involvementof shopfloor representatives, and by trade union training andeducation designed to make useofthis Specialist expertise which we have available to usthrough our membership.
| think also that if we are to have meaningful discussions, there has to be provision of timefor trade union representatives to consult with their membership and to betrained, and therehas to be a provision to ensure that expert advice can be obtained. | believe thatit isimportant that in new technology agreements there iS provision that information will beavailable, and available in a timely manner.
The fourth point that | want to make about new technology agreements is the protection ofjobs. Obviously there will be concern over the implications for jobsin any discussion on a
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new technology agreement. If new technologyis not to decimate employment opportunities,
it is clearly insufficient for individual agreements simply to contain a compulsory no-redun-
dancy clause. This however may well bethe finishing point for many local collective agree-
ments since it could be argued that it is beyond the competenceof local bargaining to
comprehendthe entire economic framework of overall job loss. | think, however, thatit is
important to emphasise whatis said in the TUC policy statement on employment and tech-
nology in this regard. That statement urges negotiators to go beyond simply achieving no-
redundancy pledges. It said: ☁Negotiators should adopt as their aim that new technologyis
implemented in the context of seeking greater output through the expansion within existing
product ranges or through diversification. Unions mustalso play a full part in the pursuit and
analysis of new or alternative products and markets. This point is equally applicable to the
public sector where new technology should be geared to the provision of better quality ser-
vices and benefits rather than a reduction in employment levels. Wherever possible an
essential condition for the smooth introduction of new technology is to guarantee full job
security for the existing work force. Workers need to be given confidence that changes
whichare introduced are not implemented to have the effect of destroying jobs without at
the same time creating new opportunities. Otherwise they will naturally oppose such
changes. This is the challenge to governments and to managements in the negotiations in
the new technology agreement. They need to win union and worker co-operation and agree-
mentif they are to secure their own objectives. This will only be done in the context of jobs
being secured both in the short-term in relation to the workers directly concerned and
generally for the work force.☝
This aspect seems to meto be crucialif we are to harness new technology in a helpful way.|
should like to develop that argument and take as an example of new technology an area
within the Civil Service with which | am familiar.
The social security system in this country is administered from 600 local offices throughout
the country and the scopefor the use of new technologyto provide an electronic information
retrieval system seems to meto be immense. If it is taken throughout the wholeofthe local
office structure with some 90,000 staff employed, the possibility of massive manpower
savings must be considerable, because, in the main the local office filing systems and
retrieval systems are all manual and deal with large numbersof units of work.

On the other hand, when looking at a project to provide an electronic information retrieval
system within local offices, | believe one hasto take into accountthat the DHSSservices to
the public leave much to be desired. For example, the provision of information to those who
have an entitlement to benefit to make sure that they have knowledge abouttheir entitle-
mentis not at all common.The provision of extra resources in this field alone could consider-
ably improve the services we give to the public. So the questionis, should the development
of new technologyin this area have asits aim to cut manpoweror to provide better services?
At the very minimum, there is clearly a trade union viewpoint on this matter, and it seems to
meprovision has to be madein any negotiations on an agreementforthat sort of system for
the trade union viewpoint to be expressed at an early enough stage for an investment
appraisal decision to be made on whatis the objective of the new system. In that sort of
system it is important that the unions are involved at the initial stage of the system being
thought of. The unions should be provided with investment appraisal information which
enables them to quantify the social implications of giving a better serviceto the retired, to
the sick and to the unemployed, and enables them to compare these implications with the
straightforward manpower savings which will flow from simply using a new system to reduce
manpowercosts.
Myrangeof experienceis not extensivein the private sector, and it may be that someof you
will say that these sorts of questionswill not arise. But it seems to methat similar arguments
can be made about decisions in industry. Should technological change be to achieve
manpowersavings or to use the same workforce to produce moreandto sell more? These,
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| believe, are not just decisions for management: they materially affect the workforce, whoare entitled to express a view throughtheir trade union representatives. That can be pro-vided onlyif there is negotiation at the proper stage with the provision of properinformation.
It is against that backgroundthat | say that it is a legitimate objective of the trade unionmovementin these negotiations to argue the case for the alternative view of retaining jobs,or expanding jobs, rather than cutting jobs and reducing costs.
Thefifth point | want to make about new technology agreementsis the difficult problem ofSharing the benefits that flow from new technology. New technologyoffers enterprises theOpportunity of various benefits, not least of which can be financial savings throughincreased productivity and overall efficiency. A number of new technology agreementsacknowledgethat the contribution of employees to these savings entitles them to shareinthe benefits gained. A number of agreements exist on that basis, and the benefits need nottake the form of direct productivity bargaining. They mayfocus onthe equally important con-siderations of a shorter working week, or a shorter working day or a shorter workinglife, sothat employees benefit in a way which provides for the maintenance of employment,ratherthan simply productivity bargaining.

| have highlighted these five areas because, in my view, they are important in new tech-nology agreementbargaining. There are many other areas, which | have not mentioned, butwhich deal with some important requirements such as the arrangementsfor training and re-training, the arrangements for redeployment, the job content of newjobs, the job satisfac-tion from new jobs, health and safety considerations, and many other problems.| believe,however, that the programmethe trade union movement has set out is not impossible toachieve,given that thereis a will on the side of management and governmentfor progress tobe made.
My experienceso far at national level is not one that fills me with hope. The response fromgovernment and managementat national level has been disappointing. A draft agreementbetween the TUC and the CBI onthetext of a proposedjoint statement on a framework fortechnological adaptation has been rejected by the CBI member companies, althoughironi-cally many of these same companies have reached agreements with their own workforce.|can only regret that a national agreement has not been endorsed because| believe it wouldhave given an impetus in new areas for negotiations to have progressed.
At national governmentlevel | have more experience. There was

a

trade unioninitiative tonegotiate a technology agreement covering the whole ofthe Civil Service. These negotia-tions havefailed after almost two years of discussions, and they havefailed because of thegovernment's failure, in my view, to face up to some of the crucial issues which | havealready described. They have refused to budge onthe issue of Managementprerogative.They have refusedto give satisfactory assurances about the protection of jobs, even to theextent of not being prepared to give a no-compulsory redundancy pledge for the CivilService. They have rejected the concept of staff sharing in the benefits flowing from tech-nology, somewhatironically on the groundsthat the Pay agreement from which they werewithdrawing did not make provision for productivity bargaining. This seems to me to be agreat pity. The CBI opposition can be overcome,| think, if company-level agreements arereached, butit would have been so muchbetterin myview for there to have been a nationallead.
At governmentlevelthe position is very bleak indeed. The scope for new technologyin theCivil Service is immense.Thestaff in government departments are unionised to the extent ofsome 90 percent, and unless there is a changeof heart by government, major new projectslike the computerisation of the Inland Revenue PAYE system, like the DHSS Camelot systemwhich is to computerise some aspectsoflocaloffice work, and manyotherprojects will befiercely resisted. Not only would this resistance have an adverse effect on the provision
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and the cost of public service, it would also, more importantly, adversely affect the suppliers
of new technologyin this country, who are looking to the Civil Service and the public service
generally as being an important market.
| now wantto turn to the role of the public sector in the development of new technology.|
believe that it has an important role to play in the whole basket of considerations which
should be there if we are to make progress on an agreed basis.
There are two aspects which | should like to deal with. First, the role of public purchasing
and, secondly, the need to expand employmentin the services sector of industry to create
the new jobsthat will be necessary to deal with unemployment.
First, the question of public purchasing. It is calculated that at present the public sector
accounts for about 40 per cent of the total UK market for information technology products
and services. The scope, therefore, for public sector purchasing to be used asthe basis for
providing marketsfor British manufacturing is considerable, but in my view sofarit has not
been sufficiently exploited. The ICL preference arrangement for central government pur-
chasing was a gesture in the direction of support for British manufacturers, but was
extremely limited and, of course, was withdrawn becauseof the EECdirective onthis issue
and because of the GATT regulations. | am sure, however, that this can be re-establishedin
a fuller form covering the entire public sectorarea,givena little imagination and initiative on
the part of government.
It is my view that despite the EEC directives and the GATT restrictions, the French, the
Japanese, and the Americans have all found ways of using public purchasing to assist their
own manufacturers, and thus have established their own manufacturing base. | see no
reason why wein this country, if we are going to embrace new technology, should not use
the public sector as a meansof providing a market for British manufacturers,thus ensuring
that jobs that are lost by users in implementing new technology are gained through our
having a manufacturing base in this country.

Similarly, it seems to me that the opportunity for the public sector to be used as a shop-
window has not been sufficiently exploited. There has been some workin this field by the
Departmentof Industry recently, but | do not believe that sufficient work has been done to
provide the shop-window type arrangement which could present manufacturers with the
opportunity of demonstrating new systems on an operational basis. Also, | regret that in
using the Civil Service as a shop-window,thefailure of government to reach agreementwith
us on a technology agreement makesthat provision even moredifficult to implement.

lt seems to me therefore that the role of the public sector could and should be important in
the development of new technology in the UK. This opportunity should be available given
proper governmentinitiatives and given a willingness in governmentto look at new tech-
nology agreementsin the Civil Service and in other areas of the public sector. Such agree-
ments should be based not on the narrow basis of the public sector's role as an employer,
but on the much broaderbasis of the role that the public sector can play in providing a ready
market and a shop window for British manufactured goods.

The secondpointthat | want to make about the public sectoris the need to expand employ-
ment in the services sector of the economy.In my view, the government shouldgive a clear
commitment to an expansion of the public services, because if we are going to have a
packagethat will be acceptable to the trade union movement, and if we are going to have a
contraction in the manufacturing base through the development of new techniques, there
need to be alternative jobs to replace the jobs that are lost.

| do not believe that these jobs will be found in the manufacturing area. All our competitors
will be competing, with new technology and with new practices, and therefore | do not
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believe that the scope for vast new markets is great. Therefore, if we are to provide jobs forthe increasing workforce to replace those that are lost, | believe that these jobs can beprovided only in the services area of the economyandlargely in the public sector area:
It seems to me thatit is a majorfallacy to regard expenditure on public services as beingdetrimental to the future growth of the economy.Indeed, | would arguethat the reverse isthe case. Cuts in public expenditure are damaging not only to the provision of employmentinthe public services, but also, through reduced demand and purchases,to jobs in the privatesector, and alsoto the overall level of activity in employment in the whole economy.All theavailable evidence strongly confirms the view that expansion of public services is anessential component of a balanced growth path for modern industrial economies.
A study by the OECD recently has shownthat, in terms of the proportion of the GDPallo-cated to public welfare expenditure, in the mid-1970s the UK was 13thin the list of 18 OECDcountries. Economieswith significantly faster growth rates, including Germany, France andBelgium, are muchcloser to the top of that list. That was in the mid-1970s. Since then wehave had further contraction in the public servicesin this country, and | believe that is detri-mental to the introduction and provision of new technology, because if jobs are to becreated, if mass unemploymentis not to follow, thenit is important that the service area isexpanded.
The last point that | want to deal with is the education and training requirements. | want todeal with it in two respects. It seems to methat the first role of education andtraining is todeal with the shortageof skilled computer manpowerand to see that those shortages aremade good. This is necessary so that progressin the implementation of new technologyisnot delayed becauseofa lack of skilled resources. The second role is to ensure that thosewhoseskills are lost because of new technology have the necessary opportunities for re-training. | do not believe that either of these needsis currently being met.
| first becameinvolved in the NEDO manpower committee in the mid-1970s at a time whenour problem in the Civil Service was a shortage of programmersanda lossoftrained staff toother industries. | was surprised when| first became involved with the NEDO working partythat there should be questions raised as to whether or not there indeed was a shortage ofskilled computer manpowerin the country. We spent the next three years or so on thatcommittee establishing that there was in fact a shortage. We were able to evaluate from astudy that the shortfall of electronic engineers up to the mid-1980s amounted to somethinglike 6,000 and that the shortfall of programmers and systems analysts amounted to some25,000.
Wespent a long time establishing that there was indeed a shortage. But we had greatdifficulty in convincing the educationalists and the Manpower Services Commission, and wehad to go aboutestablishing that there was indeed a shortfall. Having established that, whatcould we do aboutit? It seems to methat the problem starts in the schools.In myview,thereshould be threepriority areas in the schools.
There needsto be the provision of hands-on computing experience for the vast majority cfschoolchildren. There needs to be a programmeof educating the educators, and there needto be curriculum changes.| want to deal simply with this prospect of hands-on experience,because oneofthe points that | believe is important in relation to the shortage of skilledprogramming and systems manpoweris that we have pitched our qualifications too high forthose whom werecruit as programmers. Oneof the early tasks that we undertook wasto tryto discover how we could break through all the mysteries of governmentin relation toinfluencing programmesin school curricula. | can assure you thatit was a verydifficult task,because we found government departments shuffling us around, oneto the other, whenitcameto trying to get someoneto influence this concept of having computerskills on theprogramme for schools.
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Oneof the first interviews we hadin orderto try to break through this problem waswith one
of the council members of school teachers who advised on careers. We called this member
of the council to meet the NEDO manpower committee, and we discussed with him the
importance of ensuring that schoolchildren had knowledge of computer hardware and
computer careers whenthey left school. His response wasto say that of course there were
all sorts of pressures on schools to influence children in certain directions. Indeed, only
within the past few weekshe had dealt with the Guild of Silversmiths who were concernedto
influence children into a career in that area, and he saw no new dimensionsin the discus-
sions that we were having with him.
lt seems to methatit is important, if we are to get the youngsters into computing, that we
have in schools computers that are not only available to those who are pursuing computer
science courses, but also available for the average school youngster to gain experience of
dealing with computer terminals and computer hardware.
| think that the success of the Threshold scheme run by the NCC,and of the TOPStraining
schemein training programmersindicates that perhaps we havepitched too high the educa-
tional qualifications. Perhaps we have beensetting aptitude tests too high. It seems to me
that we have to overcome the mystique of ADP. If we can do that, | believe that we can
attract into the programming area people who perhaps are currently without work.

| believe that computers in schools are an important objective, not just in relation to those
who are going on to higher education, but to those whoareleaving at 16 and taking CSEs. |
think that perhaps we should be saying to recruiters that when it comesto recruiting for ADP
they should lower their requirements of educational attainment in order to fill these
vacancies.
The second problem of education or training is the question of re-training and advanced
training. It seems to methatin this respect the currentinitiatives of governmentare heading
in the wrong direction. If we are to deal with the re-training that is necessary, andif we are to
ensure that we have the advanced expertise, thenit is important that we have the provision
of courses both from employers and. from the state sector. It seems to me that there are
many gapsin the role of the industrial training boards in that respect.

For instance, in computer training the Engineering Industries Training Board arrangement
provides for the levy exemption schemeto operate only in the engineering industry, whereas
in many casesthe training requirements for ADP specialists come not only from the manu-
facturing area but also from the users, from the software industry and from the computer
services companies. These organisations are notinvolved in the EITB arrangements. They
make whatever arrangements they canin-house, or make use of the public sector. What is
clearis that they are not within the scopeof the EITB and the recommendation that we have
made from NEDOto the governmentis that there is a need for a computer industry training
board to replace the role of the EITBin this respect.

That industry training board should be financed by government and by levy andby levy
exemptions from the companies concerned. In this way, everyone can make a contribution
to the necessarytraining that will be required to meet the needfor specialists, and also to
deal with the re-training programmethat we will have on hand.
In conclusion, | believe that training and re-training are key ingredients in the planning for
change. It is important that the state sector and the company sector meet together and
finance the necessary training in order to ensure that we have the necessaryskills to meet
the upsurge in the economythat weall hope will happen.

Finally, let me return to my starting point. The trade union movement☂s embracing of new
technologyis vitally important if we are to achieve the dynamism in the economythat is
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necessary in order to provide the employmentfor the people of this country. | do notbelievethat can be achieved simply by leavingit to the pressure of marketforces.It requires a unity
of purpose from government, from industry and from the unions. That can comeaboutonly
through planning and co-operation. | hope that is the way ahead that we shall find fromgovernmentand from industry.
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Tom Stewart is a senior consultant with Butler Cox & Partners, specialising in the human
aspects of information technology.

He holds two BSc degrees from the University of Glasgow; one in Mathematics and Natural
Philosophy, the other in Psychology. On graduation in 1970 he worked with the Human
Sciences and Advanced Technology Research Group at the University of Technology,
Loughborough where he becamea Research Fellow andlater a lecturer in Ergonomics. His
lecturing, at both undergraduate and post graduate levels, included ergonomics and
psychology.

He led a numberof research projects on office communications, information retrieval and
the ergonomics of VDUs. He also participated in studies on the impact of computerinfor-
mation systems on managers, professionals and clerks in various industries. Many of these
research and consultancy assignments involved extensive international collaboration with
researchers in Sweden, Germany, France and Denmark.

He joined Butler Cox & Partners at the beginning of 1979 and has carried out consultancy
assignments and seminars in Europe, North America and Australia. He is Honorary General
Treasurer of the Ergonomics Society and a member of Council. A well-known author and
public speaker, his publications include Visual Display Terminals (of which he was co-author)
♥ the recently produced book which nas become the worldwide standard handbook on
terminals and operator-health. In 1980 he was awarded the Leon Gaster medal by the
Chartered Institute of Building Services for his paper on ☁Problems caused by the continuous
use of VDUs☂.

| believe that every personnelissue that has been raised sofar is extremely important, but
my own personal view is that there is one further issue which will dominate the 1980s. That
issue is user friendliness.

The term ☁user friendly☂ is very widely used, frequently over-used, but it conjures up an
image of a system or a piece of equipment whichis easy to learn, easy to use, useful, and
probably pleasant, rewarding, or satisfying in some way to operate. A good exampleis the
videotex systems developed round the world. In Britain we have Prestel, and in France there
is Télétel. These videotex, or viewdata systems as they are sometimes called, are
specifically designed to be user friendly.

Certainly the hardware they useis familiar to us all ♥ the colour television and a calculator-
like keypad similar to those shown on the slide. They are easy to learn to use, and no
complex manuals or training are required. They are easy to use for simple information
retrieval. You select an item from a numbered menubypressing a simple, numbered key.
They are fairly pleasant to use. Some people even say that they are fun.
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But perhaps this user friendliness has been achieved at the expense of real usefulness.Those of you havehavetried to use Prestel will find that if you are trying to retrieve informa-tion which has not been organised
in quite the way that you would like
by the information provider, it be-
comes extremely difficult to
search the trees and locate the
pearls of wisdom that you are try-
ing to find. Nonetheless, | think
that it is fair to say that videotexsystems have set new standardsof user friendliness in the com-puter world, particularly if you con-sider that their ancestors are theon-line computer informationretrieval systems that appear torequire a degree in hieroglyphicsin order to operate them success-fully.
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But the term ☁user friendly☂, in addition to frequently being overused,is frequently abused. Insome circumstances, whatit really meansis that the productis unnecessarily complex, inthat it has lots of extra features and goodies which are unnecessary. The only thing thosefeatures add to the productis cost; they makeit too expensive.
A good example is the adjustablevisual display unit desks which areproliferating on the market today(and | show an example on theslide). These adjust to suit theoperator. One might even saythatthey over-adjust, because everyconceivable surface and facilityhas its own adjustment and movesin every conceivable direction.This kind of workplace, the manu-facturer believes, is perfection.
My view is that some of theseworkplaces are more suitable foradjusting than for performing realwork. That is a compliment, because someof them are not even good for adjusting. Quitefrankly, in this environment Over-adjustability is a gimmick, and ☁user friendly☂ is frequently agimmick.

 

The example that springs to mind is the cash registeror till that, instead of havinga little lightthat stays onto tell you thatit is working, Says ☜Hello☝ in its display. That fools nobody.Itisacashregister. It takes money.It is not really saying ☁☁Hello☂☂. All that the ☁☁Hello☝☂ is saying isthat the poweris switched on. That is a gimmick anditis veryirritating after a short period oftime.
It betrays a design philosophy whichis rather interesting. There has been no intention or noattemptto incorporate the userinto the design. What has happenedis that something hasbeen added onafterwards to makeit more palatable.Itis a meansoftricking ordinary peopleinto thinking that the machine is rather nicer than perhapsit is. So if you ask the question,☜What doesuserfriendly mean?☝ | am afraid that the answer frequently is ☁☁Not a lot☝. Eventhe Prestel examplethat | gave earlier is not consistentin its user friendliness.
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lf we look at the particular Prestel keypad shownonthe nextslide, we find that the key in the
middle on the right has its meaning pretty effectively obscured by the labels that surroundit.
Abovethe keyis the label HOLD; below the keyis
the label CANCEL; ontheleft it says VIEWDATA
and on the right it says DIAL. Which of those
labels refers to that key? It is not easy to decide,
because labels have been placed above the keys
at the top of the keypad, at the bottom of the keys
elsewhere, and at the side in other places. The
keypadis totally inconsistent in its use of label-
ling. Arguably, that key is the most important key
on the keypad, becauseit is the one that connects
you to the viewdata computer. So even in a sys-
tem where there has been considerable effort to
achieve user friendliness, we are not alwaysall
that successful.
Let me recap. Whenit is used properly the term
☁user friendly☂ meansthat the system is easy to
learn, easy to use, useful, and in some waysatis-
fying to use. Usedimproperly, or abused, theterm
is frequently a cover-up for the system being at = 晳
best complex, expensive and gimmicky; at worst, it does not mean very muchatall.

 

 
Regrettably | believe that our suppliers are rather better at putting ☁user friendly☂ into their
advertising copy and into their brochures than into their products. Clearly, the term ☁user
friendly☂ as | have used it so far means rather more than just friendly and pleasant.

| prefer to use the term ☁usability☂
for this concept, because it is
essentially a cost benefit judgment
that the individual makes. He is
prepared to take into account the
benefit that he gets from the equip-

Userfriendly systems
 

ment when he is evaluating the Usability = Benefits
cost of operating that system.It is Costs
not an absolute by any means. Benefits Costs
The kind of benefits involved often Accuracy (Money)
include being able to perform the Speed Effort
task at all. Many people routinely Satisfaction Risk
 use computer systems today to

perform tasks which were quite
impossible only a few years ago.
There is a tremendous benefit from that kind of system in the field of design, in the field of
planning, and evenin thefield of management.

Secondly, the benefit may come not so muchfrom being able to do something new but being
able to do it better. Thus one☂s capability may be extended by the system or the equipment
♥ extended perhapsin termsof greater accuracyorin terms of greater speed. Collectively,
these can be combinedinto greater productivity of the form that Paul Mali spoke about this
morning.
But | believe that there is another category of benefit which we often overlook. That benefit
is the satisfaction that one canachieve from using a tool to do a job better. Contrary to press
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opinion, | believe that the working manis often very pleased to take a pride in his work. Agreat source offrustration is when the tools do not do the job.Many people get greatsatisfaction from knowing that they can now do a better job with a computertool (orwhatever) than they could previously.
Sometimesthe satisfaction comes from learning a new skill, whetherthatskill is computingor the manipulative skills involved in operating a terminal. Sometimesthe satisfaction comesfrom greater understanding of our environment. It is a quirk of human nature that we spendour time trying to understand what is going on around us, and computers can often help ustodo that rather better even if we do not necessarily have the opportunity to use that under-standing to any great effect.
Someofthe interest in expert systems and decision support systems comes from peoplewho,although they know more about whatis going on, still cannot do any more aboutit, andcannot necessarily make any more effective decisions. But they get a satisfaction out of abetter understanding of their environment.
Finally, there is a form of satisfaction which we get from dealing with people ♥ the kind ofwarm feeling you get after a pleasant and successful interaction. We sometimes get thesamekindof satisfaction with machinesaswell. | have noticed severalof us fiddling with thesimultaneoustranslation devices. The handle is actually quite a pleasant shape, and | havenoticed several people fiddling with it, perhaps unnecessarily, because you get a certaindegree of satisfaction and pleasure from using a tool that is fairly well designed andperforms its function reasonably well. So these are the kinds of benefits that we might getfrom using a piece of equipment.
Whatsort of costs gointo the usability equation? | am talking about cost here primarily in thepersonal sense ♥ whatit costs the individualin termsof effort to use the equipment. So thefinancial side may not be relevant. | know only too well that the people whouse the equip-ment are frequently not the people who buyit, so the moneycost mightbetotally irrelevantto them.Clearly,it is very relevant to the people who provide the equipment. As managers,|am sure that we areall concerned with keeping downthe costs, particularly in the office,where they appearto be soaring out of control. But to the individual using the equipmentthemoney cost may notbe significant. Whatis significant is his personal costin terms of effort.
In terms of mental effort, we are talking about a rather complex judgmentthattheindividualmakes. When we judge how mucheffortit takes to do something, a whole lot of factors gointo that judgment, such as our own motivation, our experience,the previoussituation, andthe environment. | am sure that we areall familiar with actually taking a longer route indriving somewhere, simply because it is less mental effort because there are fewerjunctions or fewer decision points. That perception of mentaleffort is a highly personalthing.
In the usability equation there mayalso be physical effort, energy expended,orthe physicalstress of an unwelcomeor hostile physical environment. But the personal cost includesanother component.| call that component☁risk☂ ♥ the risk of failure, particularly makingerrors, and particularly when these errors are public. An amazing numberof systems makea bleep or a funny noise when you make anerror. In many circumstancesthat is quite goodfeedback. But whenyouare in a roomfull of colleagues and the machineis going, ☜Bleep,bleep, bleep!☝☂ it does rather inhibit you from exploring facilities that you are not absolutelycertain about. Thereis a tremendousincentive to stick to what you know andnotreally try toget the best out of the technology.
But therisk of failure may not bejust in termsoferror,it mayalso be in terms of breakdown,risk of damaging the system, and a quite genuine fear that you are going to blow up thecomputeror destroy the stock records. This again is quite a majorinhibition on many people.
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| heard of an example recently of a vdu operator whose terminal was not turned up brightly
enough, and whenthe personlooking atit said to her, ☁☁Why don☂t you turn upthe brightness
to make it more legible?☝ she said, ☁☁My husband doesn☂t let me touch the television at home
so | assumedthat it was the same here.☝ Theserisks can be veryreal.
There is also the very widely publicised risk of health damage. ☁☜☁Vdus make you go blind;
they destroy your back; they make yourfacerot.☝ These are all genuine claims ♥ | am not
making them up. There is a lot of very real concern and fear that new technology is
dangerousor,if it is not dangerous to your health, it is certainly dangerous to your comfort.
Very many people using computer equipment do indeed suffer undue aches and pains and
fatigue from badly-designed equipment and perceive that as a very realrisk.
Finally, there is a considerable amount of anxiety surrounding computerisation. The talks
that we have heard earlier, from the trade union point of view and others, have stressed how
many people see the future as extremely uncertain. Will new technology removetheir job?
Will it demandskills which they do not possess? Will they become redundantin the long term.
if they cannot keep up with the rate of change? These anxieties can be very real to the
people whohold them.
So | have said that usability is the term | prefer to use. Usability is a cost benefit judgment
that the individual makes, where he weighsup the benefits in terms of accuracy, speed and
satisfaction, against the personal costs, perhaps money, certainly effort and certainly risk.
Out of that equation he comesup with somefigure of usability which determines how suc-
cessfully he will use that piece of equipment and how he personally will respondto it.
If we are interested in usability, it is clear that we can do at least two things. We can aim to
improve the benefits ♥ the accuracy, speed, or satisfaction; or we can aim to reduce the
costs ♥ effort, risk or money. Thereis a third choice, which is that we can do both. In the
next part of my talk | should like to outline some of these approaches and give an example of
the kind of action that will result.
If we first consider increasing the benefits by increasing accuracyin the task, this is an area
wheretraditional ergonomics, or humanfactors asit tends to be called in the United States
and in British Telecom, has a very large role to play. There are many standard techniques
and procedures in ergonomics which can be applied to equipment to improveits accuracy.

For example, suppose we have a
keyboard on a computer terminal
and we need to provide a meansof
inputting numbers.In the particu-
lar case shown on the slide the
numbers are provided on the
uppershift of some keysjust to the
right of centre on that keyboard.
You cannot read them from where
you are, for two reasons. One is
that the slide is a little small com-
pared with a keyboard sitting on
your lap. The other reason is
another good, healthy, ergon-
omics problem ♥ the reflectionin
the top of the keys. But | am sure
that you will take my wordfor it
that, in the middle of that keyboard to the right, there are numeric keys on the upper shift of the
alphabetics. What happensin this situation is that people forget to change shift, and the num-
ber of shift errors and the consequenterror problem in the input can be quite considerable.
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Frequently,it is worth providing a totally separate numeric keypad, asin the next slide on thefar right of the keyboard.In this particular case the keypad is provided in addition to thenumeric keys along the top of the
letters, as in a typewriter. We can
greatly increase the accuracy of
keying performancein this way, by
providing facilities that suit human
skills better, rather than trying to
make the task moredifficult.

We can also improve the speed of
performance by conforming to
whatis called ☁population stereo-
types☂. These are expectations
that we all have that a control will
operate in a particular way. In the
United Kingdom we expecta light
switch to turn on the light whenit
goes down, and put off the light
whenit goes up. There areinternational differences in these expectations, but they are veryconsistent within a population and they are very strong. If in a computer system you goagainst that convention, either because you are using imported machinery or because youwere not awareofit, then the delay involved in transforming the expectation can be quitesignificant.

 
| can give you an example which you might not expect, whichis that if we are presenting amenu list of items to be chosen (for example, with Prestel as | mentioned earlier), mostpeoplewill expect thatlist to start at 1 ♥ notto start at zero.It is only computers that countfrom zero, people count from 1.

| can illustrate that on this slide,where not only havetheyfailed toputthefirst point as number1, but caste yethey have madeit worse. Thelines eeemphasise a vertical relationship eee tirebetween the numbers.In fact the : 4 :menu choicesarelaid out horizon- oe ode eytally. This kind of menu makesit 2 俉10000-£12000 (Testvery difficult for someone success-fully to select the items quickly. ay eee
aneedfasadIf you doit differently ♥ this next ae Sedge Ses : :: : : = hireslide comes from Prestel again ♥ Lmareeraandnumbertheitems sequentially,then it makes a lot more sense.Item number1 is the first choice.Your fifth choice is item number5. It conforms to what weexpect. Indeed, | would point outthat on this layout, zero comesafter 9. If you are using the telephone-type numeric keypadwhich has1, 2, 3 at the top, then zero doesindeedfollow 9 at the bottom of the keypad. Soagain, by having a consistency between the keypad and the display, one can speed up theinteraction quite considerably; and one can also reduce the numberof errors.

 
Those are the kinds of things that we can do to improve performance.| will not go on,becausethere are endless ergonomicsconsiderations that one can apply to equipment, andthere are endless sources of such information. But one thing that we sometimesoverlookis
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the possibility of increasing the satisfaction of the individual in operating the equipment, andthe possibility of increasing the benefit from making the interaction more pleasant andrewarding. There are several
things that we can do here.
| mentioned skill developmentearl-
ier, and we can encouragethat. It
is surprising how many organ-
isations discourage people from
learning more than their job
requires. There is a kind of military
☁need to know☂attitude that gets
carried through. What happensis
that some people who do wantto
learn more find themselves learn-
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ing despite the organisation. They mtd)
learn ways of beating the system.
They apply their not inconsider-
able talént to finding a way round
the security system, and to improving their job at the expenseof validity or of somebody
else☂s job. | believe that we can do a lot to encourage people to develop those skills
themselves.

 
| am not saying that every clerical operator wants to become a programmer.| think you
might find that some of them do, and could doit very well. But an amazing numberof people
do wantto learn skills, and they get a lot of satisfaction from those improvedskills. We can
encouragethis rather than fighting it, by providing the kind of information and back-up that
you needto carry the skill through.
We can do the kind of work design improvements that were mentioned by Michael
Redhouse. Enid Mumford, in Manchester, has published a considerable amount of work on
improving the quality of jobs by designing them specifically, and by creating groups of
people who work together. In this way, you can improve job satisfaction and, as a result,
people are much moretolerant about imperfections in the equipment.
Wecan do something which you might find hard to believe ♥ we can increasethe ☁friendli-
ness☂ of the computer system. This is an interesting point. | find it hard to imagine a friendly
computerin the true sense of the word. | realised that | was not very certain what we meant
by ☁friendly☂ so | turned to the psychologicalliterature and identified seven qualities which
we expect from a friend.
We expecta friend to be patient, tolerant, warm, polite, understanding, helpful and sincere.
Can | really be talking about a computer system? These are not the terms that spring to my
mind when| interact with computers.| shouldlike to say yes, | am thinking about a computer
system. | think | must be slightly more honest and say that what| really meanis that | do not
think we need to make computers morefriendly ♥ we need to make them less unfriendly,
less rude, less arrogant, and less boring. By going back overthese attributes of a friend and
giving you an example of computer behaviour under each of these headings, we might see
some ways in which we could improve our computers by making them less unfriendly.
Let me start with patience. If you interact with the General Electric timesharing system,
marketed in this country by GEISCO, and youfind that you have not operated your keyboard
for a fairly short period of time ♥ like half a minute, or a minute and a half ♥ the computer
gives you a message. That messageis: ☁You've beenidle too long!☝ Idle? If you arelike me,
the last thing you have beenis idle. You have been sweating blood trying to understand why
the system has not worked yet again. You have beentrying to work out what on earth that
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message means. How can| possibly retrieve the data from this corrupted file? Idle is far
from your mind. A computerthattells you that you have beenidle is impatient in the extreme.

Computers are not even tolerant either. | am sure that we haveall experienced systems
where,if you enter the date and you type it in in some particular format, say 300681, it
throwsit back andit is not acceptable. You say, ☁☁Perhaps it☂s American,☝ and you typein
063081, and it throws that back. So you think that you have probably forgotten the
separators, and you type in 06/30/81, and it throws that back. So you go backto the British
version and put in the separators and type in 30/06/81, and it accepts it, and you are
delighted. Except, of course, that it has been perfectly obvious to any humanright from the
beginning what you weretrying to communicate.It is only the intolerance of the computer
system that makesit a problem.

Yet the software overhead from building flexibility into the date format need not be that
great, because a simple routine can coverit. That routine can be used again and again in
different systems. The numberof errors, delays and frustrations that could be relieved in
that way can be remarkably significant. ;
Can a computer be warm? | know that they generate heat, but are they really warm? What
are the typical languages that a computer uses to speak to a user? | am notreferring here toCobol, Fortran, or APL, | am talking about the messages that appear on the screen ♥ thingslike ☁☁Fatal error☂. Does that mean you havejustkilled somebody? Or ☁☁Terminated☂☝☂. Doesthat mean you have murdered them?Or, ☜☁Illegal entry☂☂. Is that a criminal offence? Is it anywonderthat usersareintimidated by computersthat talk to them in that way? It might not bevery important to you because you are too experienced and too knowledgeable to befooled,but to the ordinary person coming up against a computerfor thefirst time, it scares the hellout of them.

Not only that, but computers are not evenpolite. If you are a human and somebody sayssomething that you do not understand, it is polite to say, ☜I☂m sorry, | didn☂t understand you.Could you repeat it?☂☝☂ If you are a computer you say, ☁Error☂. The implication is that thehuman is wrong and the computeris right. If you read between thelines, what | think thecomputer is saying is: ☜You're a snivelling little worm. Get it right!☝ Again, that attitudepermeates a lot of computer systems andterrifies people from exploring them, from learn-ing, from exposing their ignorance in ways which really would be quite helpful.
What about understanding? The first meaning of understandingis that the computer shouldspeak in a way that makes senseto you. | do notthink that | need to give you many examplesof that. We have recently bought a small Apple computer to do someanalysis, and generallyit is quite a user-friendly machine. But when you loadthefirst floppy disc andit is waitinguntil that has been digested before it speaks back to you, it displays on the screen ☜Loadinginteger into language card☂☂. | presume that means something. It means nothing whatsoeverto me. What it means to meisthatit is a couple of seconds before you can do anything onthe keyboard, and it might as well say, ☜I've gone for a cup of tea☂. | might understanditbetter if it did.

The other aspectof understanding that we demand from friendis that he takes your pointof view and seesit your way. | should like you to imagine a user with a remote computerterminal. In fact what you have probably imagined is somebodysitting at a desk with aterminal on the desk. The terminal is not remote to them, it is remote to the central computer♥ it could not be closerto the user. The whole language of computing is computer-oriented.Computer output is what the person takes in; computer input is what the person hasto putout. It may notbe a verysignificant difference in manycases, butit reflects a philosophythatit is the computerthatis at the centre of the world, and people haveto seeit that way.Thatisnot understanding in the way | believe it should be.
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What about helpfulness? | have mentioned obscure computer mesagesbefore. If you haveever sat at a terminal | am sure that you have had somethinglike ☁☁ # 94*☝ thrown backatyou. Whatit really means is that you have overloaded a buffer or you have forgotten to
specify a file name correctly. | say that is whatit really means, but in fact that is not true.
Whatit really meansis that you have probably forgotten to put a comma on a commandline,
but the computer hasinterpreted your error in that way and, as a result, the helpfulnessof
the messageis minimal. It may even be downright distracting to the user and set him off in
the wrong direction, trying to solve what appears to be a very complex problem whenit is
actually no more than a missed separator.
The final characteristic of a friend is sincerity. The thought of a sincere computer is a
strange concept. | have already mentioned ☁☁Hello☝☂ and the till which smacksofinsincerity.|
think that there is lots of insincerity in computing.
This example ontheslide is actu-
ally fictional, but it is quite plau-
sible. It is a computerthatis trying
to be friendly and says, ☁Hello, |
am a friendly computer. What is
your name?☂ Being a wise user
you do not know whetherit wants
your user name becauseit is a
security check,orif it is being niceto you and wants to knowthat you Peeeeec
are called Tom. So you say,
☜Which of my names do you
mean?☝ The clever computer
comes back and says, ☁☁May| call
you Which?☂ If you typed in a
string of abuseatit, it would have
said ☁☁May | call you ****?☝ It is very insincere. These things smackof the gimmicksthat|
mentioned earlier. | do not think that they fool people. If anything, they becomeextremely
irritating because they are insincere.

 

These are all ways that we can make computers morefriendly. There is another way that we
can add to the benefits, not strictly in performance terms, although there are times when
that would bejustified, and that is that we can make the system moreinteresting. We can
use colour and graphics far more than we do. We know from psychology experiments and
from brain research that the use of colour and graphics or pictures is a tremendousaid to
memory and perception. When you see a memory manontelevision memorisinglist after
list, the system that he uses typically involves making very rich associations in his mind with
absurd ideas, bright colours and crazy notions of people with things on their heads. Most of
the systemsinvolve tricks of that kind. By creating these very vivid images our brain remem-
bers far better than if it was simply a piece of textual information.

| am not suggesting that wefill our computer systemswith pictures of Presby (shown on the
next slide). For those of you who do not know,Presby is Buzby☂s brother; and for those of you
who do not know Buzby, he is the corporate symbolof British Telecom. Heisa little bird that
keeps telephoning people, encouraging you to spend more money on your telephonebill.
Presby does the samething, only he encourages you to spend moneyon Prestel. | am not
certain that this kind of fun is really appropriate in the sort of systems that wearetalking
about.
What| do think is appropriate is the use of thingslike the little symbol up at the top right of
this Prestel page. It is a very effective but simple symbol telling you that you are in the
Telewhichpart of the databaselooking at the car guide. In commercial termsthat sortof label
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tag sticks. People rememberit. They remember where they gotthe information from. Thenext time they are looking for car information they will rememberthat there wasa little carup in the corner and they will be
able to go to that information pro-
vider. The use of simple graphics
and simple pictures and bright
colours can greatly increase both
the readability of such screens
and their memorability, and also
make them much moreinteresting
to the individual. That kind of
intrinsic reward built into the
system is actually much more
effective than external rewards.
lf | may refer back to Michael
Redhouse☂s commentsearlier, the
intangible compensationin a job is
often far more significant to theindividual in the long run than the
tangible external bribery in whichwe needto indulge. In fact there et ☁i ethave been some

_

experiments |which have proved what | am sure CL =) = =Fwe have all suspected ♥ thatifyou bribe someone to do some-
thing, it is not fun any more,it iswork. Experiments have been car-ried out with children with markerpens ♥ the felt pens that are goodfun to play with. Someof the child- eeren were bribed to play with the Crees tspens, and were then given the Key number for make of car vantedchanceto play with anything they : =wanted. They did not play with thepens again, because that waswork. The children that were not bribed, continued to play with the pens becauseit wasgreatfun.
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lam sure that as parents werealise that the opposite is true.If you tell children that some-thing must not be done, it makes it even more fun. Nothing is more fun than the things thatare forbidden. | am not suggesting that wetell people that they must not touch the computerterminal, or that we take moneyoff them,and thatwill make them very much happierin theirwork. | do not think | am suggesting that, although if you walk downthe road to the pier youwill find a number of people queueing up to put moneyinto visual display units. | refer, ofcourse, to games such as SpaceInvaders. People are putting moneyinto visual display unitsin order to play with these games.| am sure there are lessonsto be learnt from the waythatthese systems operate that we could apply in making clerical jobs a lot more interesting.
| have talked about increasing the benefits in terms of performanceandsatisfaction. | thinkthat there are many ways that we can achieve these benefits in practice. What aboutreducing the cost? As | said before, making the system cheaperis not necessarily of anyconcern whatsoeverto the individual whosits in frontofit. It can be, though, becauseit maymean that the company canafford to buy more of them. This may mean that the companycan provide each personwith his ownindividualpiece of equipmentwhich canthenbeper-sonalised. It can be taken home, and the person can become more experiencedwithit.
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Cheaper equipment can mean that the companycan afford to purchase more equipment ♥so making it cheaper in that sense can help.
But, | hear you ask, does not making equipmentusable increasethe cost? Is not usability just
a way of making it more expensive? | do not believe that is true for one moment.
Onthis slide | have shown what|
believe to be the relationship U friendl
between usability and price. This SEMUISU CISYStems
relationship does indeed say that
in order to improve usability you
sometimes have to spend money.
Features that improve the usability,
such as quality or performance, Usability
may cost you money and may put
up the price. But | believe there isa
limit, and beyond that point the
more features you add, the more
they contribute to the price, and
the more they detract from the
usability. | believe that there is an
optimum level of price where the
usability is at its maximum. Going beyond that price does not increase the usability ♥ it
decreasesit. So, equipment price may be a significant factor, but in terms of the personal
effort required to operate the equipment, | think that there is considerable scope for stan-
dard ergonomicstechniquesto be used, and these techniques do not impactsignificantly on
the equipmentprice.

Typical relationship between usability and price

Price
 

For example, the mental effort involved in reading an unreadable display can be quite con-
siderable.
Now, from where you are sitting
the screen image shown on the
next slide is totally unintelligible.
This is a very realistic, genuine
photographic of a visual display
unit, used by a girl in an organisa-
tion for seven hours a day. The
lighting conditions you saw it
under before | asked forthe lights
to be dimmedarefairly realistic. It
is an extremelydifficult visual task.
The mental effort involved in trying
to fight your way through the grime
and scratches andblurring is quite
considerable. It is little wonder that that girl was having severe problemsin reading the
display. It is quite unnecessary, of course, because this particular device is worn out. The
cathode ray tube is worn out. The raster is illuminating in between the characters, whichit
should not do. | believe that the technical expression for this condition is ☁knackered☂. It is
quite unnecessary.

 
The nextslide shows a display imageat the opposite end of the spectrum,and devicesofthis
sort are widely available. It is really quite easy to create displays with legible characters,
with good contrast, with character imagesthat are sharp,clear, bright, and stable. We can
greatly reduce the mental effort involved in reading a display by using a properly designed
terminal.
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We can reducethe physical effort of using a terminal by controlling the physical stress from
things like excess heat. There are vents at the back of the terminal to allow the heat to
escape. All the computer equip-
ment that is put into the office
generates heat. Frequently our
offices are already little bit over-
heated and stuffy, and the heat
generated by computer equipment
just makes it worse. The heat
causes physical stress to the indi-
vidual who maybe seatedat a par-
ticular terminalfor a long period of
time, so he is much moresensitive
to environmental problems than he
would be if he was walking around.
He is also much moresensitive to
things like draughts because he
cannot moveto the same extent as
he could in the past.

 
Wherethereis heatthereis also frequently noise from cooling fans and printers, and from thehum of a transformer. That kind of noise does not necessarily cause a health problem ♥ | amnot suggesting that computer equipment causes deafness in the office. What | am talkingabout, though, is noise that interferes with concentration and interferes with communication.It seems to me rather strange that we talk about automating the office by putting in equipmentthat will substitute machineeffort for humaneffort, thereby allowing people the time to con-centrate and focus on their keyactivities. Yet we are creating a physical environment wherethe last thing the office is suitable for is work that requires concentration.
If you do not believe me, go and stand nextto a photocopier the next time you want to have aconversation or have a good think, and you will soon realise that those noise levels can bequite distracting.
The final aspectof the environmentthat can be far from ideal concerns lighting. The require-mentis to maintain a low enoughlevelofillumination to read a display of the kind shown onthe slide, butstill have it high enoughto be able to read the paperwork.It is possible to solvethese problemsquite easily with sensible design of the workplace and the environment.  This particular example comes #
from the National Giro Centre in
Bootle, where they have put some
effort into creating special work-
places for their people. This is not
a normal clerical operation,
because these workplacesinclude
an imprinter and a character
reader as well. It is rather more
complex than it appears from what
you can see on the slide. Nonethe-
less, by putting someeffort into the
environment and the workplace
they were able to achieve very
muchhigherlevels of productivity
and acceptance of the computerised system than they would have otherwise.
The other way we can reduce the cost of systems is to reduce the perceived risk. |mentionedearlier the risk of failure. So many systems, if you make a mistake, drop youinto
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the operating system and scare thehell out of you. A pagefull of unintelligible commandscomes back to the sales manager whoselected the wrong menuitem on a sales report. Thatsort of thing should not be allowed to happen. We should havefailsafe systems where, nomatter what you do wrong, you can recoverfrom it in some way. | think that recoverability isa key issue in creating a confident user in that kind of interaction.
Wecan minimise the effect of errors by checking for them as early as possible in the inter-
action,picking them up before it is too late. We can reducetherisk of health damage by
taking it seriously, even though | know that the risk has been grossly overplayed.
This slide indicates the magnitude
of the problem in some people☂s
eyes. If you took the computer
press seriously you really would
think that this was going to happen
to you:if you sit in front of a
terminal. When the health effects
of vdus are overplayed as much as
that, it is very tempting to dismiss
it. But that is very dangerous.
Managements who dismiss con-
cern of this kind do soat their peril.
Amanagementthat is seen to care
and seen to take its responsibility
seriously can avoid a lot of these
problems before they emerge in
the public view. Once these problems have arisen they are verydifficult to put down.

 

 

We can do things like providing eye tests for vdu operatorsif they are concerned aboutthe
damageto their eyes. We can certainly minimise excessive fatigue by designing jobs where
using the terminalis part of the job, not a sole job on its own. Where someoneis trapped at a
terminalall day, the ergonomics problems| have beentalking about becomecritical. Where
the computer is simply a tool in a real job, the individual has far moreflexibility.

Finally, we can reduce the anxiety that | mentioned earlier, the fear of the unknown, by
having clear policies on redundancy and re-manning. | knowthatit is verydifficult to achieve
a clearpolicy in these areas because we do not know whatthe future holdseither. However,
| have certainly found in a numberof organisations that the fear of the unknownwas,at the
end of the day, more damaging than the reality. The reality was actually much more
reassuring to people, even though there were some people whose jobs had to go.

Referring to the conversation earlier with Campbell Christie, the people who stand to lose
their jobs can never see that as reasonable.It is neverright that it is your job that goes. | do
not think that we can expect them to seeit that way. What wehaveto dois to reassure the
others that they have a future, and to deal with the people who are made redundantin a
humane way. But bringing the problemsoutinto the open solvesa lot of problems.
Which of these variousthings that | have mentionedis worthwhile? Whatis the pay-off? How
do we establish the pay-off in making these different improvements? The first complication
in answering that questionis that it depends on the type of user weare talking about.All the
following can be considered to be users of a typical computer system: the consumers who
buy it; the operators who provide a service for other people; the end users themselves;
perhaps the customersof the organisation ♥ the people whoreceive the gasbills or the
travel bookings. The people who workforthe suppliers in designing, building, installing, and
maintaining the equipment, all have usability requirements. Frequently the requirements of
all of these various users conflict with each other. For example, the maintenance engineer
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who wants ready accessto the back of the terminal might find that that requirement con-
flicts with the interests of the end user or the operator who wants to have a proper work-
place. The only waythat we can establish the trade-off betweenthese different types of user
and establish what compromises should be madeis to look at each situation on its merits.
There are no generalrules that can be applied with certainty. What we haveto dois to estab-
lish practical tests and practical criteria, which are realistically controlled in order to quan-
tify the relative benefits of the different approaches.Thereis no point in my saying that chang-
ing a keyboard layout will save someone 10 per centof their time, if that 10 per cent just
meansthat they haveto wait longerfor the computer to respond.Thatis not a realistic benefit.
You must quantify exactly how that benefit could be used, whetherit is a real one or not.
Apart from the obvious merits of improving usability, why should usability be of concern atthe present time? Whydo| believe thatit will becomea critical issue in the 1980s? | believethat there are a numberof reasons whyit is becoming more, rather than less important.
The first reason is that some suppliers have begunto take notice of usability requirements.Wang, IBM, and Wordplex have all recently produced terminals with detachable keyboardswhich are thin, and screens thattilt and swivel. Despite saying in the past that these thingswere not necessary, they are now beginning to give way to user pressure and put them intotheir products. When some suppliers do this, the others haveto follow. So there are verystrong marketing pressures on supplier organisations to take these things seriously now.
Secondly, there are regulatory reasons. We heard earlier from Staffan Persson that inSwedenthere are lawsthat compelorganisations to consult people and take accountof userneeds. Certainly in Sweden, in Germany, and evenin the United States, thereis legislation,either on the books or proposed, which is aimed at improving usability, particularly withregard to terminals. In other countries there are health and safety guidelines which havevery strong national backing. In Holland, the Social Affairs Department has produced somevery strong guidelines on vdu terminals. Even in Britain, our Health and Safety Executiveproduced report on visual display units. They promised to back it up with someguidelinesbut these havestill to materialise. We have been waiting for them for a couple of years now,but | believe that they are expected any day. | have been saying for the last 18 monthsthatwe need these guidelines ♥ one of these days wewill get them. Nonetheless,there is a lotof regulatory pressure (actual and potential) on people to take account of these issues.These regulations will become stronger throughout the 1980s.
There are also industrial relations reasons why usability is important. Some of these aredirect reasons, such as the genuine concern amongtrade union officials about health andsafety. In many countries, trade unionists have been very active in promoting health andsafety. But there are also indirect reasons concernedwith industrial relations. Bad usabilityand bad ergonomics can be very effective weaponsin the fight against job losses.A lot ofproposals for computerised systems have a weak link whenit comes to the ergonomicsofthe equipment, and manytrade unionists have not been slowto find that loophole and toexpose weaknessesin computerisation plans.
The last reason whyusability is of growing importanceis becauseof the users themselves.More and more users have discretion, and can choose whetheror not to use a computersystem. If they do notlike the system, they choosenotto useit. These users are not theCaptive audiencethat the early users of computer systems were.
The number of users of computer equipment is also growing considerably. The recentEurodata study predicted that there will be something like a five-fold increase in the numberof terminals in Europe by 1987. That is a lot of terminals, andit is probably a conservativeestimate because Eurodata were conservativein the past. Indeed, in Foundation Report No.23 we pointed out that some organisations are currently planning on a levelof one terminal
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to every three employeesin the next few years. The numberof people who will be affectedby these usability issues is increasing enormously, so the problemitself is becoming muchmore important.
What do we do about these pressures ♥ the marketing, regulatory, industrial relations, anduser pressures? | do not believe that it matters whether weare users,designers, suppliers ofequipment, or managers.| believe that weall experience these pressures and what we need
to do is to mount a comprehensive attack on usability at several levels in our organisations
at the sametime.
First, we need to ensure that we have hardware standards for the purchase and acquisition
of equipment. There really is no reason why we need to buy bad equipment, so evaluating it
in usability terms should be a normal, routine part of the purchase procedure. We need to
maintain standards both in the field of software and the design of dialogues, because
increasingly the dialogue virtually defines the user☂s task. So we need to apply verytightly
controlled standards to the kinds of jobs that we allow system designers to create. These
standards are necessary becausein the past system designers were frequently not aware
that they were creating jobs at all ♥ they thought they werewriting programs.
That is why | believe that we also need to involve users morein the design process. The kind
of experience that we have heard from Swedenthis morning is very relevantin this area. The
benefits of involving users are not just technical, since users do represent the source of
business knowledge. They may not be able to express themselves in the way we wouldlike,
but it is the job of the analyst to tease out the knowledge from them. Users have a valid con-
tribution to make to job design, which is certainly as valid as the system designer☂s contri-
bution. You get a bonusby involving usersin this way, in that their own job satisfaction is
greatly enhanced.
The next level of action involves training. Training is not just something you do onceat the
beginning of an exercise and then forget about it, because people learn at different rates
and people forgetat different rates. | believe that training for computer systemsis a contin-
uous function that merges into continuing support as the systems develop and evolve. That
training should not just be gearedto users.A lot of the issues that | have mentioned today,
some of which are very real problems in many organisations, could be solved if system
designers were more aware of the issues. To make the designers more aware of the issues
is not a tremendous education problem. It simply requires an awareness that when you are
designing something you should consider the needs of the person who is supposedto useit.
All too often when welook at products and services, it is difficult to believe that the person
who designed them had any idea how they would be usedin practice.
The next level of action involves implementation. A gradual, evolutionary approach is
extremely important. Far too many systems are implemented suddenly, quickly, abruptly and
rudely, and the negative reaction that is generated takes a long time to overcome. People
are very good at holding grudges. Usability is a perception, and that kind of negative attitude
can destroy the usability of a system which, viewed objectively, meets your criteria. It is
rejected simply becauseit is seen as anintrusion, and this meansthat peoplewill not findit
usable.
The implementation of a system needs to be gradual and needsto take the users with it, and
that in itself requires the last level of action, which is an environment that is conducive to
change and conducive to confidence. One needsto have confidence in both the users and
the systems. One needsto have confidencethat the system will be useful and usable. One
needsto have confidencethat the userswill feel that this is a new system that they welcome
and wantto use, and that they will cometo it with a positive attitude. We do not want users
thinking, ☁☜☁Not anotherintrusion, not anotherthing that☂s going to stop me doing myjob.☝ If
that is their attitude, they will find ways of picking holes in the system, so you needto create
this positive environment.
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The other aspect of that environment is confidencein the staff. | get very worried when|
hear people say, ☁☁We☂ve made our systemsidiot-proof☂☂, because, quite frankly, if you are
employing idiots you are employing morethan one.If you employ idiots you are in the wrong
business. The trouble is that if you actually try to make thingsidiot-proof, people who are not
idiots can still get round them. They see solutions that you had never imagined. Theattitude
of treating the usersasidiots creates a barrier to the acceptance of systems. What | should
like to see is an environment where users can be confident that what comes out of the
systems departmentis well worth having, and that environment meansthat the userswill be
prepared to invest some effort in using the systems.

Also, | should like to see an environment where the systems people say, ☁☁These users know
what they☂re doing. How can wehelp them doit better?☂☂ rather than ☁☁How can weprotect
our nice systems against these idiots?☂☂ because that attitude permeates right through the
philosophy of the whole organisation.

So, what | am suggesting is a multi-level approach for achieving user friendly systemsthat
involves standards for hardware and software, design procedures, training of users and
design staff, implementation that is gradual and evolutionary, and the creation of an environ-
mentthat is confident both about its systems and aboutits staff.

| should like to finish by summarising and showing somefinal slides toillustrate a few out-
standing problems. To summarise, | believe that usability is extremely important, andit is
much more than just creating ☁friendly☂ systems. It is an individual judgment of cost and
benefit. We can improveit by increasing the benefits or by decreasing the costs. It is a ratio,in Paul Mali☂s terms.
The benefits can be improved in termseitherof the performancethat one can get outof thesystem or the individual☂s satisfaction in that performanceorin using that equipment.
The costs that we want to reduce are in termsof effort (both mental and physical) and therisk of failure, health damage and other problems. Usability will be even more importantinthe future than in the past, because of current market trends and becauseof regulations andindustrial relations, and particularly because the users now have morediscretion and morechoice. It will also be more important because therewill be far more users thanin the past.
| think that this affects us all, no matter what our role. We needto tackle usability at severallevels in our organisations, from the standards for hardware and software development,tothe way wedesign our systems, including training the users and the designstaff, to the waywe implementour systems,and finally to the kind of environmentthat we create in which wedevelop systems.This all sounds very muchlike the ☁motherhood☂ that Paul Mali was talkingabout ♥ just commonsense. To someextent| wish that wastrue, butit is certainly not. It ismore than just sense becausea lot of the issues, when youlook into them, are not the wayyou expected them to be. They are not just sense. Andit is certainly not common. | nevercease to be amazedat the numberof times | go somewhere and see something whichis sobad that | cannotbelieve thatit was unintentional. It really seems asif someone has gone
out of their way carefully to analyse user requirements, and then do the opposite.
| know thatyou do not believe me, so | shouldlike toillustrate myfinal point with threeslides.
If you weretrying to put someoneoff reading a screen,i think that what you would dois put amirror in front of it. That is exactly what the black plastic shown on the next slideis.It givesyou an excellent reflection of the window,of people walking past andof your ownshirt front.The humanvisual system evolved at a time when wewere expecting nasty thingsto fall outof the trees, so any movementin the cornersof our field ofvision attracts our attention. It isa basic response that we cannot stop. So whenyouaresitting at a terminal and somebody
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walkspast, you thinkit is a Neanderthal man about to jump onyou. It is very distracting. It iseven worse in this case, because thatplastic filter has the cooling air for the terminaldrawn behind it over the surface of
the CRT, so the dust is deposited
on the inside ofthefilter. Those of
you close enoughto see it can see
the blurred characters disappear-
ing completely by the time you get
to the top of the screen.
What about creating a workplace
that you do not want people to
work at? Could you do better than
what is shown in the next slide?
Thereis only one thing you can do
efficiently in that workplace, and
that is catch your tights on the
handles of the drawers ♥ atleast
so | am told ♥ it is not a problem |
have experienced myself. But if
you weretrying to stop someone
working efficiently | think you
would find it hard to create a worse
environment.
| can see you do not believe me, so
| should like you to demonstratefor
yourselves that there really is a
conspiracy to identify human
requirements and then do the
exact opposite. | should like you to
imagine that you are designing one
of the vdu desks that | mentioned
earlier. You want to put a platform
at the back of the desk on which to
put the display, and you wantto
makethe platform tilt. | should like
you to analyse ergonomically the
best place to put the handle to

| control thattilt.
| Having donethat in two seconds, |

should like you to put on another
hat and determine the worst pos-
sible place to put the control

| handle ♥ the most inconvenient,
inaccessible, awkward place that
you could possibly imagine to put
that handle. If | asked you, | am
sure some of you would say☁☁at the
back☂. If | said that | was sure you
could do worse than that you
would say ☁☁at the back and under-
neath☂☂. That is precisely what has
been done, as my final slide
shows.
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| think | should like to end by paraphrasing Winston Churchill in my commenton theselast
three slides. This is nonsense up with which we need notput. Usability is not an attractive
extra. It is not a magic ingredient that we sprinkle on to products to make them useful. It is a
fundamental design consideration. It is either considered from the beginning of the design or
it is not consideredatall. As the discretion and the numbersof users increase, it will become
more and moresignificant. It will not go away.
It certainly affects productivity. It certainly affects morale. But | believe that increasinglyit
affects the quality oflife itself, not just for the select few who are strapped to a computer
terminal for most of their working life, but for all of us.
We already know a considerable amount about usability. | believe that our greatest
challenge for the 1980sis putting all that knowledge into practice.
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CONFERENCE
CONCLUSION

David Butler,
Butler Cox & Partners Limited

Looking at this conference as a whole, we have heard manytimes phrases which we have
heard on other occasions, such as ☁☁the new Industrial Revolution☂. We have heard
reference to the fact that there are now frequenttelevision programmes about microelec-
tronics and its impact. We have talked about national strategies, about fast-growing indus-
tries, about ☁knowledge is power☂☂, about the information society, and so forth. It is perhaps
beginning, but only beginning, to dawn on us nowthe scale of the opportunity and the scale
of the problem that the maturity of information processing and information technologyreally
represents.
| do believe that for everyonein this room it is quite something to look forward to and to think
that we will be able to say in 10, 20, perhaps 40 years☂ time, that we were in on the very
beginningsofit.
Just to show how much has changed, and howlittle has changed in a way, somefriends of
mine recently rang me up andsaid, ☜☁We☂rethinking of organising a 25th birthday party for a
computer.☝ | said, ☁☁That sounds a goodidea, |☂d like to attend that.☝ The computer was
installed 25 years ago by a funnylittle cake-making company in Britain, called Lyons. The
thing that | find most amazing, 25 yearslater, is that the name of that computer was☁the
electronic office☂. How much has changed in 25 years, and yet in some ways howlittle. |
shall let you know what the celebration turns out to belike.
The question most clearly posed at this conference ♥ and in many waysleast easy to
answer ♥ is what on earth we are actually going to do with information technology now that
it has begun to mature, and nowthat we begin to get somefeel for the scopeof the problem
and the opportunity. Are we going to belike a skiing party who accidentally trigger off an
avalanche and stand and gape, watching as the mountain disappearsinto the valley, saying,
☜We neverreally thought it would belike that.☂☂? Or are we goingto be like Moses glimpsing
the promised land, but merely waving to succeeding generations, pointing in the direction
but never seeing it ourselves? Or are we perhaps ♥ the most daunting ofall destinies ♥ to
becomeclub bores, sitting around with a drink in our hand, reminiscing about the good old
days whenit wasall in its infancy.
Let me be candid. When| talk to young programmers about the days when weusedto code
everything, prepare our own punch cards, compile the program andrun it, and how splendid
it all was, | already find that their eyes begin to glaze over. Clearly | am destined for the club
chair.
My personalview is that the one thing we cannot do is simply stand back and say, ☁☁Well, it☂s
all started now. The rocks are rolling down the mountainside. There☂s nothing we can do but
stand and gape.☂☂ In the perspective of history ♥ and | say this in all seriousness ♥ we may
have as great a responsibility for the nature of the world in which our children and our
children☂s children live as did the nuclear physicists who developed atomic weapons. We
must understand ♥ we simply must understand ♥ the monster that we have created.
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| believe that there is a positive aspect to this, and that is that managementservices has a
leadership role which, if correctly exercised, can be the guiding force within our companies.
But if we neglect that opportunity andfail to match up to the scale of the opportunity, then
we maybe at best irrelevant, at worst reactionary, and possibly even dangerous.
Weneed notonlyto lookat information technologyitself, but also to attempt, howeverdiffi-
cult ♥ and Monsieur Danzin madethis difficulty very clear in his presentation ♥ to synthe-
sise the force that we have liberated with many other forces. These forces include a new
world economic order since 1973, and a new world political order which we can see emerg-
ing around us. My own impression, talking to my children and their friends, is that young
people today are deeply sceptical of the world political order that we have created. They are
deeply sceptical of market forces which leave so many millions of them unemployed and
educatedfor workthat is doneorwill soon be done by machines. But they are equally scepti-
cal and suspicious of the top-down centralist ♥ the state capitalist orthodoxy that has mas-
queraded as socialism in Europe throughouttheir lifetime.
There are new world markets that we must come to understand. Convergenceof technolo-
gies is becoming reality in those market places. There are home systems, such as videotex
which Tom Stewart mentioned. There is the increasing overlap between entertainment
systems and information systems. When we had Professor Negroponte from MIT with us in
Torquay and he showed the enormous powerof the videodisc as a learning system, he also
wasusing precisely the same technologyas is now erupting into the entertainment industry.
| believe that there are four basic lessons that we can take away from this conference andfrom the other discussions that we have had of these important, almostfrightening, matters.First, | think that we are in the middle of a period oftransition where information technologyis changing in its fundamental nature. Up to now | believe thatit has been basically tech-nology driven and that what we have beenableto do has beena function of the technologythat was available. How we choseto use that technology has been, to a great extent, asecondary consideration. We have gobbled up greedily the fragments of technologythat the
manufacturers have thrown to us, and thought ourselves lucky.
| believe that we are in the middle of a transition to a point at which the technologywill befundamentally people driven. There are many pointersin this direction. | would not have betany moneyatall on the phenomenal progress that has been madeinthelast five years in thefield of international communications☂ standards. The communications☂ users of the worldreally are saying now,☁We nolonger wishto be technology driven. We want to say what wewant to do and we wantthe suppliers to conform.☝
There are the ergonomic aspects which Tom also mentioned. Exceptionally for a profes-sional enthusiastin a particular field, he somewhat understates the case, perhaps deliber-ately in order to capture your enthusiasm. | believe thatin a few years☂ timeit will be virtuallyimpossible to recruit people to work in some of the badly designed environments that Tomshowedus. The technology is becoming people driven and users will vote with their handsand feet.
The second great lesson that we learn and need to carry away from this conferenceis thathistory really is bunk. The roots of any great change are highly deceptive, and theroots ofinformation technology are highly deceptive. We can see the way that the thing hasdevelopedright now.| think thatit is in the process of turning around. Like a plant, you canplant it where youlike but it grows its own way, andin the end turns to face the sun. Whatthat sun is | shall say in a moment.
Thirdly, | believe that our biggest danger ♥ and | saythis without disrespect to you the dele-
gates, or to our speakers ♥ is the dangerof taking too narrow view,of tunnelvision. It was
noticeable that we wereall of us much more comfortable with the subjects that were more
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familiar to us during this conference, with the matters that we are accustomedto dealingwith, rather than when we ventured into any of the cosmic problems, for example thosepeed by Monsieur Danzin. | think that our biggest dangeris that wefail to see the wood forthe trees.
Fourthly, there is real progress that | think we can take away from this conference. | men-tioned the convergence of technology and the way in which computer technology,telecommunications technology and office technology are coming togetherinto a singlediscipline. We have beentalking aboutthat for a long time and perhaps we almost begin to
understand somethingof it now. But what | have detected in this conferenceis that there is a
new and corresponding convergenceofskills taking place. Technical skills, skills in system
design, implementation, and operation are combining with business planning skills, skills at
identifying the real aims of an organisation and the real economic value of systems. Thesein
turn are converging with behavioural skills ♥ skills of a technical, business planning and
human factors nature. This coming together in a convergence of skills is, | think, very
exciting: It is also very daunting, because | suspectthat in these three areas a mark of 2 out
of 3 in the very near future will be a ☁☁fail☂☂, and that all three are in fact necessary.
So we facethedifficult question, in the light of those four basic lessons which | think we
have learned this week: has this conference been a success?| would say yes and no.| would
say no becausewestill only dimly perceive the true nature of the fusion of those three sets
of skills ♥ technicalskills, business planning skills, and behaviouralskills. | would say yes,
because | think that the Butler Cox Foundation is at its best and most useful whenit is
grappling with these very difficult issues on the frontiers of knowledge. To be candid with
you, it is much easier to put on conferences about things that weall fully know and under-
stand, with star speakers from all over the world. It is much harderto try to cometo grips
with these more vague and shadowyissues, which are nevertheless at the heart of our real
problemsin the next few years.
So | go away from this conference personally hopeful that we shall build on what we have
heard in the last two days to create a better understanding of the convergence of those
three sets of skills.
| should like, on your behalf, to offer a very sincere vote of thanks to the speakers who have
been with us this week. | know thatall of them have put a great deal of thought and effortinto
the preparation of their papers. They haveall performed admirably and dealt with candour
and opennesswith all our questions and comments.
| should also like to thank the technical team who have been in chargeofall the equipment
for the conference. They are at their best when they are leastvisible. We have seen very
little of them this week, which suggests that they have done a good job.

The hotel also should receive our thanksforthe facilities and the service which they have
made available to us, and also our translation team. It is not always easy, when people
standing at that rostrum get excited, to follow in the wake oftheir enthusiasm without losing
the odd paragraphortwo.| believe that our translators have donean excellent job for us this
week.
Finally, on behalf of the Foundation, may | thank you, the delegates. Your interest has been
unflagging, your questions and commentsalwaysto the point. Thank you very muchindeed.
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